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Welcome to Bowling
Green State University — you've
made it through
the construction.
We hope you enjoy
your first year and our

first issue.
4

-The BG News
FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weatiier.com
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Res. life puts students in apartments
When Newman worked at a
university in South Carolina, she
What happens at the University was responsible for a large area
when the number of applica- of university apartments, she
tions for admission are up, the said.
"Hiis University hasn't owned
number of deposits on fall housing arc up and cancellations art- apartments and doesn't own
down? The answer, according to apartments, so nobody here
Linda Newman, executive direc- is familiar with University-run
tor of Residence IJfe, is think apartments," Newman said. "I
am personally familiar with the
fast.
This is why 284 students will typical nuances with living in
live in University apartments apartments instead of residence
halls."
this fall, Newman said.
Now, to find apartments
The students, who were
required to have at least 25 that worked. Talking with local
Credit hours, will reside this fall Realtors, the University looked
in 514 N. Enterprise, 1929 and for a landlord who had property
1935 Columbia Courts and 516 adjacent to campus and could
consolidate the buildings for the
East Merry apartments.
In Newman, this was a way for students. The University chose
the University to cover costs and Greenbriar.
Greenbriar asked all the curkeep its promise to students.
\\c had made a promise to rent residents in those buildings
them and the University needs to relocate.
"Everyone wanted to move
to provide housing for all the
people who wanted housing." except one apartment — which
Newman said. "So it was up to is fine," Newman said.
One issue that has been
us to find a solution."
Two weeks into June, Newman raised about die apartments is
slid indicators pointed to the the loss of community off camlow cancellation rate unlike the pus Newman said this has been
historical precedent of a higher an issue.
"I wouldn't say I am worried
rate.
"We were about 400 students labout the lack of community),"
above capacity and at that Newman said. "I will say I recpoint I decided we had to do ognize it won't be the same —
something," Newman said. "It which is why I didn't want to put
was entirely possible we could freshman students out there."
But, as with the residence
gel ItX) cancellations ... but we
didn't know and couldn't wait halls, one hall director, Sheila
Coressel, will be in charge of all
until August."
So Newman and other mem- four buildings and each buildbers of Residence life began ing will have a resident advisor,
Newman said.
looking at their options.
The hail director and RAs will
If the overflow had been small
they could have put students create programs for the stuin iounges. Newman said. Or dents, Newman said. Coressel
they could have begun asking is also working on creating the
students if they wanted to move Apartment Association, similar to hall council.
off campus, she said.
As for next year, Newman said
But, die overflow seemed too
large and two months seemed time will tell what the University
like too short a time for students will do, but the apartments
to find off-campus housing, may be used again.
"The option for the apartNewman said.
By Carrie Whitaker
EDITOR IM-CHlif

WHAT FACTORS LED TO
0N-CAMPUS STUDENTS
LIVING IN APARTMENTS
MID-MAY: The number of
informational packets sent
out to potential students had
increased.
LATE MAY: Residence Life realized the number of deposits had
increased.
MID-JUNE: Residence Life estimated they were 400 students
over housing capacity.
JULY: Letters were sent to all oncampus students with 25 credits or more asking if they would
like to live in an apartment.
JULY/AUGUST: Students were
chosen for the apartments by
time and date and also if they
could get a group of six or four
together.
MOVE-IN DAY: Sophomores, juniors and seniors move into their off-campus housing yesterday. Many students decorated their doors just as they would were they living in the dorms.

STUDENTS PAYING?
• Each student is being charged
the standard room rate (like
living in McDonald or Kreischer)
equaling $1,800 per semester.
• Are not charged a Residence
Technology fee of $92, but get
wireless Road Runner in their
apartment.
• Are not required to buy meal
plans, although many have
opted to buy one, according to
Linda Newman, executive director of Dining Services.

'Midnight Madness* to help
students shop, find values
THE B0 NEWS

ments will be important until
we can sit down with admissions and discuss what they
think the class will look like next
year," Newman said.
Many of the students moved
in today and Newman said she
now sees this as a positive situation <uid a win-win for the
University and the students.
"I think overall it is very exciting that the University is so popular this year," Newman said. "It
speaks well for die entire institution that so many people want
to be here."

Last minute shopping and
exploring downtown made easy.
The Office of Campus
Involvement is sponsoring a
Midnight Madness shopping
event Sunday with the University
participating downtown stores.
The event, beginning at 8 pm,
features special sales for students at the University Bookstore,
For Keeps, Ben Franklin, Ace
Hardware, Meijer, Wal-Mart and
stores in the Woodland Towne
Centre. Stores have extended
hours for die event.
Some offers include 20 percent
off all store items, excluding sale
items at For Keeps and 20 percent off all items at Ben Franklin,
excluding toiletries and film and
10 percent off various Bookstore
items, including clothing.
The event was inspired by a

yearly tradition at Michigan
State, alma mater of Shelia Higgs
Burkhalter, associate dean of students at the University. Though
the event won't bring the high
numbers Michigan State was
capable of having, organizers
anticipate anywhere from 2,0002,500 students using the service,
Higgs Burkhalter said Organizers
hope to make the event an annual
start to each academic year.
"Though we could never do it
on that scale, but I knew we could
do something to get students to
get interested in what's downtown
for shopping and entertainment,"
Higgs Burkhalter said
University shuttle buses will
pick students up at the intersection of North College and Ridge
Streets by McDonald Hall, outside
Harshman Quadrangle, outside
Rodgers Hall by Jerome Library

and at the Centrex building near
Kohl Hall. Buses will make their
final trips back to campus from
stores and the mall when at the
close of each business, with pickup at the 24-hour Meijer location
occuring at 1 a.m.
According to Higgs Burkhalter,
the items students will be able
to find aren't limited to school
supplies.
"They're really going to run the
gamut in terms of what's going to
be on sale," she said.
"This is a small town and I think
people often underestimate what
you can do in Bowling Green," she
said. "We wanted students to see
the downtown (area)... and that it
is possible to have a social lite in
Bowling Green."
For more information call the
Office of Campus Involvement at.
372-2343.
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Meet the DEANS

By Carrie Whitaker

iDIIOR III CHIEF

\s each freshman begins his or ha college career i me goal is to choose a major
in one of the six undergraduate colleges
at the University — so why not meet
cadi college dean?
The deans have expectations toi their
colleges this year and wan) to welcome
you cadi to our learning community, so
we let them do that in their own words,

Dean Donald
Nieman
College of Arts
and Sciences

lie universities; a rich array ol outside Ol
dass activities; an exciting at i scene and
a wide ana) ol majors and academic
programs In mi which to choose,
What in your mind is the most exciting
thing going on tn the college this school
year?
To me, the BG Experience (BGX) is the
most exciting program on campus, i his
fall, half ol all freshmen will participate,
and next year all freshmen will be a
part ol it iliis is a unique program that
oners freshmen an opportunity to make
connections with tacutty and other sin
dents before classes begin, ii help
understand the expectations of our com
muruty, ertcourages them to think about
who the) are ano^fcts realty important
tc i them, and develops skills that Will help
them make the most of college

I inn fang have you been dean of the
college?

Dean Robert
Edmister
College of
Business
Administration

I have been clean since Inly I. 2000,

Prior to that, I was chair ol the history
department and a professor of history
at BGSU
Why do you Wee working at the
Universuy?
I like working at IU .si j because Irs
B place thai is open to Hood ideas and
different ways ol doing things We dorn
think we tan e to do things the same wa)
"because we've always done it thai way."
Under President Rlbeaus leadership we
have created a number oi innovative
programs like Bt IExperience, Presidents
Leadership Academ) and our residential
learning a immunities that are designed
to offer students a personal, holistic and
ftigh-qualityediKaDon.
What do freshmen have to look forwardtoattheUniva
Freshman can look forward man outstanding, approachable faculty; caring
advisers; challenging courses; smaller
courses than they will find at othet pub

wardtoattheUniva
Weoftei one dass foi freshmen in the
( i>\ and we encourage all underclass
students In and outside ol the college
to explore the student organizations
affiliated with the various fields ol study
within It Among the several dozen available options are organizations for sin
dents Interested in marketing, management, economics, lav* human resourcountlng, finance and hospitalit)
management
What in your mitid is die most exciting
thing going on at the college this school
rue;'
Our
newest
program,
our
Entrepreneurship mi
is i
because ii is available to an) n< ISU stu
dent whether he oi she is In*
in seining a business or working as an
"entrepreneur* within a large organiza
lion. The mix of business and non business students in the classes has created a
great learning environment We've also
bad a great deal of financial support
for the program from out alumni and
business friends ibis kind of partnership between students and business is
providing a lot of unique opportunities
foi internships and networking.

How long have you been dean of me
college?
I have just completed im Brsl full
year as dean ol the I ollege ol Business
Vltuiuistiation.
What in your mind is the best part
about being part of your college?
I'liel jillegeolbusiness \diniuistialion
is an accredited competitive program
with .i strong curriculum, dedicated fai
ultv and outstanding student organiza
nuns t tin students have an opportunity
to become involved both in and out of
the classroom and our alumni a
role models tin thuv with aspirations to
hi successful In the world ol business.
What do freshmen have to look /i«

Dean Richard
Kennel I
College of
Musical Aits

[too yeais as dean, however I have
about being part of your co<
As music students progress through been at BGSU foi I" years as a faculty
each academic yeai, we can see definite membei and Chair of the department oi
improvement Prom concert to concert communication disorders,
Why do you like working at the
and recital to recital, we can see ili.it
OUI students are improving under the University?
BGSU attracts tremendous!) talented
watchful eyes of our music faculty. I his
stead) Improvement is a source ol gre it faculty and stall who I have been privi
satisfaction and encouragement Our legedto work side In side with ova the
students will have easj access to liter- years. I continue to be in an environati) hundreds of outstanding concerts ment thai allows me to contribute to
students and my profession in ways I
throughout the year,
What do frestunen have to look for- believe are meaningful
What in yarn mind is the best part
ward to at BGSU?
I think students will enjoy being sur- about being pan of your college?
Each program and area within the colrounded by others who ate just asdedl
eated to their studies as the) are these lege emphasizes active teaming through
are the best high school graduates taking involvement students are able to appl)
With olhn lop students. I predict what they have learned in the classroom
that ibis level oi achievement will be lit- ■through spending time with profession
erally thrilling for most freshmen musk als in practical Held experiences, laboratory and/or clinical placements. I here
majors
What in yow-rnind is the most exciting are over 300 affiliations with the college
thing going on at the college this » hool thai Otfel these opportunities for OUT
students 1 believe thai the experience
thai students receive from the combined
Iliis academic year mails e
contributions ol out external supervi
anniversary of the opening olthe Moore
Musical Arts i enter, the home ol the sors, mentors and classroom faculty pro
(ollege of Musical \ils at BGSU. Ibis vide a wonderful formula for student
facility is one ofthe nations finest lot the
study and presentation ol mu
students and alumni are vet) fortunate
Dean Ernest
in enjo) such outstanding facilities, and
during the year ahead we will orfet se\
Savage
eral special commemorative ei
College of
Technology

i
Haui long linn you been dean oj the
college?
While tins is the stall ol u>\ lb
as dean of the College ol Musical uts,
I have actual!) worked at BGSI i since
[980,
what in your mind is the best pan

Dean Linda
Pettosino
College of Health
and Human
Seivices

How long have you been dean of the

long have you been dean oj the

sis years, although I'm starting my
25th yeai at BGSU.
win do you lik- working at the
University?
DEANS, PAGE 7
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loons candles cards bafh & body items
silk arrangements stuffed animals
tpecial gifts for you and four horns
t- much, much morel!
Don't mill out on oor spatial than, fri & ttt tpecial
1/2 doHti rosei ■ $9.95

(419) 352-6395

We Deliver!

Jolt for you - oor birthday piekijeeaka, flower & balloons

what funll

Get Great Prices
and Great Values
at Goodwill for your
Clothing and
Dorm Needs

COME SEE A UPS RECRUITER ON CAMPUS:
Mon, 8/23 from 10am-3pm • Careei Seivices
lues, 8/24 from I1am-2pm • Student Union
Wed, 8/25 from llam-4pm • Caieer Services
Thuis, 8/26 from 11am-4pm • Caieer Seivices
Mon, 8/30 from 11am-4pm • Caieei Services
Thins, 9/2 from 12pm-5pm • Caieer Seivices

The UPS
EARN.*,

LEARN
PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS
■ 58.50-59,50/hi, with increases ot 50c oiler 90 days & 50C al one yeai
• Paid Vacations -Weekends & Holidays Oil
• Excellent Benefits (Medical/Dental/Vision/Life 6 J0IK)
• Weekly Paycheck • Onslte classes
AVAILABLE SHIFTS:
Day ■ 11:30am-3:30pm
Midnight • 10:45pm-2:4Sam

Pieload • l.iin K.mi
Shitt limes are approximate.

Progiam

Get up to
$23,000* in
College Education

CALL UPS TODAY! 419-891-6820
Foi additional information, please contact: Steve Eich (dctlsietvups.com)
or Jami Rosiei (Jamilee@bgnel.bgsu.edu)

Assistance!

15S0 Holland Road • Maumee, OH 43537

www.upsjobs.com

goodwill
Bowling Green Retail Store
1058 N. Main St.
Open 9:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m. Monday - Saturday
Noon-5:00 p.m. Sunday
Goodwill Industries of Northwest Ohio, Inc.

'Program guidelines, apply
Equal Opportunity Employer
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QUOTErNQrUTE
"I hanged up on anybody that asked what
happened. What kind of question is that?
What happened? We lost!"
ALLEN IVF.RSON on the U.S. basketball team's kiss to Puerto Rico in Athens.
(Nmamk)

OPINION

Groups give great opportunities
With thousands of new
Palcons expected, this year's class
of incoming freshmen is the
largest in school history. From
the University's birth years as
a Normal College through the
Depression, the postwar swell of
Students taking advantage of the
Gl Bill and the rush of Generation
X pupils, the school has never
fielded this many students at a
time.
This increase in numbers had
effects on the ability of the campus to house students.

YOU DECIDE
What will your role on campus be? Send an e-mail to
thenews@bgnews.com
or
post feeback on our web site:
www.bgnews.com.

The increase will also effect
the ability of students to define
dieir campus, with hundreds of
extra brains—and twice as many
hands—to tackle community

problems, gain experience and
form social connections.
There are over 200 registered
student organizations at the
University, according to the
Office of Campus Involvement,
which also cites dozens of lessoffidal hut important unregistered groups. With about 21,000
students at the University this
fall, each organization will ideally have an average of about 70
members if each student takes
pan in just one "outside" activity.
These activities are anything

Surviving a small dorm room
MATT
SUSSMAN
Opinion Editor

By now your mom is crying
over you in college. They
all cry.
They are driving back home
and they already miss you. On
one hand, dieir little baby is
all grown up and on his or
her own. On the other hand,
your mother can finally have
that sewing room she's always
wanted.
Mother is terrified that you
and your roommate won't
be able to live in that tiny
dorm room. After all, even
Guantanamo Bay prisoners arc
able to stretch their arms back
without clanking them on the
loft.
None of this is a concern to
you yet. You have "your own
room, sweet!" You might even
say it's a "tight crib." Referring
to it as a crib isn't such a bad
idea in this case—your two
month old nephew has a crib of
comparable size.
In a week, the allure of "your
own room, sweet!" will begin
to fade. The existence of floor
space will soon be an urban
myth. There's no place to put
diose construction cones
you stole from Wooster Street.
(Theft of construction cones is,
not officially endorsed by the
BG News or any of its contributing staff.)
Eventually, the few square
feet in which you and your
roommate coexist will not seem
like enough elbow room. You
may end up releasing your
frustsration by murdering your

roommate in the still of the
night. (The BG News does not
endorse murder—be it strangulation or tickle torture. They
also do not endorse the blaring of Whitesnake's "Still of the
Night.")
Thankfully, like Gloria Gaynor,
you will survive. Even if you
don't know how to love, I know
you'll stay alive. You've got till
year to live in a small enclosed
space, but I don't diink you'll
crumble, I don't diink you'll lay
down and die. You will survive,
(Hey, hey.)
There are countless spacesaving techniques. Stack your
empty pop cans on top of each
other and tape them together
to not only preserve desk space
but give your room that "totemy" feel.
For those living in Harshman
or Kreischer, take the doors
off your bathroom cabinet
and place them in your closet.
Prompdy fill your closet with 37
pairs of shoes (for girls) or random athletic equipment you
will never use (for guys).
Try losing some weight, lardo.
That'll save space.
When you're done chewing
gum, don't throw it away. That
takes up space in your garbage.
Instead, throw it upwards and
don't worry about until May
when you have to scrape it off
using a high-powered scraping
device.
The food courts have those
styrofoam to-go boxes. Don't
ever bring them back to "your
own room, sweet!" They take
up space, and as we have
already discussed, we are trying
to save space.
If you can make "your own
room, sweet!" look awesome, it

might make you forget about
its size. Go to The Shed and buy
something really kitschy, such
as a glow-in-the-dark spider
web. I langit in the comer, and
hopefully in two months you
won't l>e sorry you bought it.
Make your roommate
extremely ill. Slip some West
Nile into his morning Pepsi.
He'll go home for about a
month, and the place will be
yours—all yours! (evil laugh)
You may think you can save
space by not bringing a computer, but you will need one—if
only to talk on 1M. If you don't
stay on IM all day and all night.
well, you're just not cool.
You don't, however, need to
bring a printer. What do you
think you're gonna need it to
print out homework or something? Ha! The University emptied the pockets of your parents
(another reason they are crying),
so swindle the University out
of their paper supply by printing off your homework in the
residential computer labs. Print
off your five-page papers. Print
off 157-page novels you need to
read that professors coyly put
on Blackboard for you to read.
Print off semi-nude pictures
of Lindsay Lohan and Anna
Koumikova, and paste them in
your room. This will also save
you space, because it will keep
actual girls out of your room.
This column will end with
thoughts of Lindsay I /ihan and
Anna Koumikova. That way, the
guys will associate hot bods
with space-saving techniques.
(And for me ladies, I have six
words for you: lohnny Depp,
Man Damon, plastic crates.)
That way. when Mommy calls,
tell her there's no need to cry

but "outside," however; statistics
suggest that academic success
is closely and directly related
to level of involvement outside
of class. For example, a survey
of over 75 registered University
organizations in 2000 found that
only 2.7 percent of responding
students had GPAs of less than
2.0, with the largest segment of
respondents in the 3.0-3.5 range.
Furthermore, the survey
results reflected the groups' networking potential. With almost
equal numbers of sophomores,

AT ISSUE: Most freshman make the same mistakes—knowing them in
advance may help you have a more rewarding first year at the University.
STEVE
SCHLESSMAN
Opinion Columnist

Let's be honest—most
college students make
more mistakes their freshman year than any other time.
Whether it's being too naive
or just plain ignorant, many
freshmen either do not take full
advantage of the college opportunity or take it for granted too
much. Many of these mistakes
are all too common and can
easily be prevented. Although
this does not just pertain to
academics, some students don't

feel it is necessary to experience all aspects of college life.
So I am here to set the record
straight and give you my top
five freshman mistakes in
hopes that it may help you have
a more enjoyable and productive semester.
One of the most obvious
mistakes is not going to class. I
have heard it a thousand times,
"Oh it doesn't matter if I miss a
couple of classes." or "they don't
lake attendance, I will get the
notes from someone later.' I
admit it, I had this same mentality too for a couple weeks
before 1 had my first test. Then
I realized that maybe I should
actually go to class if 1 don't

CARRIE WHITAKER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone:(419)372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com

want to end up working at Bob's
Used Car Lot. Even if you are
one of those people who don't
like to read, the least you can
do is go to class. The correlation
between tiiose who anend class
and those who get good grades
is amazing. Imagine that! Keep
in mind, your parents are paying all this money for you to
come here.
Then there's the notorious "Freshman 15." I'm sure
everyone knows what I am
talking about. Now that you
have an abundance of high
calorie foods at the swipe of a

0NTHE STREET
Freshman: What about
college makes you the
most nervous?

MARISSA
MIDDLE CHILDHOOD ED.

"Managing time for
homework."

HAILEY
AMPD
"Not being homesick."

MIDDLE CHILDHOOD ED.

"Getting all of the
electronics in our
room to work."

MATT
SPORTS MARKETING

"Just getting
schoolwork done"

MISTAKES, PAGE 6

ANGELA GORTER MANAGING EDITOR
TIFFANI MCKENZIE CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR
NICOLE DELISIO CITY NEWS EDITOR
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We challenge all students to
sign up for at least one out-ofdass activity by week two, if it
hasn't already been done.
Our Greek chapters will provide more public service, our athletes will be more loudly cheered,
our educational outreach in the
surrounding community will
inspire more people and our
local artistic events will be more
culturally vibrant. In short, we
believe the campus community
has no excuse not to outshine its
greatest past moments.

p™ \ pi pi Top ten advice for

PHIL

Common freshman mistakes

juniors, seniors and graduate students, the organizations in question provide a great way to meet
more varied groups of peers than
would be discovered in wandering class-to-class and dorm-tocafeteria With this many reasons
for involvement and this many
opportunities to get involved
and this many students to provide mental and physical muscle,
we expect students to create a
ground-breaking year in the history of the University, with more
of everything.

the freshman class
As I have in past years. I want
to welcome new and returning
students back at BGSU for the
2004-05 academic year! We are
excited about this school year;
besides the great classroom
teaching provided by our faculty,
the campus offers a myriad of
opportunities. Attending and
participating in theater, music,
and athletic events, joining at
least one of our over 280 smdent
organizations, and working on
campus are just a few examples
of the kind of experiences you
can get involved with at BGSU.
Annually. I offer some advice
to new students through the
BG News. Some of the advice
may be pertinent to returning
students as well. In the spirit of
summarizing and knowing diat
you probably do not have a lot
of time these first few days on
campus. 1 offer you a "2004 Top
Ten'' list of tips for succeeding at
Bowling Green. Although these
are similar to last year's items, I
do believe they are still pertinent.

1. Get to know your professors and instructors. They are
more than Hilling to talk with
you, meet with you. and do what
they can to answer your questions. Introduce yourself as soon
as possible. Find a good seat in
class where you can hear and
see diem (sit close to the front—
it's the students in the back who
are called on!).
2. Don't be afraid to ask for
help. Remember that diere
are many people working here
whose job it is to help you succeed. BGSU is very student-centered. Not only are we glad to see
you here, but we are committed
to you succeeding while here.
You do not have to handle any
problem alone.
3. Explore the campus. Once
you become comfortable with
your residence hall or living
environment, see what the rest
of campus looks like. Venture
out of your room, find out where
buildings, programs, services
and events are. Don't be selfconscious about using a campus
map or asking somebody how
to find something. It might seem
impossible at first to find your
way around, but you will get the
hang of it in no time.
4. Find your best place to
study. Ihis may take a bit of
experimentation. The key will
be to find a place where you
can concentrate and that works
for you. It is important to have
a spot where you can read, prepare for class, write, and study
for exams. Sometimes it's nice
just to have a place to think.
5. Become familiar with the

DR. EDWARD
WHIPPLE
VP of Student Affiiirs

services and programs offered
to sttidems. You will be amazed
at the number of services and
programs which exist to help
you in every aspect of your life
here. We offer assistance in
everything, such as academics and studying, personal and
career concerns, recreational
activities, health needs, multicultural activities. If you live in the
halls or small group living units,
you will receive information
from your staff on these services
and programs.
a Read your Student
Handbook. It is the one with
the brightly colored picture of
students on the front cover that
contains many useful policies
and important information for
students. It also includes everything from the academic calendar to infonnation on student
services.
7. Become involved. Get a
complete list of the student organizations and activities. Look for
posters around campus and in
the BG News announcing initial
meetings of these groups, and
give them a try if you're interested. Organizations are looking for members and would be
overjoyed in your interest. While
you can stay involved in some of
the things you did in high school,
this is your time to become
involved in ways you perhaps
never thought you would be
before. For example, if you never
got to play a sport in high school,
try one of the many club sports,
or get involved in intramurals.
Help plan I lomecoming or
check out fraternity or sorority
recruitment. It's your chance to
continue, start again, or become
involved for the very first time in
almost anything.
8. Take advantage of opportunities. Check out die activities sponsored by your hall or
floor, participate in Welcome
Week activities. There are events
offered every weekend, from
movies to trips to camping and
other outdoor activities. The
vast majority of activities here at
BGSU are absolutely free to you.
including musical performances,
football games and other sports
events, and some theater productions. Anyone who says
that there isn't anything to do
at BGSU on weekends has not
looked around at what is available.
ADVICE, PAGE 5

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR ue to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the Uruwrsit/s campus
or the Bowling Green area.

POLICIES
letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should be included for verification
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified
information or anonymous submissions will not be printed

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an attachment to thenews@bgnewsxom
with the subject line marked "Letter
to the Editor" or "Guest Column." Only
e-mailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing. All letters are
subject to review for length and darity
before printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the views of The BG News.
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What the city of BG has to offer

Cranking out a paper at 2 a.m.

AT ISSUE: Being a student of Bowling Green State University also makes you
part of the city, so don't pass up the happening places located here.

AT ISSUE: It's late at night, you have been occupied all evening and you have
yet to start a paper due the next morning. Will you step up to the plate<

Howard's (the bar) has live
music pretty much every day of
C J SHAUN
the week, which affords you a
great opportunity to check out
V^^K-/ Opinion Columnist
Cob
Bowling Green's thriving and
diverse music scene. That way
if you do drink illegally, which
Welcome, freshmen!
is something I certainly don't
I'm sure that as you're
condone, at least you can hear
reading this in the
some good live music while
prison-like confines of whichgetting blitzed.
ever dorm you were assigned,
There are also innumerable
you're probably feeling a little
overwhelmed, for many of you, coffee shops in Bowling Green.
this is the first time you've been They are good places to go if
away from home for more than you're having larte cravings and
don't want to support the new
the occasional night spent at
Starbucks that will begin infestlittle lohnny or Suzie's house.
ing the mall-like Union someWell, don't panic! As a certitime in the next year.
fied townie, bom and raised
There are more tattoo shops
15 minutes away from lovely
Bowling Green, I'm here to help than you can shake a stick at,
you understand the hidden joys for those of you who like art
(or pain, you kinky freshmen).
and wonders of Bowling Green,
Nothing says college indepenOhio—your new home.
dence like getting a tattoo, takNow, believe me, I know that
ing a picture of it, and mailing
Bowling Green definitely has
it home to your parents. In any
its negatives, not the least of
case, it will make going home
which is the lovely construction
for the holidays so much more
on Wooster Street that will coninteresting
tinue for the next year (at least).
If you haven't been here
My advice to you concerning
during the winter before (and
the construction is acceptance,
even if you have been, really)
for months now, I've mashed
the winters here can be a shock.
my teeth at the sight of orange
It's very cold. And very windy.
barrels and the inconvenience
Every single day.
they cause, and all I've gained
Hopefully you all brought
is more gray hair. Don't let this
your winter coats and ear muffs,
happen to you. Take an orange
because in a month or two
barrel back to your dorm. leed
you're going to need them.
it. love it. In no time, you'll
If you don't have a bike here
begin to see them all as friends,
and then boy, will you be popu- in Bowling Green, get one.
Buy one, or if you have one
lar!
at home, have mom or dad
Another knock on Bowling
bring it to you. Not only are
Green is that unless you're
bikes a good way to get around
an alcoholic, there's really not
campus, but due to the fact that
much to do. First of all, since
Bowling Green is like two miles
you're freshmen, you shouldn't
wide, they're also an excellent
be drinking anyway, right?
way to get around town. People
Right? Well, fortunately there is
think it is silly to ride a bike in
still a way to go to the bars and
the modern age of automobiles.
haw a good time.

( ■PJHAYES

but trust me: as long as you are
in Bowling Green, you do not
need a car.
Bikes also supply rapid transport from the bars on weekends,
so feel free to laugh at the poor
schlubs walking through the
freezing cold when you whiz by
them.
On a more serious note, the
next four years (give or take one
or two), you're going to be a
citizen of Bowling Green.
You can vote here, if you want.
The laws passed here affect
you. The issues in Bowling
Green affect you.
That being the case, you have
a vested interest and a responsibility to getting involved in the
local political scene.
I'm not talking about running
for office, although that would
be cool.
There are several political
groups on campus, and several
more that meet in Bowling
Green.
Find them,
loin them.
Take charge of your future.
Look for fliers on campus
and go to the meetings. It's a
good time, and you just might
meet someone you'd like to kiss
and get free food.
As freshmen, or any college
class, the last tiling you should
do is join the procession of
zombies marching down to the
bars every weekend. Bowling
Green really does have more to
offer. You just have to look for
it. I strongly- urge you to take
charge, get involved, explore
BG and experience things that
will change your lives.
I wish you all the best of luck,
and again, welcome to Bowling
Green.

munity is knowing each other.
You will make many friends here
that you will have for life; that
will be there to celebrate important times with you. support you
when you need it. and just to be

ADVICE, FROM PAGE 4

9. Meet at least one new person every day. An important part
of being a member of a com-

a friend. The more people you
know here, the better off you
will feel about being at BGSU.
Everyone else is going through
the same transitions, suffering
the same nervousness and expe-

The truth is, you probably
won't pull too many all-nighters,
MEGAN
but you will come very close
SCHMIDT
very often. And you'll rack up
Opinion Columnist most of them by scrambling
to finish papers, not studying
for midterms. This makes good
Incoming college freshmen,
sense, because face it—an
you need a reality check.
underdeveloped thesis will
You are probably assummake you look like a much biging that the university lifestyle
ger idiot than having a Scantron
is a glamorous one. I admit, it's
sheet with two-thirds of the
an easy mistake to make. From
answers wrong.
our spacious 12' by 15' acomSo get to work on it. So what
modations to the junk food
if it's 2 a.m., anyway? lust tell
diets we consume, the image
thai the average college student yourself that some people
projects is obviously one of high choose to do their work during
the daylight: you simply chose
elegance.
this particular time of day to do
This, however, is not a notion
yours. Nothing bizarre or panicthat 1, as a sophomore, can
Inducing about that
allow any of you to carry on
Most likely, you're not even
believing in. My conscience just
alone. One look at your buddy
deems this unpermissable.
list will prove that at least a
Sure, college is fun. But fun.
handful of your friends are
my friends, is all conditional.
Sooner or later, you will have to doing the exact same thing.
You'll probably IM each other
take measures that will ensure
(because an away message that
the continuation of your fun
reads, "ahhh paper due in five
land your presence) at this unihours, leave me alone," is nothversity.
ing more than an open invitaThose measures, which 1 do
tion to chatl, and have a good
regret having to tell you about,
laugh about it. 1 would norinclude writing papers.
mally caution against this, since
I'm not going to be unrealisit will only eat away at your
tic about it and start preaching
precious nocturnal minutes.
that you better start writing
I low ever venting Is sometimes
every paper you're assigned
the only way to keep going.
to three weeks in advance.
Sooner or later, though, it
Nobody does that. In fact, this
will sink in that you. and only
kind of attitude will get you
you, are in control of your own
nowhere ill a college setting.
paper-writing destiny. This
In college, things "come up."
epiphany will probably occur
For example, a buddy knockaround 4 or 5 a.m., alter you've
ing on your door at 9 p.m. the
meticulously written and
night before a huge paper is
re-written your opening paradue and convincing you to go
graph and have just concluded
out anyway is not a showcase
with your first main point This
of your irresponsibility. It's just
is where you will inevitably hit
something that "came up."
a snag, feeling stumped and
One option made popular
confused about what direction
by delusional procrastinators
to take things next.
is the often-attempted, but selSomeone who had started
dom-achieved, "all-nighter."

riencing the same things that
you are.
10. Most importantly, relax
You do not have to do everything, be everything, or accomplish all of your college goals

your first week here. Become
involved at your own pace, f* i
matter how hard you study or
work, remember to take some
time out for yourself.
One final suggestion: Be care-

the paper a little earlier could
just sleep on it and come back
to it tomorrow, but you cannot
afford this luxury. However, this
option is clearly for the weak,
feeble-minded, anyway.
If you feel the need to play
some kind of inspirational
music to get really revved up,
such as the Rocky theme song
feel free. No dancing though. It
will only deplete your energy, or
cause an injury, and you certainly do not have time to fit in
a hospital visit.
Now you're going to easily
hammer out the rest of your
body paragraphs in the next
two hours. By 6 or 7 a.m.. all
that will be left to do will be
the dreaded conclusion. This
will be the most strenuous part
yet. because you must figure
out what you've been blathering on about for the last four
or live pages and decide on a
good way to wrap it up... conclusively.
()me you have your conclusion down, rejoice! You're done!
Hun spellcheck before you print,
because it's now nearing 8
a.m., so at this point, this paper
could be written in Swahili. and
you'd still say, "yep, looks good
io me."
I would suggest re-reading it,
too, but honestly, if you spent
several good, solid hours, then
it has to hold some intellectual
merit. I )on't be defeated and
just expect a bad grade—that's
absurd! Everyone knows that
the best papers are always
written during that adrenalinefueled night before the due date.
Of course, it would probably
be unwise to place too much
faith into this advice 1 bestow
upon you, my dear freshman.
What do you expect?
I wrote this column an hour
before it was due.

ful crossing Wooster Street.
Best of luck and confidence
for a successful year!

www.woodlan4tc.com

•eone like

YOU

can make all the

difference
in the life of a new

freshman.
UNIV 411
Springboard Coaching

.

It could be
the most rewarding credit hour
you've ever earned!

,rli
Springboard
1 Bowling
Sun- University
lowlW Green
o

Contact us at 2-9504 or sprinpWbgnct

Share your knowledge of BG while
performing a great
COMMUNITY SERVICE!
We train you each week.
No experience necessary!!
Total commitment is about
2 hours per week.
Sign up for ONE CREDIT HOUR of UNIV411
(2.5 GPA required)

MONDAY

TUESDAY

THURSDAY

8:30 - 10:20
9:30-11:20
10:30-12:20
11:30-1:20
12:30-2:20
1:30-3:20
2:30-4:20
4:00 - 5:50
5:30-7:20
7:00 - 8:50

9:00 - 10:50

9:00- 10:50

-WEBHBDAY
8:30-10:20
9:30-11:20
11:00-12:50 10:30-12:20
11:30-1:20
12:30-2:20
12:30-2:20
1:30-3:20
2:00 - 3:50
2:30-4:20
4:00 - 5:50
3:30 - 5:20
5:30-7:20
5:30 - 7:20
7:00-8:50
7:00 - 8:50

11:00-12:50
1:00-2:50
2:30-4:20
4:00-5:50
5:30-7:20

ANCHOR STORES
EWer-Beerman (419) 352-31%
Dunham's Sports (419) 353-0470
Lifestyles for Ladies Only (419) 354-5239
-Fitness,Tanning & Retail Shop
Sears (419) 353-6000

ENTERTAINMENT / MUSIC / SOUND
Cinemark USA 5 Screens
- All New Releases (419) 3540558
Sam Goody (419) 352-6330
Playfair Arcade
Professor Tinker's Playhouse
Radio Shack (419) 352-5727

APPAREL / SHOES / ACCESSORIES
Maurice's Fashions (419) 352-0121
Aunt Pat's Bridal (419) 353-7711
Famous Footwear (419) 353-0229
Claire's Boutique (419) 352-6061

RESTAURANTS
Silver Dollar Steakhouse &
Banquet Center (419) 353-5358
Quarters Bar & Grill (419) 352-8228

BOOKS /CANDY / CARDS / GIFTS
WaMenBooks (419) 354-1397
In Good Taste (419) 354-2170
Gifts From the Heart (419) 352-8951

SPECIALTY STORES
Dollar Tree (419) 353-7948
Mattresses, Etc (419) 353-1400
Professor Tinker's Toy
Workshop (419) 354-2307
Virtual PCs (419) 353-8324

CAFECOURT
Java Oasis
Luca Pizza
Mediterranean

The China
Subway
Naslada Cafe

SERVICES
Fiesta Hair & Tanning (419) 352-9084
World Nail (419) 354-1020
Verizon Wireless (419)354-2523
Bushldo Kai Martial Arts (419) 353-5836
Turning Point Church (419) 373-0144
Customer Service (419) 354-4447

•r'*F*.<

THANK YOUI
Visit our website for more information!
http://www.bgsu.edu/offlces/springboard
Or contact Pam Pinson at sprinq@b
or (419) 372-9504

1234 N. Main St. (Rt. 25) Bowling Green | (419)354-4447
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Great places for quiet studying

t

man) large tables rot coopera
live group work. 1 otsol i lasses
require smaD-group work, and
so we set aside a Hum foi thai
Boffsays [he eighth flooi Is
reserved fix quiet stud)
Thelibrar) also features an
array of technological services
for students who require computenfortheii studies [here
Isacomputei lab In the build
i ■ lj-i- and laptops with wireless
internet connet rions are avail
ablefbt rental at thedn uladon
desk, free of charge Iheflexlbil
Ityol portable PCsaBows rest
less students to move around
ihelil \ while remaining conm . ted rhe it «*.iin fhompson
Student Union Isanothei exi el
lent resoun ■■ fofstudying I he
i.ii ilit) features a laptop rental
program, a compute) lab open
21 hours and plent) ofnicef)
furnished, quiet stud) areas on
the second, third and fourth
Roots,
Both campus locations are
open extensive hours Vcom
plete listing ol llbrarj hours foi
fall semestei can be found at
wwvi hgsu.edu/coUeges librarj
hours Union hoursfoi this period are posted al wwv, bgsti edu
sa unlon/hhours Students who
need to leave the campus bustle
in wrap theii minds around
homework i an Hnd refuge al
,i | >,iii oi downtown locations,
i osmos coffeehouse, 1261
Woostei St, is less than Bvemin
tries by foot from the west end
of the University, and isaperfei i
solution ini those who need to
leave campus but remain close
b) Cosmos Is small but i
and features adequate seating
foi Individual study oi small

ZACH
HERMAN
Senkn Ri

Regulations are in place In
allUiiivi-rsin residences
lo ensure an environmen) condia tve to studying,
but many freshmen will learn
quick)) thai theii rooms are
not always a greal place to nil
the books The distractions ol
friends and neighbors, ihelure
ol the television or computer,
and the temptation of a quick
(oi not so quick] nap combine
in make residence halls a verj
comfortable place to accom
|ili^h nothing.
Fortunately, there are man;
mi and nil campusalterna
lives for those who And In-room
studying difficult
( ampus travelers will liiul
students studying jusi about
everywhere, from slain ases to
empt) > lassrooms ii> resident <■
hall courtyards. For those who
prefei more conventional on
. ampus stud) sites, lerome
1 ibrarj and the Union are popu
\M and convenient choices Ihe
library, kx ated on the east end
of campus behind Rodgersand
Conklin halls, offers features
to meet il»' needsol studying
students, aa ordingtol olleen
Boff, thel Irst-Vfeai Experience
librarian at lerome
{in the first Boor, students
can liiul "poi kets' smallclusletsol tables where individuals
HI groups can spread out to
stud) oi conduct research. Ihe
seventh Booi now Is dedicated
lo small group stud) and sports

group work gatherings in i-» i,
i osmds Is so well suited im
academic pursuits that one pro
tessoi has been known to hold
Ills office hours there
i.II ihose who fight drowsl
ness while combing textbooks
i osmos serves a varlet) o(
cafieinated coffee treats to fuel
marathon wort sessions, along
with sodas and sna ks. i osmos
Is open I 10 a m.to 10p.m.
ever) day.
Anothei downtown coffeehouse thai nun meetstudlers'
needs is Grounds for [nought,
Main St,about .i lOmin
ute walk from campus. Thai
venue offers .i larga i apacit)
iii,mi usmosandatwist more
than 150,000 used boote and
magazines for purchase oi
perusal i he pleasant Grounds
for Ihought atmosphere walks
ihe tightrope between quiet
llbrarj setting and social desi II i. uii HI, mil manages to serve
all students, whether studying
or relaxing with friends. The
menu al t [rounds for Ihoughl
Issimilai in that ol Cosmos and
features a special house btend
served In store and sold to area
restaurants and the University
tiroundsfoi Ihoughl is open
from 6:30 a.m tomldnighl
ever) da)
Students who need to escape
the distractions ol ,i resident e
hall will find plent) ol places
HI study on andofl campus,
[herearea variel) ol venues,
including one to meet the ape
i |fk needs of almost ever) Btu
dious freshman Iheonrj ques
noil is, where will you be seen?

inn don't do II before youi Ba m
class the next day t knowwhat
vnu re saying, TO only have a
couple," bui then a couple rums
intoasixpack, then the next
thing you know your doing keg
stands until the sun comes up

MISTAKES. fROM PAGE 4
Card, some lakeil a UtrJe too
far. Double cheeseburgers from
Mfendysand PhWj cheesesteaks
from Steak I scape an- not always
the best waytosU) health) n
you are going to eat like that, we
do have ibis thing here called a
Rec I eniei where von can work
out your bod) In an attempt
from getting that extra weight
I know all ol von freshmai an
excited to be on youi own and
part) until you cant see straight,
which is alight In some cases,

We've all been there and il sin ks

Don't put yourseU through the
agony of trying to gel up and
actual!) i omprehendwhat youi
professoi Is saying Itsjusi no)
worth ihe pain and suffering, oi
puking .ill ovci the person next
III Mill.

i )ue mistake I have seen

countless i ouplesmakels |ust
hangout all da) togethei ever)
day and nevei go out and expe
rienci coOegelUe Ui ail have
one oi those friends that do
nothing but siaj In Iheirroom
all da) with theii boyfriend ot
girlfriend. It's great that you care
about someone and you are
luck) enough to go to the same
i Inlversity, bui n doesn't mean
you should den) yourseU the
pleasure ol going out b) your
sell ami meeting new people
\, ademk s are one pan of col
lege, but expi riem Ingthecol

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Good luck to the new freshmen
minority studentsof any other
freshman class. Your class is
the largest, smartest and most
diverse class we have ever seen.
[he University is eager to see
MUI-in reed and fulfill your
potential. I, as a student leader,
,iin excited in see ihe tremendous irnpai I you will have on
our campus
If you are living on campus,
another piece of practical ."hue
is to keep J our doors open and
do rrat go home the first weekend [hough you will he able in
make friends if you do not heed
this advice. It is much harder.
What is a better bonding
experieni e then falling om of
your lofted Dedal noon, slaying
in wlialever von slept in, and
playing NCAA Football 2005 all
da] willi ihe kids across rhe hall?
Someol Mini best friends will
be the people you live around,
si i gal in ki II UN them early.
I know from experience that
there are students who go home
lo vii.il liienilsloi a few early
weekends and have missel
bonding mat others In rhe hall
already experienced

ALEX
WRIGHT
Quest! akunnisl
President,! SG
Regardless of whethei you
ihink ihesummei Hew b)
oi crawled along, it's now
over and anothei tchoolyear
Is beginning. A lot of students,
myself Included, look at uigusi
23rd on the calendar and wondei where It all went
I.II those ol you who are
Im oiriing freshmen or who
went home forthesummeri
welcome bat k to campus, Pot
those oi Mm who stayed In
BG over the summei and took
i lasses, .ii least there will be
more things to do now
You have all been told about
the benefits of getting involved
early on campus, and making
sure you go toi lass, I'hnugli
thai Is sound advice, I figured I
could give more practical Infoi
mation to the freshman class,
First, allow me to give a few
fai is about youi class Vbu
are the largest freshman das)
Bowling Green State Untvecsit)
liasevei seen, and you are pan
oi the largest enrollment In the
historj ol id*- Universtty
More students v\iil be attending BGSU this fell than an)
othei point In the94-yeai
history ol it u- Institution. The
percentageol students witha
Mghei on theACl In the
freshmen class is the highest ii
haseva been
[his freshman i lass aba
has the highest percentage of

lege life is fust as important.
Along with staying in your
room all da) with Man girlfriend
anothei mistake i have seen
countless friends make Is going
home ever) weekend to see
theii significant othei a hut go
home lo hang out with theii old
friends fheres nothing wrong
with going home ever) once in
a wiiilc but don't lakeil lo the
point where the gu) across the
hall doesn't even know your
name at endol ihisenieslei

Donibethai gin Go out, part)
and make new friends. If those

There are always one in two

students on ever) Boot whose
names nobody knows b) the
loui ih week c if school, but
everyone is loo embarrassed in
ask. Don't be those students.
Also, I would IK'remiss if I
had Ihe opportunity lo speak lo
ihe entire campus and didn't say
a lew words aboul out athletic
program. Our student-athletes
train and work haul lo excel
both On the playing field and in
the classroom.
Our volleyball team had the

peopleat hiime realK carealxiul

you thai much the) will still be
there when you get back.
i lie number one mistake I
know |usi aboul ever) freshman
makes is, ramming foi tests
Ynuieil yourself youll go snid)
tomorrow and then tomorrow
turns Into next week, and llie
next thing you know you drinking a gallon of coffee aD night
studying for a test Don"i do that
to yourseU Its amazing how
much less uiateiiahou have to
before a test if you just
read and siudv a intie here and

third highest team GPA in die
nation with a team average of
3.63. Their first home game Is
September 8 at 7 p.m.
iini hockey team returns with
the best goalie in the league on
Friday. October 15. For those
of you who haven't noticed, our
old football scoreboard has
been replaced with a beautiful
new video screen.
I Woman Trophy winner or
nut, OUT team is going to give
i iklahoma a run for their money
on September 4.
We have 18 vaislty sports on
campus and every one of them
deserves our support. With
most, if not all, of the games
being free, there is no excuse
that every student can't attend
at least one,
Finally, the easiest way to
have a successful freshman year
is to be proud to be a student at
BGSU, Show your school spirit.
Wear orange and brown. Don't
be all aid lo stumble into those
carry-morning classes with a
mi e paii ot I alcon sweatpants.
Mao, learn weird facts about
the University, like which three
formal University presidents
are buried in the cemetery on
campus or that there used to be
cows in the bottom of Moseley
im the agriculture class that all
students were required lo take.
F.njoy your first year of college 1 lave fun gelling involved.
If you choose to, have fun, but
not 100 much Bin, going out at
night Try as bard as you can to
have a good lime going lo class
mo. (iood luck, and on behalf of
the uppen taasman population,
we can't wait to meet you.

them I lo il in between classes,
oi aiui you have been Sipping through the TV for about
15 straight minutes.Those 15
minutes you wasted could have
made the difference between a
I anil a It
Make ihe mnsi nf your freshman year. It will be some of the
best times ofyoui life if you can
keep from making any of these
mistakes tad If you can, I guarantee you will have a much more
piuliiienl and exciting semester.

Rise Above High-Risk Drinking.

Education Abroad

It's as easy as:
The high-risk drinking rate has decreased 2.3%
since 2000.

Almost 99% of BGSU students do NOT drink daily.

See the world, make a difference.
When BGSU students drink, most (70%) choose a
designated driver.

Education Abroad Resource (tenter
Center for International Programs
Visit us ui our nevt location
McDonald North, Suite 61
(•II vi.! 72-U479
edabroadfa bgsu.edu

http://educationabroad.hgsu.ecIu

Ktjicotli IOO0706M

Brought to you by Wellness Connection, Student Health Service, and ODADAS.
Data from the 2002 ACHA Health Assessment

** madness
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

SHOPPING SPREE

Sunday
August 22. 2004 • 81)0 pm-1'.OO am
BGSU

The BGSU shuttle service is FREE and will take you to all of your favorite stores!
Special discounts from Meijer, the University Bookstore and other participating stores
on residence hall room essentials, back-to-school items, and foodl

meijer

I bookstore!
Shuttle route starts al 8:00 pm with on-campus stops including the University Bookstore at North College and Ridge Street, Harshman, and Rodgers.
Off-campus stops include Meijer, Woodland Mall, shopping centers located on North and South Main Street, and merchants in downtown Bowling Green. Last pick-up at 12:30 am.
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President fosters community
talent to Ohio and support applied research to help
Ohio companies move products to market. The
advisory board also offers counseling on strategic
Since becoming its ninth president in 1995, Dr. planning, management and coordination of proSidney A. Ribeau has focused on making Bowling grams administered by the commission.
His numerous recognitions include a 2003
Green State University a distinctive learning community which ignites in students a passion for Newsmaker Award from the Northwest Ohio Black
Media Association, which honored him for his conlearning that will forever enrich lives.
A recognized leader in higher education, tinued commitment to diversity in education and
Dr. Ribeau received the 2003 President's Award leadership in the northwest Ohio African-American
of the National Association of Student Personnel community, and being named to the Board of
Directors for the 2003 Regional Growth
Administrators for "his courage and leadPartnership.
ership in guiding the Bowling Green State
Raised in Detroit, President Ribeau
University campus community to develop
received his bachelor's degree from Wayne
a community focused on student learnState University in 1971. He earned master's
ing and designed to educate die whole
and doctoral degrees in interpersonal comstudent by taking students' personal and
munication from the University of Illinois,
intellectual growth into consideration."
Urliana-Champaign, in 1973 and 1979,
"Few presidents focus their energies
respectively.
on the creation of this type of commuI le began his teaching career in 1976
nity, involving students in every step of SIDNEY RIBEAU
as a professor of communication studies
PRESIDENT
decision making, and promoting colat California State University, Los Angeles.
laboration and close relationships with
Flight years later, after being honored as
students, faculty and student affairs professionals," the NASPA said in honoring BGSU's an outstanding teacher and student adviser, he
became chair of the university's Pan African Studies
president.
Dr. Ribeau isa memberof both the BowlingUreen Department. I to held that position until 1987, when
and Toledo Chambers of Commerce and serves he was named dean of undergraduate studies at
on the boards of United Way, the Greater Toledo California State University, San Bernardino. Three
Urban League, the Toledo Symphony Orchestra, the years later, he became dean of the College of Liberal
Andersons Inc. in Maumee, Convergys Corp., and Arts at Cal Poly's San Luis Obispo campus. In 1992
he was named vice president for academic affairs at
Worthington Industries.
Most recently; ()hla Governor Hob Tan appointed Cal Poly Pomona, a position he held until coming to
him to the advisory board of the state's Third I tender Bowling Green.
Commission. The board advises the commission on
Itlitnrs \ote: takenfrum http://uww.bgsu.edu/
how best to spend funds from $1.6 billion Third
offices/prrsident/page542.html
Frontier Project to create more high paying jobs,
recruit world-class research and entrepreneurial
r>. Sidney A. Ribeau
President of Bowling Green Slate University

Faculty has positive
outlook for semester
turrit) to grow with the help of
mentors and caring professionThe faculty and staff are great! als. All they have to do is show up
We're commined to student suc- and we will help them become
cess. We all -- students, racurtj the capable professional and
and staff— have opportunities caring individuals that they wish
to grow and enrich our lives. to be."
And, 1 like the winters (hahal.
What in your mind is the most
What in your minil is the best ,'u ning thinggoingon at tliecolixirt about being part of your lege this school year?
college?
In the college, we've upgradWe are the only college in the ed almost even computei lab
University tlial requires co-op That means that we will he
experiences as part of a students' able to offer the most contemacademic program. That means porary information technolthat a student will earn credit ogy to students in every "i"' of
while working In the profession otir programs. Of course, we're
for which he or she is prepar- also wireless throughout most
ing. It gives a graduate almost of our college buildings, We've
a full year of experience in his Improved our retention rate b)
or her profession at graduation HI percent — that means that
— what an advantage in the we're listening to our students
employment market!
and helping them to make the
Wlialdo freshmen hate to look adjustment to be successful in
fonmnl to at the I Ink vrsiry?
their first year at BGSU.
Freshmen will run e on oppa
DEANS, FROM PAGE 3

How long Iwivyou lieen dean
Of the college?
This fall semester I will begin
m\ third

UNH.

Wtiy do you like working at
theUniim
First of all, it has a wonderful
reputation nationally. In addition, the commitment to excellence on behalf of the faculty
and -.tall is inilv impressive.
11 hat in your mind is the best
ixin about being part of your
college?
lo be pan of a great tradition
of teaching and service to taniilies and young people.

Sometfling fteautifuf
for you...
Something Seautifuf
Tor 'Keepsi

A*"!'-*-

i or Keeps
141 S. Main St.
Howling Green, OH
419/353-2232

Dean
Jose Cruz
College of
Education
and Human
Development

•Brine) in tfiis ad and save
20% off one iteml
{txctuttits 1%

KfnftniM flrtt

IU,

A yucial

IgiftS * Cclicctibles * CancCCes ♦ JeweCry * l(ome Vecor

Sbwloaieem.

"My CheckCard is totally

17746 North Dixie Highway n mil. North o!WoodUndM»li on Route 25>

Cooper

convenient I don't even worry

"Alignment
Oil Changes

Family Owned and Operated since 1954
Visit us on-line at:
www.specksales.com

Brakes

about carrying cash anymore."

Tires .

Tows:

Monday - Friday: 8am - 5pm

Car Repairs
Free Courtesy
Checks
Other tire brands
available
We Accept
MasterCards Visa

(419)353-8312

Free Student Checking

'TVelccMne....

No minimum balance
Unlimited transactions

Let us provide you with Flowers
for any occasion!

No CheckCard transaction fees
Convenient access to National City ATMs and branches
whether you're at home, school, or on the road

We offer a wide range of floral gills for
that special person or event!
Come in today and select a plant to brighten
your dorm, apartment or office!

i Free Online Banking - check balances daily, transfer funds
between accounts and view online statements and check images
i Free Online Bill Payment

End of Summer Back to School Special

Open any Free Student Checking account
and get a free backpack

Select 8" foliage baskets
$14.99

National City

73*t}

Stop by any National City bank branch, visit NationalCity.com or call 800-347-5626
BOWLING GREEN
735 'South Mam Street
419-352-2538

BOWLING GREEN OFFSITE ATM
434 East Wooster

906 Napolean Rd. (End of S, College Dr.)
Bowling Green - 419-353-8381
August hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 to 5:30; Sat. 8 to 4.
www.klotzfloral.com

PERRY5BURG
100 West South Boundary
419-874-9568

Some promotional offers may not apply. Accounts inactive for over 180 days convert to Regular Checking with applicable fees assessed
Online Bill Payment requires Online Banking. Gift offer applies only to new Free Student Checking accounts opened with money not on
deposit at National City. Limit one gift per household while supplies last. National City reserves the right tc, substitute an item of similar
value. Member FDIC • O2004, National City Corporation*
csiHU Ku

"NartktHMOIiio'i M«H < 'omplftt I tori »hm SAopprtj t iprririue''
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WELCOME BGSU STUDENTS

@ the Bowen-Thompson Student Union

Serving BGSU & the community for over 70 years
i

i

BACK TO SCHOOL
$**te

4
BgwUngGreen

Stpisa.1 Notebook
Available in assorted colors.
Get them while supplies last!

Academe, l\o^yJbf

»3£3

Every student must have one!
Customized with info just for BG students

SeleM'Zb§UT-§h*i<
Screen printed t-shirts in assorted
designs. Sizes SM-L-XL

SM.£

Reg. Priced S26.

3acltyicJ{ tDuffk Cmbo
Duo pack in Red, Navy, Black, & Tan
Great for carrying workout gear and more!

to $7.99

"bC+ifrrfsif & H^sOxjurUs

dtfe

Choose from:
• Spanish English Dictionary
• Merriam Webster Thesaurus
• Webster's New World Dictionary
(Available in the reference book
department.)

price

Special available 8/23 thru 9/5 in
the Peregrine Shop.

"-^ka 3/Kc/eVs
I -inch size in assorted colors. While supplies last.

All sales are valid through Friday, Sept. 3rd.
* Not to be combined with any other discounts.
* While supplies last.

Methods of payment accepted:
BIG Charge, Visa, Mastercard, Discover, Cash, Check
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BGNEWS
BRIEFING
President Ribeau
to give opening day
address

Managers take on textbook hassles
By Nicole Misio
CITY NEWS EDITOR

Despite the rising cost of textbooks,
local bookstore managers say students
can save money by knowing where and
when to shop.
A study from the California and
Oregon Student Public Interest Research
Groups and the OSPIRG Foundation
found that students spend an average of
$898 per year on books, 33 percent more
than in 1997.
According to
KentKokomoor,
manager
of Bee Gee

Bookstore, this increase may prevent
students from buying books early.
"Anymore, a lot of students don't buy
theirbooks right off the shoe," Kokomoor
said. "If you're taking a business class
you could have a book that's $75. I've
seen a lot of tendency to put off those
purchases."
Waiting to buy books has advantages and disadvantages. Professors may
switch the book prior to the semester,
causing students an extra trip to the

THE BEST OF NEWSPAPER DESIGN 24

store.
Students who wait, however, may Find
stores are out of a book when they shop.
They may also incur long lines. In this
case, Maureen Ireland, assistant director
of the University Bookstore, says buying
early may be best.
"If you don't want to stand in line,
and the bookstore has a return policy, it
wouldn't hurt to get it early," Ireland said.
"We haven't noticed much of professors
changing books."
The increase in costs is mostly due to
bonus features such as CD-ROMS publishers include in the books.
These bonus features cause publishing companies to make frequent edition changes and used textbooks then
become obsolete.
These edition changes occur on average every three years. Although updated
information is included, edition changes
could dampen a bookstore's sales.
Steve Donnelly, manager of Student
Book Exchange, said he thinks the
changes have affected his business.
"They don't help, but it's an option the
author has," Donnelly said. "The whole
CD gig is an attempt to curtail the used
book market. Students don't use CDs
with texts — very rarely."
Despite any bonus features, students
can still lessen their overall spending
on these books. Deciding how they will
use the books may determine whether
they need new or used copies, or overall
cheaper copies.

Students should also consider the
need for optional books. According to
Kokomoor, students may or may not
need these books.
"The off-campus stores tend not to
push books that are optional," Kokomoor
said. "I'll tell the student. The study
guide's optional. You may want to go to
class first and see if you need it.'"
Another strategy for students is buying books online. Internet sellers may
offer a bigger used book selection and
students may find good deals on auction
sites and marketplaces.
Amazon.com offers free supersaver
shipping on orders over $25. Barnes and
Noble offers free standard shipping on
orders over $25, and five percent off with
a Student Advantage Card.
Buying online might carry disadvantages, however. Online return policies may vary, and students will likely
be unable to return books to individual
sellers. Students must also factor in any
shipping and handling.
"There are some titles you can get
cheaper, however you always have to
factor in shipping," Kokomoor said.
"There's been instances when you buy
online, the title is still the same and the
author is the same, then there's some
books marked international editions.
That's not the book I've got reported
from the department, so you buy the
book but then you can't return it to any
BOOKS, PAGE 12

Die campus is in vited to attend
President Ribcau's openingday
address today in the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom at the Union.
Ribeau's address, "Organizing
for F.ngagement: Working
Together to Build a Strong. Vital
Ohio," will begin at 10 a.m. All
are invited to arrive at 9:30 a.m.
for coffee.
The address will be rebroadcast at 10:15 p.m„ Sept. 1, in
die Union Theater.

Wooster St. Update
Thurstin Avenue, the entrance
to parking U>t A, Mercer Road
and Alumni Drive will be
reopened this weekend.
Founders Hall loading dock,
the entrance to McFall Center's
parking lot, center Fraternity
Row, Fast Conklin drives and
Stadium Drives will be open
as well.
Parking Lot 11, west of
Founders Quad, Founders'
front drive and the Harshman
Quad east parking lot will be
open lor move-in.

Greek affairs will
host welcome
picnic
Greek Affairs is sponsoring a
welcome picnic Saturday afternoon from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
It will take place at Alumni
Mall near the Harshman and
Kreischer Quadrangles.
Students and parentscanenjoy
music, hot dogs and hamburgers and meet members of the
Greek community.

sir
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STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE

113 Railroad St.

Health Center Building

(behind Shed)

419-354-2016
Specializing in hair coloring
Offering full line of hair coloring,
perms, haircuts, waxing, acrylic nails,
spa manicures and pedicures

Men's & Women's
Haircut

Women's Color
& Highlights

1/2 off

$10.00 off

I st Visit

1 st Visit

T.

• All Prescriptions Filled

• Care for acute illness/injury

• Immunizations-Routine S Travel

• Women's Health Clinic

• TB Testing

• Men's Clinic

•Anonymous HIV Testing

• Urgent Care & Emergency Room

• Lab & X-ray Services

• Nutrition Counseling

• Student Health Service

• Physical Therapy

• Wellness Connection

1

Low Competitive Prices

• Well Check-up

• Full Service PHARMACY

1

Convenient Location

• Allergy Injections

• Most major Drug Cards Accepted

• Transfers Irom other Pharmacies
• Private Physicians

Hours:
Mon. Tues. Thurs. Fri.: 8am 5:30pm
Wed: 9:20am - 7:30pm
Call for appointment: 372-2271 •Pharmacy: 372-7443

...

cf
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4.

YOCA... PILATES
in a relaxing and well-appointed
studio setting

A (J^afance
4- yfc Quest
322 North Grove Street
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

4
.©©(Mil

Fall Sessions begin August 30

•4
A

1(1% student discount with
proof of student identification
Offering a variety of on going Hatha
Yoga classes, on all levels
A team of experienced and certified
Instructors
Wednesday noon "Pilates Lunch Bunch"
45 minute express class
Yogilates, a fusion of Yoga and Pilates
combining the best of both
Customized athletic team Pilates
conditioning available
What is Pilates Mat? Pilates concentrates
on improving flexibility, posture, stamina, and
overall strength through controlled body toning
movements and coordinated breathing.
For information:
E-mail yoElnidarf(iaol.com or call 419-332-8668,

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

rfmscSSiiim ^&3^&s(g

353-MEGA(6342)
Vii

;4.-&-&--&--&--&-4>-4l4v
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New students anticipate transition
By Angela L.Gor let
■' a.m Monday, there will
lirll in lint; in the next
ears ni the college experi
nice. I In- transition front lii^li
student to college underflow underway. I oi most
Feelings ol anxiety
II .ii ilit' unexpected will
ill-too-famil
■ •I being for the lirsi few d
I he transition is always bigK ople expo i it in be."
Ibm i lorman, interim dl
ni the department fot academic
ml said, "tt's omul those things that you really
I now how it's going in be
until you've been through it."
Bernard I ittlc, a first genera
student, has been
. sophomore,
alistii when
new experi
idn't reall) know what to
But thai this
foi

me

more on my
ping to

most incoming fresh
men, I ittle had not developed
opei studj skills to pre1
mated three
hours pei week he would

spend on each course he took
[in- first semestei
rhere art exceptions to the
rules, howevet
Brad Connors, a well-prepared newc
ei from Fremont
high school, will be a sophomore instead ol a freshman.
Connors hail taken college
courses at ierra t ommunit)
i ollegc during Inch school, to
make upfot one full yeai at this
University.
I hope ii will be better than
Ierra," he said with a grin. "I m
dreading starting school again
... but I hope the classes will be
hardei than at Ierra, or I'll be
disappointed."
For freshman Kristin Retter
ol I remont, hei experience at
the University comes down to
one word: "Independence."
ii is important to stress how
independent these students will
bei ome while at the University,
Gorman said, rhe amount of
independent learning that takes
place is reallj a positive thing.
He stresses that developing
time management skills that
allow for studying, in addition
to learning how to study, can
be the difference hen
semestei full ol distractions or
ol productivity, he said
"I was good in math in high

"High school was
free; now I'm paying tuition (ind I'm
going to utilize these
things to the maximum. I'm going to
wear them out"
BERNARD LITTLE.
SOPHOMORE
Mhool, ilnu when I iante to
college m\ first math course
was noi so good," David Meel,
associate professor ol mathematics and statistics recalled.
I hadn't learned how to study,
how io manage my time efficiently, You have to ram- out
time in youi schedule and saj I
am going to sil down and studj
this material'
without the IV
mi and the stereo off, and It's
jusi quiet."
In the average high school
there nun be
students. On the contrary,
University lei lure halls, a majoi
pan of the college i lassroom
expei ience, ran include up to
280students. I his. ai i ording to
Gorman, is one ol the toughest
areas ol transition fot ,i new
comei hardei courses vuth

less one-on-one time with the
instructor.
"The biggest thing that sin
ilrnis face is that the [math
courses In college are a lot fast
ei paced than they are In high
school," Meel said. "We ion
dense what would normally be
a year into a semester."
Historically, college courses
have been branded exceedingly hard, especially by overwhelmed freshman, However,
sophomore Little had found
(hat this was all hut true.
I he .lasses weren't hard,"
he said. Il was die fact that it's
what you make of il that made
them as haul oi as easy as you
desire. Ii was surprising."
As for his fellow students who
were located in the Chapman
Learning Community, "they
were pretty shocked when they
got here; ii was easier, Il was
way easiei
I his may be the best news
freshman Rettet has heard all
day.
I bet it's going to be harder,"
SIK said, "harder to study. hS
going to be a lot different."
Utilizing what
valuable,
resources the University lias
in offer depends only on it a
student understands what they
have .a their disposal. I incline,

OUt who is your academic
adviser is the most critical piece
of advice that a student can he
given, Gorman said.
"They are the ones who know
where the learning labs are and
encourage you to make conned ions with your teachers."
he said.
Additionally, getting to know
your professor and his or her
office hours can aid in achitt
ing the utmost In academic success.
"YOU gel a one on one, is, ess
ment approach in die material,"
Meel said, "\losl lieu siiuleiiis
are mil used to usiiij; office
hours, hul that is where a lot of
good Instruction goes on, and
the teacher can tailor ii to what
von need."
Math, study and writing labs
are all available free of charge
to students who need an extra
heipinghandwiththeii c ourses.
i hey an- openly used by fresh
man, seniors graduate students
and at limes, certain areas ,m
\ isiied by professors as well.
"It's oka)
sk loi help and
in say that you don't know,"
Little said. "High school was
free, now I'm paying tuition and
I'm going to utilize these things
to the maximum. I'm going to
wear ihem mil.''

Dining Services adheres to students'wishes
i he future of
i University Dining
services is sel to
include more
funds, ii new
serie in
McDonald Hall and
meal plan useal
sports event
concessions
By Nicole Detisio
TOR

In response to a survey last year.
dining services will now have
■ Iting cm cam
pus.
The survey indicated dining serise ilieii quality on a more consistent basis,
with one suggestion leading to

an Increase In Bexfunds for the
limited meal plan.
Dining services ini leased the
allotted Rexfunds from m this plan.
\o additional Bexfunds
added to the oihci meal plans,
but Cail Finan, director ol dining
services, believes the iuc reaseon
the limited plan will be best,
"1 asl year 1 spent a lot ol time
working with student [meal
plans, and the problem was with
the limited plan and the money
amount"! inansaid. And thai is
the meal plan mosl people buy.'
Dining services also reduced
prices on 327 food items this
year, and will hire a chel foi resl
dene c halls. Hie louei c osl items
will include ice cream novelties,
bacon, fresh fruit and french fries,
among others.
i ng to i in.in. these reductions were made based on stu
dent comments.

L

C i

A,

vegetarian Cafe &
Health Food Store
175 N. Main St., Bowling Green
354-7000

''Vegan Products "Organic Produce & vitamins & Herbs 'Special^
Diets •Envlro-Frlendly 'Cleaning Products & Cosmetics
■Smoothies 'Fresh Juice 'Lunch & Dinner Specials
■special Orders welcome*

"In response to the student com
I to do
that, and we are working very
hard to accomplish that," Finan
said.
Students eating In McDonald
Hall will
hours to lake
advantage ol the price reduc
dons. Ihe Harden terrace uill
open earlier this yeai and serve
sandwiches they usually made at
night during the day.
h will also have more food
options, including deli and salad
selections and a ronsserie.
Dining services lias also made
,iu agreement foi a Starbucks in '
the Union.
Students visiting the Black
Swamp Pub can expect additional menu items as well. According
i, these extra Items are an
attempt to draw more business
at the Pub.
"We'll be offering a Pub
foi one thing, which I think will

Another change will affect sin
enhance the menu," Finan said.
I he Pub is not a well used space, dents eating at football basket
ball and hockey games Students
and we're trying to have more
venues in there to gel some orga- will have the opportunity to use
their meal cards for concessions
nizations to ciime in and have
al these games
wing nights and taco nights,"
Dining services plans to hire
Along with possible Iheme
more employees in addition Io
nights at the Pub, the Union will
their 7IKI in the wake ol these
now have "Sushi I liursil,i\- 10
changes, rhey hope to maintain
coincide with the luesday event
al Founders Dining Hall. Dining these changes beyond fall semes
ler.
services will continue "Grilling on
I Inan said the longevity ol the
ihe green,'1 which was used in the
Slimmei as a luesday lunch on changes will be based on student
reaction, and dining services Is
the Union palio. through August
anticipating the return of their
and September.
"Pie in the Sky I delay" will be customers,
Ai this poini we're looking foi
a new addition at Founders.
this as to being mine permanent
Students will gel a personal sized
pizza and their own loppings
than one semester," i man said
which uill be made-loonier.
"But again. I listen to what sue
dents say. If the students say they
i very time I mention that i
almost gei a standing ovation," don'l like it, we review all Options.
Finan said "h seems like some- We're very excited for everyone to
come hack and stan eating with
thing students will really enjoy
us once again."
doing"

A tO Z Data Center
We Do Shipping & A Whole Lot More!

Counseling
Center

• Ask questions
• Use the labs, they are our biggest
asset
• It's okay to get a "B" on a paper,
as long as you have done your best
and put your lor best effort forward
Bernard Little sophomore

BGNEWS
CORRECTION
A .queue horn ihe story
i otmselois Offer u Way
ol Hope," in the Inly 28
BGNtUIS, identified Cathy
Kocarek as a counselor at
the University Counseling
icr and said, "I think
loi some people there* ihe
label that gets placed on
ihem. Traditionally there's
this stigma about ivceiving
helpkiii .nek is.i psychologist al
the counseling cenicr, ,iiul
lating w hy she Ix'liev es
depressed students do MM
help when she said, "I
think Ini some people there's
ihe label that gels placed on
ihem. fradhlonaUy thereto
ibis Stigma about receiving
help, but thai seams to be
diminishing."

AfmuitVeu re Pregnant?
qd tested.

NEIGHBORHOOD

PACKING • SHIPPING • COPYING
• LAMINATING* FAXING
ll'lenn.llli \

DHL/FedEx/UPS Services
Competitive Prices
Safe & Reliable Service

20% off Dine-in only
Good till 9/20/04

» Use the Math Lab
Sometimes you get a group of
people in the same course at the
same table discussing what they
do and don't understand - it helps
build a common knowledge
• Cram sessions don't work
David Meel. associate professor ol mathematics and statistics

Reliable information on all options.
Supportive and professional
Please call loi an appointment

(419) 352-5042
248 S. Main Street, BG
Inside of Cycleworks

ADVICE!

» Decide that this is where you
want to be and that you just want
to do well
• Go to all ol your classes, no matter what anyone says. There is a
direct relationship between going
and succeeding
• Meet your professor and your academic adviser
■ Learn good time management
skills
- Tom Gorman, interim director
ot the department (or academic
enhancement

ue l
441 Frazee 419 354 4673

.v.'.:: bgpc Orfl
M-W (10-5). Th (10-/1. Fn (10-1)
BG shuttle off campus north route or
within walking distance'

100 N.ipe ill nil Rcl.
Moulin'* ( ,ie-eii

419-352-8500

524E.Wooster
Coping with Change
Stress Management
Problem Solving
Self Esteem
Crisis Intervention
Improving Relationships
National Testing Program

(Located beside SBX)
Mon-Wed 10 am-2 am;
Thurs,Fri,Sat10am-3am;
Sun 10am-12 am

OPEN LATE!
*We accept city bucks
We also accept
all major credit cards

419-372-2081
320 Saddlemire Student Services

^^ figgS

Fall Hours:
Mon.Thurs: 8am-7pm

.'

Tues.Wed, Fri: 8am- 5pm

Other Bowlina Green Subwav Locations: 828 S.Main St.& 1234 N.Main St. (Woodland Mall)
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LUCKY NUMBER PRI»S AWARDED

THROUGHOUT THE DAY.
YOU COULD WIN...
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ENTER
THE MIIJM OOUIOI IDOL"
ENTER
KARAOKE CONTEST
FREE GIVEAWAYS WHILE THEY LAST!*
FREE PRODUCT SAMPLES
& DEMONSTRATIONS
•While 1000last.
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"sssssss*
- meijer COUPON —■
with coupon
ON YOUR GENERAL MERCHANDISE
PURCHASE
ExftidH Qnxvy. hMv OM SMBr
and C Stop* HBC. Aicoftt Tiwn
ftwuiin. OH Cardi, Lotay **«■■■
*"wK ni trMtVinant "chats end
lav**** Not to tie cont*»o w#> otto
dacoiff C04X"* Preaenl to rasnar
pnor to iraHne you occfiMt

Good 8/22/04
9 p.m.-1 a.m.
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LIMIT ONE ITEM AND COUPON PER FAMILY
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Bookstores help students avoid steepest prices
BOOKS. FROM PAGE 9
the othei bookstores al ihe
endol the semester."
Students no) buying from a
bookstore oi online also have
the option to pun hase from
friends
Increaslngprlceshavei aused
students in buy From friends foi
man) years i \u> < an save stu
dents from paying highei pric
68, however! Donnelly s.i\- ll has
not hurt Ins business.
"li hasn'i changed since
1958," Donnelly said. "The} do
the same thing they did then.
I here's nothing new other than
the Net."
No mattei what strategies
students use to buy bunks there
may be .i slit kei shot k upon
DI

receiving ,i several-hundred
dollar textbook MIL
[extbooks are free fat most
students before reaching i "I
and buying a few S4(i
' books may be .1 shock
compared to paying $9.95 for a
paperback,
li students parents buy their
books,they may beunprepared
tin the textbook expense each
term aftei paying tuition.
According to Ireland this
shock may !»• lessened II stu
dents know ahead ol time
how much textbooks cosl rhe
University Bookstore's web site
offers information on where
each textbook dollai goes,
including authoi income and
freight expenses
"i would hope thai it they

have already resean bed theli
college,
ii" | would kind ol
know Ireland said, i In
age on this* ampufls$ 100 $400
pei semester.
Although students may
find cheapei prices online or
through friends, Bowling Green
bookstores ofiei students many
advantages
rhe University Bookstore has
,i massive buybai I. ,u the endol
every Bemestet when ,t profeS'
sot reuses .i book, the store tries
to buy bat F every copy ii will
need fin thl
161
ii the
University Bookstore is the
availability ofthe Big< harge
u, haw the Big I harge
here, whk li is only used In nui
bookstore and through dining

M i v i, is Ireland said "it is our
commitment to carry even
thingthe professor oi Instructoi
asks us to carry."
A receipt and identifies
nun are required foi returns
,n the University Bookstore.
New textbooks must not be
marked in or damaged to get
a full refund. I're-packaged
items must remain unopened
lull refunds are given on used
and unmarked new textbooks
within three weeks ofthe start
ol fall classes
i HI i ampus bookstores have
liiughl foi many years to hiiug
the Bigi lunge on campus Pot
Kokomoor, this option might
bring II ii tit- business in the oil
, ampus sinu s
"rve had numerous students

WELCOME BACK

Bee Gee
Book Store
NEW
&

USED
TEXTBOOKS
We pay cash
for your books
year round!

Large Selection of Posters, Dorm
Supplies, School & Art Supplies,
Greeting Cards & (lifts, Computer
Supplies and Much, Much More!!!

MasterCard

A receipt is required for all
returns at Bee Gee Bookstore,
and pre packaged items must
he unopened as well.
Donnelly does not raise pricesonan) booics at Student Book
Bn hange either.
He reiterated Kokomoor's
statement about saving money
with used textbooks.
"You save 25 percent if you
buy used/ Donnelly said. "I
don't raise prices. I always stay
with the original price."
Donnelly said he believes
quick lints, ,t good return polIt i and a I timidly staff as other
advantages fbi students at his
Btora

Management Inc.

,CHINA>
VILLAGE

Welcome Back Students!

134 W. Woostei
352-0528

Now Renting:

WELCOME
STUDENTS!

Running a special on a tew
2 bedroom apartments and
3 bedroom townhouses
left for this year

THE ONLY
CHINESE RESTAURANT
IHIWNTOWPI

*i

OREAT FOOD

1045 N. Main St. 7B
Bowling Groan. Ohio 43402
wHw.maccabB.com
Hours 8:00-5.00 Mon-Fri
(419)-353-5800

RUSH HOURS
Starting Aug. 22
Sunday, Aug. 22
11 am-6pm
Monday, Aug. 23 &
Tuesday, Aug. 24
8:30am-8pm
Wed. Aug.
Thursday, Aug. 26
9am-8pm
Friday, August 27
9am-6pm
Saturday,
August 28
9am-5pm

Large Selection of BGSU
Imprinted Sportswear and
Other B(.SU Imprinted Items.

Mime in and say, 'Oh gosli, I
could've saved if I bought lliis
off- campus.' Hul their parents wanted to put ii on the big
charge,' Kokomoor said.
Bee Gee Bookstore tries to
keep used book prices down
and not fix their prices to reflect
new publishei prices
Kokomoor says he believes
off-campus stores try to get
more used copies, and allow
Students to save at least 25 percent off a new hook.
"I think you're going to
save more on used textbooks,"
Kokomooi said. "I know you've
got to go across the meet, but
goal loss die si ieet and save$Hl)
or $90."

Sunday, August 29
12pm-5pm
Monday, August 30
9am-7pm
Tuesday, August 31
9am-7pm
NOW ACCEPTING
CITY BUCKS
■GSU
miiiiiw

£^

1424 Er Wooster Street • Across from Harshman Hall

(419) 353-2252
Monday-Friday 9am - 5:30pm • Saturday 9am - 5pm

Wu will fofcgiii IOIIIIIIU lor na*( yen
starting in November

i •

OREAT
ATMOSPHERE
PICR-UP
DELIVERY
DIME m
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TAKING GOLD: MICHAEL PHELPS IS WINNING IN ATHENS. PAGE 18

BRIEFING
Ross-Shaw set for
five more seasons

FRIDAY
August 20,
2004

IHE BG NEWS

After guiding the Bowling Green
softball team lo a 2004 MidAmerican Conference title, head
coach 1 rig] i Ross-Shaw thought
it time to find a home.
BG Director of Athletics Paul
Krebs announced recendy that
Ross-Shaw signed a five-year
contract extension that would
run through lune 30,2009.
Ross-Shaw will get a chance
to continue her success which
saw the Falcons finish the season 34-30 and advance to NCAA
Regional play. In her six seasons
at BG Ross-Shaw has compiled a
171-145-2 record.

www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

New depth to help volleyball
By Jason A Dixon

Falcons' athletics
show new identity
The Bowling Green athletic
department has introduced a
new graphic identity program.
Rickabaugh Graphics was chosen to lead the design process
which will feature a more consistent image that will represent the
entire program.
The new identity will be seen
on uniforms, futilities and stationary among other things.
But worry not Falcon faithful,
the traditional brown and orange
color scheme will remain.

Football
in for a
strange
season
ELLIOTT
SCHREINER
•

Old Blue tya

I normally never pay much
attention to what It going on
around me, but for some reason it seems like this year has
brought more changes for the
Bowling Green football team
than in any of my previous
three years at this school.
The first changes many will
notice for our Sept. 11 home
opener is the new scoreboard.
Now, I'm not so sure what the
point of a new scoreboard is so it
is time for a bit of speculation.
ludging from the team's performance since switching to a
spread offense, the lies! bet for
a new scoreboard would lie to
add extra poinl dots, to allow
score keepers to take the Falcons'
scores into the hundreds, and
maybe even into the thousands.
The second noticeable change
for lite football team will be their
new uniforms. I torn the looks
of things, the uniforms have a
more aero-dynamic look. While
I'm not a racket scientist by any
means, I am nearly certain that
this will allow for more team
speed, causing wide receivers ,
Charles Sharon and Cole Magner
to be nothing more than a blurry
blur and giving defensive lineman Mitchell Crossley a chance
to be a cover comer.
The next, and possibly most
dramatic, change in the football
STRANGE, PAGE 14

SENIOR REPORTER

There is something to be said
for the competition when six
new faces - five of whom are
freshmen - are challenging for
significant playing time on the
floor.
Once a perennial weakness on
a team which finished 12-19
and 4-12 in the Mid-American
Conference a year ago, the depth
on this season's Bowling Green
State volleyball team figures to
be one of it's greatest strengths,
according to head coach Denise
van De Walle.
"We may have been lacking
some depth, because if a certain individual was having a bad
night we weren't able to move
someone into that position that
played at the same level," said
Van De Walle, who is entering
her 22nd season at BG as the
MAC's winningest coach with

380 victories,
"Right now. WO have depth ...
we have solid performed ,u

each position," she said. "These
freshmen are coming out of very
solid programs and their skills
are pretty good. So, they're not
holding us back like 1 had in
year's past, where we've kind ol
had to go slow and bring some
people along."
The additions of F.lizabeth
Simon, Stephanie Swiger,
Margie Karges, Aslilei Nofzinger,
Madeline Means and Kendra
Halm will undoubtedly boost
the spirits of a program that has
suffered through three consecutive losing seasons.
But it's the return of six letterwinners, including seniors
Taylor Twite, Amber Mareski,
and Melissa Mohr, that give die
falcons an identity and a reason
to be (iptiinisiic.
After losing four seniors who
started a total of 112 games last
season, Van De Walle is looking for the trio to lead the team
and help restore the winning
attitude.
I know they're looking forward

to the opportunity to being the
catalyst on such a young team,
because all of them are tremendous leaders," Van De Walle
said. "We didn't perform like we
should have last season, but I
think this group of seniors is
ready to help the team bounce
back."
Twite, who is expected to be the
team's No. I offensive option,
was named to the All-MAC
Team and compiled more kills
than any junior in school history
with 460, and Mareski finished
12th in the conference with
1,061 assists
Van De Walle said Mohr, the only
senior to have played all four
years at lit: will have a breakout
season.
"last year was her first year in
the middle and she did a great
job. She's blossoming ... she's
improved a great deal," she said.
"I look at Mel for a lot of reasons
VOUEVBALL. PAGE 19

Jacobs looks to wide
receivers for relief
By Kevin Shields

SENIOR REPORItR

The Falcon football team will
Mum all five starting receiveK
from a year ago on a team that
finished ninth m the nation in
passing offense CtlXI I \ arris pel
game).
Cole Maguci.t h.iilcs Sharon,

lames

Blend of youth
and experience
featured by BG
intangibles (to win games) and
I think Omar will get those."
Despite the difficulty lacobs
faces of having to replace
Harris, he is confident in his
abilities and is comfortable
with the players around him.
By Adam Hritzak
"lust from sitting back and
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
watching (as a backup), now it's
Coming off a Mid-American all on me," lacobs said. "I've got
Conference West Division to take the reins and step up.
Championship and Motor City I've got big shoes to fill, but with
Howl victory, the Falcon loot bail die supporting cast, I Tl be OK."
team is attempting to build on
That supporting cast, led by
the success of their 2003 sea- Magner, who set single-season
son.
BGSU records for receptions
With 16 players returning (99), receiving yardage (1,138),
from the Motor City Bowl start- and all-purpose yards 11,592)
ing lineup, die 11004 Falcons are last year, will be counted on to
loaded with talent and have bring this offense to a top-notch
seasoned leaders to guide this levelonceagain. Joining Magner
team.
in the highly touted receivThe major question all off- ing corps are Charles Sharon,
season has been the quarter- lames Hawkins, Steve Sanders,
hack position. Wiih the depar- and Cornelius McGrady, all of
ture of losh Harris, who was whom caught at least 29 balls
drafted in the sixth round of in '03. Sharon and Magner each
the NFT. Draft by the Baltimore had 10 touchdown receptions
Ravens, BC will turn to Omar last year, becoming the first
lacobs to lead its high-powered tandem TO have double digit
offensive attack, lacobs has touchdown receptions in the
impressed the team early on in same year in school history.
camp with his passing skills.
The receivers have grown
"Omar is more accurate than through their years at BG
losh was," senior receiver Cole together and are fully prepared
Magner said. "I think that will
FOOTBALL, PAGE 16
help him a lot with keeping the
chains moving, losh had diose

Coming off a MAC
West title and a Motor
City Bowl title, BG is
hungry for more.

Hawkins. Cornelius

\lc (11,uly and Steve Sanders all
lean n to help in the transition
from losh I larris to new quarterback, Onuu boobs,
"Ilie receivers in going to
have to help Omar, because
Omar has very little playing
experience," head coach Cregg
Brandon said. "We have some
quality, veteran guys coming
back at the position in Cole
Magner, Charles Sharon, lames
Hawkins, Cornelius McCiaily
and Steve Sanders. They've all
played a lot of football for us
and hopefully Omar can draw
on their expertise."
Magner, the leading receive!
from a year ago, will return as a
senior captain and will be the go
to guy. 1 le caught 99 passes last
season for 1,138. yards and 10
touchdowns. He became only
the second Falcon receiver to
eclipse the 1,000 yard mark in
a season and his 99 receptions
was a new single season school
record
"I not only want to be the
leading receiver on this team, I
want to be the leading receiver
in the nation. That's what drives

Ben Swangar BG News

... SET, SPIKE: Freshman Cotrie Mills does a bump during an August 17
practice. Mills and several other freshman will look to give the Falcons
some depth on the volleyball court this fall.

Ben Swinger I ilt Ptwto BGNem

Ail EYES ON ME: Bowling Green quarterback Omar Jacobs takes a
snap against Ball State last season. Jacobs has the unenviable job
ol tilling the large shoes of Josh Hams this season.

me," Magner said. "I grew up
with a very athletic family and
ii was instilled in me to be verycompetitive. I just want to be the
best at whatever 1 do."
"Cole is a captain and he is
just a warrior. He's a true football player in every sense of the
word. He's a competitor and a
never say die guy that will fight
you tooth and nail," Brandon
said. "He's a very instinctive

player and just a natural football
player. His dad coached him and
he has a great knowledge and
awareness of the game. People
look at him and think he's an
unassuming guy that is slow and
can't move, but he has one ot the
fastest 40 times on the team and
that's why he's good because he
RECEIVERS, PAGE 14

At 77, Paterno hopes to return to glory days
By Ralph D. Russo
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Next to the bronze statue of
Joe Paterno that greets visitors
to Beaver Stadium is a wall of
plaques proudly displaying the
results of a 38-year reign dial has
defined Penn State football.
On the first 34 plaques, the
long rows of Ws are only occasionally interrupted by Ls. Then
you get to the newest plaques,
and the Ls start piling up.
Paterno is the personification
of his program — tough and
consistent, a no-trills winner. I lis
rolled-up pant cuffs and blackframed, Coke-botlle-thick eyeglasses are as distinguishable as
the Ninany Lions' plain blue and
while uniforms.

With 339 victories, Paterno
is second only to Florida Slate
coach Bobby Bowden's 342 in
major college wins. But over die
past four seasons, the Ninany
Lions haven't been what they
used to be, causing some to
wonder if the same can be said
of their coach.
At 77 years old, Paterno is
determined to see his oncemighty program reclaim a place
among the nations elite. And
armed with a new four-year contract extension, he's not about
to let someone else rebuild his
empire

"I worked too hard to get it up
there. I'm not going to back away
now," he said. "Us another challenge. Its going to be tough."

The creases on Paterno's forehead are more pronounced
these days and the grays have
finally started to overtake the
blacks in his head of wavy hair.
Otherwise, Paterno doesn't look
much different at 77 than he did
at 67 or even 57. Nor does he
act much differenUy. He's still a
hands-on coach.
"Anything that goes on on that
field, I know what's going on," he
said. "I know what's going on in
the weight room. 1 know whats
going on anywhere, whether
it's academic supports or what.
I lisripline...."
He still puts in long hours,
starting his days around dawn,
and mixes it up with his players
at practice.

"He still runs around. I le still
gives you shots under the shoulder pads if he feels like he has to
show you something," said fullback Paul lefferson, a senior w bo
has never even consideted the
possibility of playing far anyone
but Paterno at Penn State.
"You can't beat the clock, but
in a sense when he's on the field
he's almost Umeless."
Safety Andrew (Ionian learned
about Penn State football from
his father, Mike, who played running back for Paterno in the late
1970s. As far as Guman can tell,
there is no difference between
the coach his father reveres and
the one he now plays far.
"I don't think loes a lot about
t hange," Guman said.

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW.BGNEVVS.COMASPORTS

That aside, the Ninany Lions
have gone 22-26 with just one
winning season over the past
four years, and the idea of changing coaches at Happy Valley
doesn't seem quite so outlandish

anymore,
The move to the Big Ten in
1993 hasn't worked out so well
since the Nittany Lions won the
league and the Rose Bowl in
their second season. Penn State
has finished no better than tied
for second in the Big Ten since
1994, and after years of being the
power of the Northeast, aligning
wiffi Midwest schools seems to
have taken a toll on recruiting.
As beloved as Paterno is in
PATERNO,PAGE 23

Cvoftn kutar AP Photo

IN BRONZE: A statue of Joe Paterno
in State College, Pa. shows the
amount of respect he commands.
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PS2 tells future for BG
STRANGE, FROM PAGE 13

team is the absense of last year's
star quarterback Josh Harris.
Harris led the team to their first
Ixiwl victory in over a decade and
to their first ever ranking.
While many fans may SIT this
as a cause for concern, 1 see this
as a Chance for sophomore Omar
Jacobs to prove himself
In EA Sports' NCAA lootball
2005. 1 gave Jacobs a chance
in prove himself and he did in
piiine time fashion.
If everything plays out in real
life like it did in NCAA Football.

year and Charles Sharon, who
finished with a team record for
highlight reel plays (which isn't a
slat, but he had quite a few).
The team also returns much
of their defense, which was one
of the best in the Mid-American
Conference. The Falcons lost
di'tensive leaders Mitch Hewitt
and Janssen Patton but return
sack master Mitchell Crossley
and tackle master Keon Newson.
When taking scoreboards, uni
forms and NCAA Football into
effect, this looks like a good year
to be a Falcons' fan.

then a I leisman Trophy is not out
of the question for lacobs, who
unfortunately beat my monster
linebacker alter ego out for the
prestigious trophy en route to
winning a national title for the
Falcons.
And the same way things are
changing, they are staying just
the same.
Most noticeably, the Falcons
receving corps is as strong as ever.
One of the top receiving teams
in the nation last year returns
all of (heir receivers Including
Magner who finished with a
team record 99 receptions last

I ntramurals a chance to be
in shape and make friends
Miranda Bond
FEATURES EDITOR

Around 6,000 students get active
on campus, competing for the
coveted intramural champion (shin each school year
Joining an intramural team
gives students a chance to be
physically active, make new
friends and win a t-shirt if they
win their division.
Tor freshman it's a really nice
opportunity to take to get to know
people." Rob Cramer, Associate
Director ol Intramural Sports,
said. We have a lot of teams that
sign up that are just composed of
people from a particular Boor of a
residence hall. Maybe they don't
know each Othet very well but
they sign up lor a basketball team
or a Softball team and they gel to
know each other pretty dam well
because the) have to play as a
team ever) week."
"I thought playing intramiirals
was a good experience, I didn't
meet any one new because I
played spring semester of my
freshman year, but it was still a
good experience," Junior Matt
Seckel said.
Playing intramural sports can
also help students avoid the
freshman 15 and points them
in the right direction to better
physical health. Cramer said

that intramural sports students
often become familiar with the
rec center and continue to come
Iwck on their own to work out.
For these reasons the program
is popular with just under 30 percent of all students directly participating.
"Between a fourth and a third
of every student on campus is
involved in our program at some
point," Cramer said. "When you
compare that to other universities it's a lot, it's a very stout number which we are proud of."
There arc a variety of sports
offered by the program and
many students play more than
one sport. Students can choose
from sports that may be familiar
to them such as volleyball or flag
football or they may try something new like ultimate frisbee or
innertube water polo.
Flag football always has the
greatest number of teams. Out of
the 1,195 teams involved last year
180 of them were flag football
teams. However, Cramer encouraged smdents to get involved in
the lesser known sports if they
have even a slight interest.
T have a feeling that a lot of
students, freshman especially,
they might look at these sports
and never have heard of wallyball
and are not interested," Cramer

said. "I have met very few people
who have signed up for the lesser
known sports and are not happy
with them. They almost always
have fun."
While freshman are encouraged to join a team to get better
acquainted with the University,
students living off-campus often
form teams.
"The huge marjority of Bowling
Green State University students
live within easy access of the
1 (Diversity itself even if they are
not on campus, so we do see
plenty of participation from both
people on campus and off-campus," Cramer said.
Even though I am living off
campus I'll probably still play,"
Seckel said. "It's something fun
and free to do where you come
and hang out with your friends"
Students living offcampus who
are playing with a familiar group
of friends may want to sign up for
a competitive division. Freshman
looking to have- fun and meet
people may want to join a non
competitive division.
Students wanting to sign up
for an intramural team in either
division can fill out a hard copy
or sign tip online. Sign up sheets
can be found in residence halls or
at 103 Perry Field I louse.

55 yards. Then in the Motor City
Bowl against Northwestern, he
had five receptions for 74 yards
and scored his only touchdown
on the season.
"Steve Sanders is a kid that
really came on late in the sea-

ahead of his predecessor at this
point of his career.
"Omar is probably faster than
Josh was and is more accurate
at this time in his career than
Josh was when he was a sophomore. He also knows the offense
better than Josh did when he
was a sophomore, so we have a
lot going for us," Brandon said.
"Josh didn't play a lot his sophomore season, he didn't start till
the ninth game of the season.
Then he played all his junior
year and all of last year, so he
didn't play a lot of football for us
and Omar has had two years in
the system, knows what we're
doing and now is his time."
Fox Sports is calling the
Falcon receiving core the third

can get open in space."
Sharon was the second leading receiver on the team with
59 catches for 887 yards and 10
touchdowns The 6-foot-1 inch
receiver had the longest touch"Omar is probably
down catch of the year against
Kent State on a 91 yard pass faster than Josh was
play. Then his 32-yard touchand is more accudown catch from Josh Harris
on a fourth down play late in
rate at this time
the game at Purdue gave the
than Josh... he also
Falcons one their biggest wins
in team history.
knows the offense
"Charles Sharon is a very
talented, athletic receiver and better than Josh did."
has great ball skills," Brandon
GREGG BRANDON, HEAD COACH
said. "He's a playmaker where
you get the ball in his vicinity
and hell find a way to make
son. He had a touchdown catch
the play."
Another big playmaking in the MotorCity Bowl last year,"
receiverfortheFalcons,Hawkins, Brandon said. "He's really a raw
finished with 31 catches for 525 talent and I think he's just start' auk and 3 touchdowns His ing to blossom."
Now with Harris gone, Jacobs,
31-yard touchdown catch in
the first quarter of the Northern a 6-foot-4 inch, 224 pound redIllinois game gave the Falcons shirted sophomore will step
an early 14-0 lead in one of their into the number one spot. Last
season he played in four games
biggest wins of the year.
"James Hawkins is a big, phys- and completed 19 of 28 for 345
ical receiver and a great target yards with four touchdowns. He
across the middle," Brandon also rushed for 89 yards and
said. "He's a strong kid that had two rushing touchdowns
weights 230 pounds and is an with an average of 4.9 yards per
carry.
excellent blocker."
His playing ability and style
McGrady. a 6-foot-3 inch, 205
pound receiver was also a key is real similar to that of Harris,
guy for the team and provided who he backed up for three seathem with a big target He made sons. He worked hard during
29 receptions last season for 262 the off-season to get his self preyards and one touchdown. His pared to take over full-time, but
touchdown catch came at Ohio is thankful to have a returning
Ben Samejer Fie Plerto BGNews
State where he caught a career- cast around him
"It's great to have a lot of guys SEE YA BG wideout Charles
high six passes.
"McGrady is a great blocker coming back to help me out Sharon makes a break for the
and a steady guy that made being a new quarterback, but open field against UT last year.
some really key catches for us also getting experience behind
last year," Brandon said. "He Josh Harris, a great quarterback best in the country, which is
made a fourth and three at that 1 learned a lot from." Jacobs making this team real optimistic
Purdue to keep the drive alive so said. "In the off-season 1 worked about the upcoming year and
hard in the weight room. You they hope will also make the
that we could win that game."
Another big target was got to work hard in the weight quarterback transition go a lot
Sanders, who caught 43 passes room. We had all 105 guys here smoother. They will display this
for 466 yards and a touchdown. for the summer and after weight receiving core and their new
The 6-foot-3 inch player had his training we'd go out and throw quarterback on Sunday night at
biggest games in two of the more everyday or every other day to 7 p.m. with a public scrimmage
at Doyt L Perry Stadium.
important contests of last year's get that feel back."
Coach Brandon sees a lot in
schedule. Against Ohio State,
Sanders made six catches for lacobs so far and feels he may be

Hours:
Mon., Tue., Thurs., Fri.
8:30 am - 5:30 pm
Sat.
8:00 am - 1.00 pm

Bull Creek Paintball Park
A Division ol R&B Games - An action packed adventure!
30 Acre Paintball Park • Ten Playing Fields & Speedball
Private Group Outings S Parties • Paintball Gun Rental. Sales & Repairs
Largest Paintball Selection in the area
Shop RSB tor all your paintball need*! www.rbgames.com
l_
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Come in and Get your haircut Today!

£82x2*
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Sharon and crew should
help Jacobs' adjustment

Colonial Barbers

It's Do or Dye

r
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2 Barbers • No Waiting
• Walk - ins Welcome

^
E«p. »'26 04,

205 N. Prospect
(419) 354-0303
|3 blocks west of the Administration Building
on the corner of N. Prospect & Court St.J

Bull Creek Paintball Park - Portage 419-266-4799 • R&B Gamee - Bowling Green 419-353-2176
RSB Games-Findlay 419-427-2176 • R«BGames-Foelorie419-435-4225
Bull Creek Indoor Paintball. 16021 Mermlll Rd. Rudolph. 419-266-47M

Bull Creek Paintball • 9703 Greensburg Pike, Portage • 1419) 266-4799

CIGAR
STORE
Smoking Lounge
425 E. Wooster (behind Dairy Mart)
419-353-6001

Campus Pollyeyes & Pagliai's Pizza
Your Home Town Pizza House
Welcomes Students, Parents, Friends & Conference-goers:
Come Enjoy One Of Bowling Green's Best Eateries!!
Campus Pollyeyes conveniently located 1 block from Offerihauer ex McDonald!
Great Buffet Everyday!
All you can eat!
Includes Pizza, Soup
Salad and Breadsticks
At Pagliai's South location only

My BGSU is Extending Hours
for the Opening of Fall Semester 2004
To help students and faculty obtain needed information
My BGSU will provide added access for acquiring

Students' Class Schedules
Faculty Class Rosters
on
Saturday, August 21 - 7:30 a.m. - 9 p.m.*
Sunday, August 22-7:30 a.m. - 11:59 p.m.*
Monday, August 23 - 12:01 a.m. - 6:00 a.m. and
6:30 a.m.-9:00 p.m.*

i2 Free
| bottomless
drinks with
full order of"
stuffed breadsticks
(dine-in only)

I

expires 9''S04 rc oPef Ascwxls apply |
■ Campus Pollyeyes • I
440 E. Court St.

440 East Court Street
Bowling Green
352-9638
seats 70 people

WotuMr Sn—|

*

"

■

e^R

m

When you can't come in...have it delivered!

My BGSU may be unavailable for up to a 30-minute period beginning at 5:30 p.m.
on Sunday, August 22 in order to complete necessary system functions.

Standard availability continues
Sunday through Saturday from 7:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
•». — .«.

11

Free

tosw I

"Parking, Change Home Address, My Financial Aid Status,
and Hire a Student Employee applications will not be
available during extended hours.

I bottomless
jjfcjg |
. drink with
""•
1
any buffet *,°9B» * ■

POgKqTs
I eip»«»15^.iX)0(herd6counB3pplyl
■

- Pagliai's •
945 S. Main St.

i

[if*
1
FJrl

JG

945 South Main Street
Bowling Green

IW-

352-7571
seats 120 people

Mastercard and Visa accepted.

Questions may be directed to the Technology Support Center (TSC),
129 Hayes Hall, 2-0999, tsc@.bgnet.bgsu.edu
TSC will be open 11:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m. Saturday, August 21
and Sunday, August 22
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Blame culture, not the coach
ils fast two games, ensuring the
players will continue to see more
tightly packed /one defenses until
they prove themselves capable
ol beating M> opponent daring
them to ShOOl Irom outside.
Next up is a game I hursday
against Australia and Its wtei
ail marksman Shane Heal, fbl
lowed by opening round games
s.nuida\ against Lithuania and
Monday against Angola.
Ihe United States is current!)
in a four-Way lielm second place
in Group A with Puerto Rico,
Greece and Australia, Angola iti
2) is last.
I hursday s oilier games are
Italy Spain, Puerto Itico Angola.
Argentina China,
Greece
Lithuania and New Zealand
against Serbia-Montenegro.
Despite his teams struggles.
Brown said he will stick with what
makes him comfortable
the
same stalling lineup, same subs
and same tactics,

By Chris Sheridan
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Hoiks back in the United States
are searching for an explanation
to their basketball team's niistoi
iiiiics.
An American from Dallas.
working fbl I ithuania. lias offered
an answer.
Lithuania asslstanl coach
Donnle Nelson sees the U.S.
team's struggles as symptomatic:
of a breakdown thai begins at the
developmental level and is exac
etbated by Americas fascination
with dunks, sneaker contracts
and the pursuit of the almighty
dollar.
This team and this group of
coaches shouldn't lake the bullet for our lack of development"
said \elsnn the general manager

of the NBAs Dallas Mavericks.
"Other countries ... have a tot
less |n the way of emphasis mi
the sport, the numbers of athletes ihai gravitate to the
money educational periodicals
and lapis
So ihere shouldn't he any reason that out guys an nut capable
of doing certain things," \elsun
continued
"We've been seeing this fbl '
lung time, and again, there isn't a
better teacher in basketball than
1 any Brown Hut you've got to
have receptive students in ordei
for a team to be effective. ... You
cam just shuttle out gear, anil
have the best Nikes. and not lie
able to shoot a jump sin >i.
the American team slim just
7-for-4"i from 3 point range in

"I'm

not

smart

enough

A big surprise in
Athens for US.
Paul Harm n makes
a comeback for the
ages to win the gold
for the United States
By Eddie Pells
1HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Paul Hamm couldn't stand the
vien
lying Bat on his back.
Hating at the lights In the ceil
Ing.
Then he caught sight ol
something even uglier the
board. With one sickening
stumble onavault he had rtevei
botchedbefbrej lammdropped
from first place to 12th with two
events led In Wednesday night's
Olympic all-around.
"I was very upsei and
depressed," he said. "1 fell I let
myself down."
i rrampions rarer) give up,
and Hamm didn't. He strung
together the two best routines
of his lite and, when In- looked
in the scoreboard a) the end ol
the night he had a much differ
enl view
Mis name was on top
Cold medalist
iiKnipn champion,
li was, almost everybody in
the gym agreed, the most dracomebackinthe inn yeai
historj of Olympic gymn
loiaily unbelievable," lis\
Gymnastics president Hob

Osman Orsal AP Photo

OVER EVERYONE: Team USA's Tim Duncan grabs a rebound over two
Turkish opponents August 10. Duncan and Team USA have struggled
to keep up their "Dream Team" status with two losses this year.

lo

change," Brown said with a smile
Wednesday."! don't have enough
tune. ... WeVe just gol In play
with the same energj we played
with lasi night" in a win
Greeo
[hat HkeK meansih.it Richard
lefferson, who shot n fbi 7
against Ciceii and 3-for-16
against Puerto Rico, "ill remain
the starting small forward. And
I eBron lames, whose defensive
energj produi ed three break
awaj dunks in the set ond quarter, will continue to come oil the
bench at shooting guard behind

Brown has never been one to
make wholesale changes on the
By, and he's not about to Stafl
even with observers
wondering whj he isn't making
more use ol lull court pressure
Orhalf-COUrt traps than an cause
turnovers and lead to open-court
opportunities
Whatever he feels is i
thing to do to win, thafs what
ping to do," said Stephen
Marbury, who has played full
court man to man defense

Allen Kerson.

against opposing point guards
but hasn't been all that disrup
live

Brown believes winning or losing will be determined bj effort
players diving on the Hoot lot
loos,, halls, boxing out undet
neathfoi defensive rebounds and
making the extra pass to open up
mid in
opportuni
lies.

Wood County

Colarossl said.
"I've nevei seen anything
like it.'' coach MilesAveryi on
curred
' the greatest IVeevei seen,1'
said Peter vTdmar, who won
silver in I'lHI and is now one
nt two American men to win B
modal in tin1 all -mound.

Hamm added this gold to the
one he won at world chailipi
unships insi year, along with the
Otympii silver he and his team
mates took Monday night He
joined Mary Lou Retton as just
the second American to win
gold in an Olympic all-around,
As with an) great i omebai k,
Hamm needed some help, and
got it
He followed the vault debacle, where he scored a 9.137,
on the parallel bars. \nd altei
hi~ Straight-line routine there
netted a 9.837, no fewer than
a half-dozen ol the gymnasts
between him and fast placefal

tered
"Sou look around and watch
what's happening on the floor.
and you start to think about
what could happen.' Colarossi
said.
When Hamm got read) to
dose the meet on the high bat
his signature eveni — indeed
anything seemed possible.
HAMM. PAGE 17

Welcome Back BGSU Students

GNCI.iv.Wf]
Student Discount

20% OFF

Welcome Back
Students!

with student II)
IPI KKlslU K<- I in WIONONtti

Gregory Johmoti. Ml).
Bocid Certified, 08/GYN

Mar(iaAtmtuti,R.N.C.,M.S.N.

Certified Nune PrtxtiUow

• Obstetrics ■ Gynccology •
■ Gynecologic Surgery •
• General Medicine For Women ■

■

Valid o-*r »l (*M ..paring locato*
Not void wtn purefuw ot nr»m w GoM Cwi
Hol.altddu/inQGfWli I
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cemtNned EQMW SnH«r**« 30.2004

PKRRVSIU K<; MARKETPLACE
27072 Carronade Dr. • Phone: 872-6155
(IS mutates North of BG off 1-75)
HOURS: Monda) Pridaj 10-8: Satordaj 10-5: Sunda) 12 I

, ■ ■■■ ■

I

(419)352-8427

Bonnie FinteU.N.M.
•■'■*-'- tun '.''',.',■--

SAY CELLULAR

I 10

WIST Poe RD.
BOWLING GREEN. OH

900 E. Wooster St.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
419.353.2355

410.353.341 1
WWW.TSrORTSOURCE.COM
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55 Haskins Rd, B.O.

Please call foi an appointment al
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TOTAL SPORT SOURCE
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Braces & Supports
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«//
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Wrestling Headgear and Misc. Games

1

Sale Extends lo August 28, 2004
Sale HoursMonday. 108
Ims-fri: 1M
Sotwday: 9-Hoon
$10. <?S Footballs, SocceiboHs, Volleyballs, Bosketbolls
MM

&D fO Novelty Items- Clocks, Window Clings,
all
Bumper Stickers, Trash Cans, Etc...

lhis sale apf

' <ns only ond <:

xt finol

muffler
■nnmnumM
■

THE REJIl PROS IN TOWN
www.muftlerbrothers.com

$13.95

Brakes
Shocks
Tune-Ups
Belts
Free Inspections
High Performance
M-F BA- 6P SAT 8A-2P
125 W. Poe Road.
Bowling Green 354-0120

'''Restrictions apply.
Pricing subject to change.
See store for details.
While Supplies Last!

Scott Feehan, owner/operator
5 quart. Lube, Filter (most cars)
Not valid with any other offers.
Fxpiies 10/30/04

OIL CHANGE
Muffler Brothers 125 W. Poe Road, Bowling Green 354-0120

:25% OFFMUFFLERS
1

• ->

wCIUIEL
AUTHORIZED AGENT

Not valid with any other offers. Expires 10/30/04
Muffler Brothers 125 W. Poe Road, Bowling Green 354-0120

i$"49V95"BRAKES
_

,

-.

_

_»

n

_„» „

Pads or Shoes, Front or Rear, most cars
I Muffler Brothers 125 W. Poe Road, Bowling Green 3S4-0120

Not valid with any other offers.

[xpj,es 10/3o/o«
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Bowling Green defense will be put to the test
FOOTBALL, FROM PAGE 13

to continue their excellence on
the field.
"We are very confident," said
Magner. "We have an old group of
receivers that know what they're
doing. It's the same offense we've
run for four years and everyone's

gettingsmailei each year."
\i running hack, the FSJcona
bring hack both BJ. Pope, who
led the team last year with 1,005
yards rushing, and BJ. lane,
who has die highest yard- pet
carry average in BC.SU history at
6.4. Pope was named First Team
All-MAC a year ago and will be
looked upon to establish the running game in order to open up
the passing game. Lane brings an
explosiveness to the field when
he -polls lor Pope, which is a nice
change of pace to throw opposing defenses off.
The offensive line is led
by sensational center Scott
Mruczkowski, who is entering his final year at BG and has
already been receiving attention
as a possible All-American and a
candidate lor the Lombard! and
Rimington Awards, lie has started all 37 games he has played in
his career, beginning at left guard
before being switched to center
last season.
Andrew Hart returns at left
tackle, along with Andy Gmbb
at right guard, and Rob Warren
at right tackle. Hedshirt freshman
Kory Lichtensteiger has been
impressive and is penciled in at
the starting left guard position.
lichtensteiger has emerged
and is doing a great job playing
guard," said Falcons head coach
Gregg Brandon, now entering his

B«i Swangw File Photo BG News

TAKING A HIT: Purdue's John Standeford looks on as a teammate takes a hit from two Falcon defenders.
BG's defense is looking to be one of the most intimidating in the Mid-American Conference with most of
the front seven returning and key defensive backs coming back.

second season leading the team.
Hi'- a real talented athlete. He
was an excellent high school basketball player and is very light on
his feet for a 300 pound kid 1 let
like a dancing bear out there...
Kory will be a sixvial player here
before he is done.''
On die defensive side of die
ball, BG returns eight starters
from a year ago, including the
entire defensive line.
Defensive end Mitchell
Crossley, who led the team with
nine sacks last year, anchors the
experienced line. Nose guard
Mike Thaler brings stability to
the line after recording 62 tackles
and two sacks while Stuffing the

middle last season. Tackle Matt
Leininger is a force teaming up
with Thaler in the trenches, but
will miss a yet to be determined
amount of games to start the war
for breaking a team rule. Brad
Williams and Monty Cooley are
expected to fill in for leininger
until he returns. End Devon Parks
brings a quick rush from the outside, where he recorded 47 tackles and five sacks a year ago, to
apply pressure to opposing pass
attacks.
The lincbacking core is seasoned and understands what it
takes to be successhil in defensive coordinator Tim Beckman's
system. Senior lovon Burkes is a

leader at middle linebacker and
led the linebackers in tackles 178)
and sacks (41 last year.
"With the team this year, we
have a lot of guys who have started, so we have a mature defense."
said Burkes. "Coach Beckman
does a great job widi game planning, so if we ever slack at anything, he knows how to fit the
schemes to stop the offense"
Daniel Sayies and led Piepkow
will play on die outside. Sayles
quickness allowed him to have
three sacks and nine tackles for
losslast season. Piepkowemerged
last year to record 76 tackles and
four pass breakups.
BG's secondary will ho closely

Phoro Processing
Rim and Digital
I'hoto Reprints
Enlargement!
Full Line of
Darkroom Supplies

Canon Nikon Fuji Minolta Crumpler
Quality Products

Retouching

watched in the early going this
year. With the loss of lanssen
Patton, who's seven interceptions
a year ago was a team-high, lason
Morton, and Michael Malor.e, the
Falcons will look to senior Keon
Newson for leadership. Newson
started five games at cornerback and nine at safety last year,
while leading the MAC with six
forced fumbles and the Falcons
in tackles with 121. He is slated
to start at strong safety for now,
but depending on how the rest of
the secondary plays, he could be
moved back to comer.
"We need to get our four best
players in the secondary on the
field and whether it's with Keon
at safety or Keon at comer, that's a
work in progress," said Brandon.
Much of that depends on the
play of new starting comer Terrill
Mayberry. If Mayberry is able to
step in and play well at comer,
the Falcons will have no problem leaving Newson at safety,
Brandon said.
Senior T.J. Carswell brings consistency to the free safety spot,
where he recorded 76 tackles
a year ago. lelani lordan also
played some safety a year ago,
but is currently expected to start
at comer, last year, lordan played
solid in the secondary and record
H3 tackles, with one interception
and six pass breakups.
On special teams, senior Shaun
Suisham is back at kicker and
Nate Fry returns as the punter.
Suisham was up and down last
year, hitting 14 of 20 field goal
attempts and struggled some on
kickoffs.
"Suisham needs to have a
belter season and Shaun is very
capable," said Brandon. "He's an

outstanding kicker. He just needs
to get back to the form he had
two years ago."
Fry averaged 40.2 yards per
punt on 49 attempts last year.
He had a long of 71 yards, while
booting seven punts inside the
20.
"Nate Fry, I thought, had a
decent year last year. We could
do some things with him as far
as trying to place the ball," said
Brandon.
Sharon will take care of punt
return duties, where he can make
things happen with his quick
burst and agility with the ball in
his hands. Lane and Magner will
be on kickoff returns, where Lane
steps in to take over for Patton.
The team is shaping up well
for the tough season that faces
them. Game one is on the minds
of everyone as the Falcons have
the daunting task of traveling to
play Oklahoma on September 4.
BG will play six games on the
road this year, while hosting five
at Doyt I- Perry Stadium.
Coach Brandon is well aware
of the difficult schedule that lies
ahead.
"I think the biggest challenge (tliis season) is we have
some tough road games. We go
to Northern Illinois on a Friday
night, and a lot of these kids were
here two years ago and we got
ambushed... we've got to be ready
to play that game. F.verybody in
the MAC is tough, but to get back
to where we want to be, we need
to win the (MAC) West and then
we've got to take it from there."

CUSTOM IMPKINTI-D \\I-VRVBLI.S

SCREEN PRINTING
SWEATS
HATS
TEES
OPEN MON.-FRI.

Ask about Student Discoun

Show Your BCSU ID For
Free Phone*after $130 Mail In Rebate
Free Accessory 3 Pack

EMBROIDERY
LADIES TEES
JACKETS
JERSEYS

10-6 P.M. TUES. 10-5 P.M.

aardspe@aardvarkspe com
888-955-5075

Color paper up to
30x40

•
•
•
•

419-354-6686

Your source for:

Hemp Tees • Tie Dyes
Frogg Toggs

902 I . \\ (HIM IK Si.

First Class Wireless. First Class Treatment at the concert of your choice.
You already know Cricket can give you unlimited anytime minute, within your calling orea. Bui we're also about to give one lucky
winner and three ol their friends a first class trip lo one ol the holteil concert! in the country. Simply stop by your local Cricket
store and you can enter to win VIP tickets and VIP access, while traveling like a true rock star with all the lime extras ihot moke
rock stars, well, rock stars First class aiHine tickets, deluxe hotel reservations and a stylin' stretch limo to gel you around town.
So visit your locol Crkket store today to enter, because unlimited onytime minutes ore great. Rock Star treatment is even better.

New sales only. Otters valid only at locations listed sec store for details
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I*.

Fusion Communications
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Bowling Green, OH 43402
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Pnce* do not inciucW taxes and tee*. Limned tsme otter Unhrnted mint jtMtrtwlocaJtaiT^wewtOw.you'C^
One *mner selected from •■**> Cricket rtgton \A>*d»rfweprontbft«d. For tutlher d^eiie. e^ tt« to po«^ Omc« RU»M

Op*rtowi*tm*im***CrK*Mm**at». lOoroktor.
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Hamm stuns all on Hamm and family happy
way to winning gold and surprised about win
HAMM, FROM PAGE 15

ByJimUIke
THl ASSOCIATED PRESS

The rest of the floor was empty.
His twin brother was in the
stands, his coach off to one
side.
And at the moment he
wrapped both hands around
the high bar, Paul Hamm knew
that if he was going to write a
new chapter in the long and
not-always-distinguished history of U.S. men's gymnastics,
he was going to have to do it all
by himself.
"I dug down deep and fought
for everything," Hamm said.
"I thought I could win silver,
maybe bronze. I didn't think 1
could win gold until Miles said,
"You're the Olympic champion.'
"And all 1 could think to say,"
he added, "was 'No way."
The featured move in the routine that produced the sport's
equivalent of a walk-off home
run in Game 7 of a World Series
is called a "Tkatchev," named
for the Russian great who performed it the first time. It's a
swing that required Hamm to
release his grip and fly blind
back over the bar before grabbing it again. He did it to perfection not once, but three times,
each time to a growing roar
from the crowd.
There are 15 moves named
after U.S. gymnasts, but only
two perfonned on the high bar
have merited that kind of recognition. And until Wednesday
night — until Hamm landed
ramrod straight with both feet
Stuck into the mat like a dart,
and his coach, Miles Avery,
kicked off the celebration by
leaping high into the air — not
even one American man had
ever been good enough to win
the gold medal in the all-around
competition.
"The last guy, the last event,
a perfect routine, and then he
sticks the landing. It's fairy-tale
Mutt" USA Gymnastics president Bob Colarossi said.
I .eft out of that brief narrative
was a fall at the end of Hamm's

vaulting routine that practically
landed him in the laps of the
judges and appeared to end
any chance he had of winning a
medal, let alone the gold.
But Colarossi can be forgiven
for looking past that now. The
ending was that good.
"If there was ever anybody
who was going to be able to do
something like that," Colarossi
added, "it was Paul."
There were 102,000 participants in USA Gymnastics' various development programs last
year — a healthy number, to
be sure — but a very troubling
trend exists at the top. Up to
age 6, almost half the kids in the
gyms are boys. But by the time
you reach the age groups from
which U.S. officials cull Olympic
prospects, six out of every seven
are girls — in large part because
most of them stick around with
designs on becoming the next
Mary Lou Retton.
The picture is even gloomier
when you look at the Division
I programs that used to be the
bedrock of the men's teams.
There still were almost 80 around
when former UCLA gymnast
Peter Vidmar won the last U.S.
medal in the all-around, a silver
at the 1984 Games boycotted by
the Soviet Union, then one of
the sport's superpowers.
Today, there are 20 schools
competing in Division 1, with
nearly all the rest of them victims of the economic realities brought on by Title fX. the
groundbreaking federal legislation enacted in 1972 to create
equal opportunities for women
in college sports.
Nowadays, the ratio of scholarships for women gymnasts
to men is nearly 2-to-l. While
most men's teams scramble for
recruits, some women's teams
have their managers on scholarships.
"We've become like pond
scum," Vidmar said, grimacing "and this is a guy with two
daughters talking.
"Look, I understand gender

He went through the routine
without a flaw, flying up and
backward across the bar and
grabbing it three straight times
with ease. He needed a 9.825 to
tie Kim Dae-eun of South Korea
for the gold, but he didn't know
that.
His score, another 9.837,
flashed on the board. I le hugged
Avery, thinking he had secured
the bronze, which was all he was
really hoping for after the tumble
a half-hour earlier.
"He looked at me and said
'You're an Olympic champion,"'
Hamm said. "1 said 'Oh.' It was
the best performance of my life."
He defeated Kim by 0.012
points, the slimmest margin in the
history of the men's all-around.
The previous closest was 0.017 by
Icon Stukelj of Yugoslavia over
Robert Prazak of Czechoslovakia
in the 1924 Games.
Another South Korean, Yang
lac-young, took the bronze.
Kim and Yang looked stunned
sitting at the medalists' news conference. Maybe it was because, as
they admitted, they didn't really think they would be on the
medal stand at all on this night.
Or maybe it was because, once
they knew they would be there,
Hamm came back and practically ripped the gold off their necks.
I thought maybe I could get
first." Kim said. "I'm rather disappointed and angry in a way."
Those were the first two medals for South Korea in the men's
all-around, but outside their own
country, they'll be the answer to
a trivia question, at best. Hamm's
comeback was that special.
Another American, Brett
McClure, also had a special evening. He was in third after five
rotations. But he finished on
rings, which is his weakest event,
and wound up ninth.
"1 took a picture of the scoreboard after five events, because
I knew I was going to drop," he
said.
That scoreboard kept looking
better and better for Hamm, who
learned what it was like to win on
a big stage last year at worlds.

equity and I love the opportunities Title IX opened up for
them. But now the pendulum
has swung pretty far, maybe too
far the other way. We're getting
rid of gymnastics and wrestling programs evervwhere you
look."
Into that void charged I lamm
and his twin brother, Morgan,
determined to bring the buzz
back to their half of the sport.
Raised in Waukesha. Wis., and
nurtured by the club system
that replaced college programs
as the feeder systems for U.S.
men's gymnastics, both made
People magazine's list of "50
Hottest Bachelors" and were
primed to become cover boys
for a program that desperately
needed front men.
But then a career-threatening
shoulder injury limited Morgan
to just a few events, forcing Paul
to step forward by himself. He
responded by winning three
straight national titles and the
first all-around worid championship by an American man
last year. And if anything Paul
appeared to be getting even better while leading the U.S. men
to a silver in the team competition Monday night.
After three rotations on three
different pieces of equipment in
the all-around, be WHS first: after
the fourth, and his fall, Hamm
slid all the way down to 12th.
With only the high liar remaining he'd scrapped his way back
into a three-way tie for fourth.
Then came a 0)1111111' tantahzingly close to perfection.
And after that, the man who
runs USA Gymnastics can't wait
to see all the little boys who will
Stick around long enough trying
to follow in Hamm's footsteps.
"The smiggle hasn't been getting them into the gym — it's
been keeping them there,"
Colarossi said. "They always
wanted to know, 'What was at
the end of the rainbow?'
"I think,'' he said finally, "they
got a glimpse of that tonight."

An|a Niednntftaus AP Photo

ON THE BAR: Team USA's Paul Hamm competes on the high bar during
the men's gymnastics finals in Athens. Hamm made a miraculous
come from behind victory to capture the gold.
At that meet, he needed a 9.712 the routine to make it more
on the high bar to defeat Yang Wei dependable, and the change
of China. I lamm came through didn't diminish the value of the
under pressure that time, hitting routine.
"I le knows he's going to hit
the release moves on [hat same
routine to get the score and win that high bar routine no matter
what is going on," Avery said.
the gold.
( etching the bar three times
"It has been a dream of mine.''
is one thing. Nailing the landing is another. But Hamm did it.
"(My brother] looked and Avery started jumping up
and down, having watched his
at me and said
student tome through under the
'you're an Olympic most intense pressure.
The wait for the score was agochampion,'... I said nizing.
This time, though, that
'Oh' It was the best scoreboard looked beautiful,
like it did after the vault.
performance of my nothing
Hamm sat down, and a look of
life."
exhaustion — both physical and
emotional — came across his
PAUL HAMM, GOLD MEDALIST
lace.
On die medal stand, he lishe said after that one. "World tened to "The Star-Spangled
champion is as high as you can Banner." Usually stoic, tears
get. except for maybe Olympic welled up in his eyes His twin
brother, Morgan, looked on from
champion."
I le's now both, thanks in large tile stands.
"I'm happy right now." Paul
part to a decision to scale down a
routine that used to include five Hamm said. "Shocked, actually."
1 le wasn't the only one.
release moves — four in a row,
then another one a few seconds
later. Avery and Hamm changed

www.PreferredPropertiesCo.com

Preferred
Properties Co.

Don't SLIP UP & Miss The Fun
SKATING IS Not
Just For Kids
Relax & Bring A Friend

ICE
SKATING

& other locations!

U
Models Now Open!

Need Another Credit?
154.218,253,260,261. Select Ice Skating
or Hockey as your Preferred Course
Orientation Skate - BGSU students
FREE withio.Tues., Aug. 31 (8-11 p.m.)

PEG

Come to Our Public Skates
Check our Web Site
www.bgsu.edu/offices/sayicearena
Public Skate Schedule
Admission Rates & Skate Rental Info
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• Updated Birch wood
• Triplex
• Mini-Mall apts

• Piedmont
• Haven House
• Fox Run

It's Bursarable
Broomball
Curling
1 And More

Htt'oini Vt« Find a Place to Caft'fatw Oct.

Extra Large Bedrooms!

HFRI
CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA
membership privilege to-

• Professional Trainers Available
• Newly Renovated!
• Indoor Heated Pool

' Updated Lighting
•New Equipment
• Sauna

T77T

t^j, BRING THIS AD IN FOR A
f-tl
FREE WASH
(One coupon per person per visit)

Call 352-9378 for Details

Call 419-372-2264

-4r^^V

STOP IN AT 530 S. MAPLE, in B.G.
MON-FRI: 8 12 & 1 4:30 SAT: 10 2

I 709 S. Main St.

Bowling Green, Ohio Ph# 419-352-0397

r^ Great Lakes Ford Nissan <^>
^

419-353-5271

Rt. 25 N. Bowling Green
1 mile north of the mall
www.greatlakesford-nissan.com

8am-8pm Monday
8am-6pm Tuesday-Friday

"Your home away from home for your Ford or Nissan"

Smoovies! ^09*te«wihnaMMeM
ft Smoothies Over 40 flavors!
(Delicious fruit. 100% juice, non-fat)

ft Two great businesses at one
location close to campus

it Bubble Tee 20 flavors

ft Largest movie title
selection in BG

(This drink will make you laugh!)

ft Iced Coffee Drinte: 10 flavors
ft Gourmet Stuffed Pretzels
ft Low Carb Smoothies and
Iced Coffee Drinks

#We are a movie
buffs pinvfof/
112 E. Washington
Bowling Green, OH
419-352-4171

AT GREAT LAKES FORD-NISSAN WE WILL...
..gladly service your Ford, Lincoln-Mercury. Nissan vehicle regardless
of where you purchased it, including all factory warranty work!
We'll also check for any outstanding factory recalls that may be due.

'21

$0195
Lube, Oil, Filter
Convenient Same Day Appointment
Excludes Diesels • Up to 5 Quarts • Expires 12/01/04

Students and Faculty receive a 10%
diSCOUnt W/BGSU ID (not valid with other offers)
FREE

Local Shuttle Service
to and from campus
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Phelps takes easy gold,
Peirsol wins after DQ
By Paul Newberry
IMl AbSOCIMEO PMSS

-.urn was overturned and he
walked out to receive his sec

Aaron Peirsol waved his aims
In disbelief, then ran the race
through liis iiiiinl, trying to Bgtin-1 ii ii what he did wrong,
[he most dominant backstro
kc-i in the world had somehow
made a mistake thai cost him a
sure gold medal.
On a night Americans dominated at the Olympic pool,
Pebsols disputed victory In the
200-metet backstroke was the
most memorable - and convo
luted, First, he was disqualified
ini making an illegal turn rhen
his win was restored, jusi In time
foi him to have the gold draped
around his ne k
Hours after lie took a trium
phanl lap around the deck,
swimming officials were --till
debating the whole mess
I inallv the word came down:
ivirsnl's victory would stand
\n one disputed anothi i k
lorj by Mil hael Phelps, who
sei null Ins legai\ ,is one ol the
greatest swimmers in Oiympk
history In vviniiinj; liis fourth
[>okl medal rhursda)
For good measure, Am la
Beard captured the first Indh Id
ual gold ol net Illustrious careei
in ilu' 200 metei breaststroke
Only a victory l>\ Australian
lodie Henry Inthewomens urn
metei freestyle prevented an
American sweep
Peirsol i raised to an easj
win in his signature event
I"'
hasn't lust in almost foul years
— but »as shockingf) I IQed
About a half-hour later, lliedei I-

innl Hip|iI mi'ilal.

Man, a wasa rollercoaster,"
said Peirsol who earllei won
the 100 backstroke 1 red bad
i,,i everybody In that field. It
was a weird < .ill. I'm happ) It
was overturned, though.
Austrias Man us Rogan,
who finished more than two
seconds behind Peirsol, was
briefly feted as the gold medalist when the decision was
changed, he didn't seem too
upset about settling fbi sflvw
Aaron Is a verj honest pei
son. I am sine he swam fairly
said Hunan, a .lose friend 0
die American "I'm a morru nt
I though) aboul gold and thi
Idea was just beautiful hut
aftei all. Its 6ii like this.''
HIM the Austrians protested
iheruling,asdklBritainaftei its
swimmer, lamest loddard,was
M.ikBahw APPhoto
bumped hum third to fourth,
\liiini 2 1/2 hums aftei the
race, FINA rejected the appeal, I OR THE GOLD: Michael Phelps, nt the United States, swims to a gold
giving the bronze to Romanias medal in the 200 meter individual medley Ihe win was one ot lout
gold medals I'helps has won thus tat.
Razvan I lorea
According to Vmerii anassis
Otherwise! it was a smooth i oughlin said. "We're a team
tant coach Dave Salo, die Judge in
night for the Americans, who that gains momentum and Its
Pelrsors lane apparently applied
received five medals in all. Ryan ontj CUIIIC to get beftei ti»' next
an iiUI rule thai involve* ki> king I ui liu ■■ silver in il"1 200 mod
two days, At fist, we were a lit
going into die wall i In- spon whh il,' nervous fol Aaron I hen we
got emingbod] announced that le) was part ol a 1-2 Brush
Phelps the bronze KUI||K to realized il was an ukl rule that
the judge did not adequately
doesn't apply."
i
leorge Bovellol Irinidad.
explain the alleged violation "in
Beard won I»-I race in an
And Natalie t oughlln held on
ihe working language ol 11\ V
Oryinpk record nine of 2 min
tui bronze in the 100 tree, finish
I ngllsh oi i reru h
uies, 23 17 seconds
0.23
Peirsol was baffled bj the in); behind I lenry and defend
ing 11
1'luii Inge de Bniljn ol
whole ordeal
SWIMMING, PAGE 19
. iherlands
"I tried to remember what i
\ MI\ good night for us,"
had done wrong he said

Track missing
familiar faces
By Rob Gloster
III! AibO0IMI.ll PRESS

\n Marlon No torrl NoGhrytte,
American sprinters Marion
lones, imii Edwards and Chryste
Galnes an jusi three of the big
names thai will be missing —
many of them due to duping
when the Oiympk track competition begins Friday
I'be biggest impact will be in
the six sprints. In the men's and
women's KKI, 2IKI and 400, only
one Oiympk champion, Maurice
Greene in the too, will defend
,i title And with three of their
top splinters missing, American
women may have a rough lime
trying to extend .1 20-yeai streak
of 100-meter gold when the MM k
competition begins today
lones, who is being investigated by Ihe U.S. Ami Doping
Agency did not qualify In the too
or 200 aftei winning both titles at
the 20001 lames. (lathy Freeman,
who won the 400 in Sydney, has
retired
Kostas Kenteris was the 200
i ii.iinpion .11 Sydney. He and
ti.iiningp.il iiu'ikaieiinaThanou,
who look silver in the 100 in
Sydney withdrew this week amid
missed drug tests .mil a suspl
, ions nioioi, \, Iran idem. Ill the

•too, champion Mb bad tohnson
has retired
Several other no shows aie
Involved In doping cases, leaving
tans wondering about the state 01
the Olympics' showcase sport
"I think the raster you run, the
less they're going to think you re
a clean athlete," said n S.sprlntei
1
MI Williams, .'ii. .1 membet
ol Hack's new nenci.ilion. "I don't

SuunRtgin APPhoto

SORROWFUL: Marion Jones is one
of many prestigious runners not
competing in the Olympics.
Tim Montgomery, world record
hnldei in the 100, failed to qualify.
So did Gaines. who would have
been a medal contender in die
women's sprints. And Michelle
t ollms, one of the world's best at
the 400, dropped out of the U.S.
Orympk trials with an injury.
All three have been charged
with steroid use by USADA and
1, u a lifetime bans if found guilty.
I Ike lones. all have denied using
performance-enhancing subTRACK. PAGE 22

think Its fait"

•Closest Barber shop to campus*

Service Barber Shop
352-4576
• We work on all makes & models
• We Welcome your Warranty and Maintenance work for your Chrysler,
Dodge, Jeep, Ford, Lincoln and Mercury

BODY SHOP) ( SERVICE

10

OFF
PARTS &
SERVICE

& We Repair All Makes & Models
Ct Free Estimates
}< Quality Workmanship

AH Insurance Estimates
Welcome!

w/stutient i.o.

l i

N

I

r o i

M

MERCURY

Fade cuts
as well as all styles
short, medium, « long
Open .l.iily 9-5
Closed Wed & Sun
Saturday 9-12
./ dirertly across from Dairy Mart
- on street parting -

We'll :ind You A New Home

£

937 Manitoba Drive

PRK I Kl I5UCED! The large
den in tin-1 irttom-bultl home
overlooks the living room
with its brick fireplace.
Usml. I BR. 2.5 BA, deck.

Excludes prior repairs and any
other offers or coupons.
With $50 cap.

Give us a call at
419-352-2553
^tiggfr

%

P

426 E. WOOSTER

Exp. 12/31/04
p ■'.•■

*f DOOQI

m

Bowling Green Lincoln Mercury
1079 North Main Street. Bowling Green, OH 43402
Phone:(419)352-2553

925 Manitoba Drive
Clean, quality construction
& perfect cond. 4 BR.
fenced yard, large deck,
nice landscaping. Finished
hsml. Lots of extras.

i HELPED SAVE a LIFE TODAY, i GAVE PLASMA.
My roommate used to do il all the time.
Finally, she talked me into it. I was a little
nervous at first, but it was really easy. It
didn't hurt and only took two hours. Then,
we found out thai plasma was used to
make
medicines
for
people
with

Receive up to
$200
a
month
hemophilia and other illnesses. I felt even
better. The money didn't hurt either...it
helps make ends meet when money is tight.
But even after I'm out of college, I'm still
going to give plasma. Because it's a way I
can help other people...because it's the

rail

right thing to do.

12370 Jerry City Rd.,
Cygnet Newer 4 BR, 2.5 BA,
) car gar. home with 2 stairs
to double insulated bsmt.
Fantastic 5.1 a. country
property with 70'x32' new
barn and new 20'x12' shed.

For Showings, «.tll rim Wcsthovi'ii, Keillor
f )tli( e: 4 19-352-53 51 • Home: 419-352-1705
Mohile: 4 I9-40')-11)00

You can help save someone's life by giving plasma. You'll receive $20 per visit,

BIOLIFE PLASMA SERVICES

419-425-8680

1789 E. Melrose Avenue • Findlay, OH 45840 • www.biolifeplasma.com

A.A. GREEN REALTY, INC.
<

1045 NORTH MAIN STREET
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 43402
419-352-5331 • www.aagreen.com
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Wie and LPGA hit
Phelps sets Olympic
Dublin in tour action record in 200
Phelps also is expected to
swim the 400 medley relay, an
event tte United States has
never losl at the OJympii t,
Peirsol hecame the fifth
male swimmer — and fourth
American - to sweep the back
strokes, following mentor Lenny
Krayzelburg (2000), Rick Carey
(1864), lohn Nabor (1971.- and
liisi (,eniianv's Roland Marches
(1968 and 72).
I he world record-holder
led most of the race and eas-

SWIMMING, FROM PAGE18

By Rusty Miller
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Kristi Albers turned her day
around with one swing. Michelle
Wie's round ended when she was
barely hallway through.
Albers had a hole-in-one on
the 17th and shot a 5-under 67 for
a share of the lead with defending
champion Hee-VVon Han in the
rain-delayed opening round of
the Wendy's Championship for
Children on Thursday.
A violent storm rocked Tartan
Fields Golf Club late in the day
after half of the 144-player field
had completed the first round.

After a delay of 1 hour, 29 minutes, play resumed briefly before
a second storm washed out the
round.
The remaining 66 players will
complete their rounds early
Friday, with the second round set
to follow.
The hard winds, heavy rain
and lightning created chaos in
the scoring. It took more than
an hour after play was called off
before the tournament leaders
were officially confirmed.
Wie, the tall, long-hitting 14year-old amateur with the effortless swing, was 3 over through

10 holes — and was not happy
about it.
She double-bogeyed her last
hole, flying the green after a perfect drive. From weeds and rough
behind the hole, shechipped back
across the green, then chipped to
15 feet and two-putted for a 6.
Her father, B.|. Wie, said she
would not speak with report
ers until her first 18 holes were
completed. She also declined to
answer questions its she came
into the clubhouse after being
LP6A,PAGE 22

Mixture of young players and
veteran leaders helps Falcons
VOLLEYBALL, FROM PAGE 13

... not just for her play on the
floor, but her leadership skills.'
lunior Emily Manser, sophomore
Chrissy Gothke, and redshirt
freshman Corrie Mills are also
expected to challenge for starting
spots Van De VValle said.
Twite believes the mixture of
young players and veteran leaders will ignite a complete turnaround.
"We looka lot better than we have
in previous preseason's,'' the Hid
during Tuesday's practice. We
have great team chemistry and
everything is going good."
The addition of assistant coach

Mark llardaway may not mean
much as far as how the team
performs on die floor, but players say his pedigree tor winning
has already had an impact on
the team.
Hardaway served as the head
coach at Western Kentucky
from 1993-95 and coached at
!\,ins\!lie from 1995-2002.
In 1991 and 1992, Hardaway
teamed with Van De Waile to
coach FIG to a 59-13 overall record
and a 32-2 record in the MAC.
"He's been with the program
before, so that helps us out a
lot," Mohr said. "We're all really
excited about him being here and
he brings a lot of head coaching

experience.
The Falcons will begin the 2004
season on Sept. 3 at the Miami
Invitational where they will face
the Hurricanes, Illinois, and Rice,
"This is probably the toughest
tournament we've been in in the
last few years, but my thought on
that was we have three talented
seniors, I like our freshmen and 1
wanted to see what we could do
eariy on," she said.
We know the level of competition
is going to be very good and those
three teams are coming off banner years, but we have nothing to
lose and everything to gain."

4Jr Shamrock Village
M

Natural gos Fireplace

H

Central Air
Den/Offits in some units

Beautiful
1 Bedroom. Ranch Style
Condominiums
For Rent

* Jatuni Tub In some units

Excellent Location for
BCSU Faculty/Staff

M (onvienent Parking
H Washer & Dryer Hook-up

5

650-700/monih
plus utilities

M

JBR

Automotive
& Towing

seconds better than Australian
Leisel lones, who was under
worid-record pace for the first
150 meters, lones took silver,
while Anne Poleska of Germany
earned bronze.
Phelps took his swimming to
new heights with an Olympic
record (1:57,14) in the 200 medley, giving the 19-year-old from
Baltimore his diird Individual
gold medal. Mark Spit/ is the
only other U.S. swimmer to win
more than two individual races
at a single games.
Spitz, of course, is the man
Phelps was chasing when he
took on a staggering eight events
in Athens.
ilie quest to win seven gold
medals — Spitz's tolal from the
1972 Munich Games — will tall
short. But Phelps, who also has
two bronze medals, is still on
course to match the Olympic
record of eight medals set by
Soviet gymnast Aleksandi
Dityatin at the boycotted
Moscow Games in 1980.
"I can't get away from mini
bers," Phelps quipped.
1 le'll go for his seventh medal
Friday, lust 30 minutes after winning the medley, he dove back in
the |X)ol and set an Olympic
record in die UK) butterfly semi
finals, selling up a showdown
with teammate Ian (rocker in
the final.
"Tonight was the toughest
turnaround lime I've ever had.'
said Phelps, who between races
wanned down for 10 minutes,
received his gold medal, then
went straight to die ready room
to prepare for the IK

(S^f7

Name APPtioto

A TENDER MOMENT: Aaron Peirsol celebrates with Lenny Krayzelburg
after winning the gold medal in the 100-meter back stroke
|h beat Rogan In 1:54.95. Peirsol
Chltched a lane rope, held up his
righl index finger and hugged
his friend.

419-353-7222

H dice's

1774s \ Dixie Hwj .
BOW lillj.' I ili'i-M. OH

0NEST0P...D0ESITALL!
24 Hour Self Inking Rubber Stamp Service

SnutM S«vtcM AVOWM

Lube, Oil & Filter
$18.95 Up to 5 Quarts
With Filter

* Ho lawn (ore

on»$29

DI««»..tU

i 10% OFF:
I

with student II) i

!

Any Automotive Repairs
Receive

15% OFF

*»*-'.

!

Q«Mk Prtaii, t»c

■ High Quality Offwl Priming
• Color Pnnting
• Resume Specialist
• User Typesetting
'Sunning
• Sfx?<idlty Advertising items

Frte Delivery!
No job too big or too small!
Htm:
Mon-FH 9im-S:30pm
HtSAWnSt.
Bowling Green OH
419-3S2S762

• Silk Screen Priming
• High Speed Photocopies
" g M PtWtMDj H

Expire*

$100 00 or more

For more information, please coll (419)354^)070 or (419)3521520

• f«i Sending and Receiving Stw*
• B*rtme» Catch

-Cuuofn Embroidery

'"0~\ Plus Top OH All Fluid!
™ And Compitta Inspection

Check Engine Light on?
Wt C*A Flic Hi
Computer
M

Serving I,unity ,intl Staff ,il BGSU lor over 30years!

Quick Print, Inc.

Service Center Open
Monday - Friday 8-5

* Kitchen includes dishwasher,
disposal, fridge, & stove

Atlanta Games has grown into
quite a swimmer; Beard earned
the shah medal of her career.
This one was especially sweet
— the rirsi gold that was entirely
on her shoulders.
"I donl ihink the smile will
come on my lace for a while."
the three-time Olympian said.

But there was a delay In pulling up the olticial results. After
several minutes, the scoreboard
Hashed "DSQ" beside Peirsols
name a disqualification The
crowd gasped and then began
to boo, still standing on deck,
the 21-year-old Californian
shnigged his shoulders in disbelief.

Towing 24 Hours
7 Days Per Week

•* 1 or 2 bathrooms

Coincidentally, Peirsol stirred
controversy earlier in the meet
when he accused lapan's Kosuke
Kitajima of doing an illegal dolphin kick while winning the 100
breaststroke. Swlmftung officials found nothing WTong with
kiujima's technique.
Beard overcame Australian
I eisel lones to win a duel
between the two fastest female
breaslsirokers in history.
The teddy bear-toting, 14year-old sweetheart of the

fet 352-9572

OfV Eu*'M OrtCM. 10 2004

419-352-4637,
0*^ i
Bowling Green's Only Modern Laundromat!

c^

Located at 111 Railroad Street - Next to Kinko's

• Card System - No More Quarters!
• Megatouch Video Game
• Air Hockey

• Soda and Snack Vending
•Air Conditioning
• X-Large Washers

• Pool Table

• Security Cameras

• Sale Prices Starting at .99 cents!

• Open 24/7

1010 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, Oh 43402
www.almarlanes.com
almar300@dacor.net

-v

Openings still available for fall leagues!

CJ'S SPORTS BAR AND GRILLE
WE HAVE THE SUNDAY TICKET!

Coming Soon - Free Wireless Internet Access!
Check out www.LMARIES.com for live in-store video and more details!

We have the best burgers in B.G.I
Just ask Basketball Coach Dan Dakich!
Buy 2 games and we will pay for the third game with this adl

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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402 E. Wooster St.
352-BUTT

LOOKING FOR A NEW PLACE TO LIVE???

UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE

Beer
&
All
Cigarettes at'
State
Minimum

%i

Pick-up your cold beer
at our Drive-Thru

Wine at
State
Minimum

BUTT'S
CHEAP SMOKES
and
FINE CIGARS
TOBACCO OUTLET

All cigarettes al Stale Minimum prices. Prices subject to change excluding non-filters, while supplies last.
Some price reflect manufactured buy down
Surgeon General Warning: Cigarette smoke contains carbon monoxide

XatwVo?---

H

jk2F32wi

&

[
&

UNIVERSITY
COURTS
Mercer at Clough
Short block S. of Wooster

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

ALL LOCATIONS

Quality living in spacious 2 bdrni
apts. 9 and 12 month leases.
Furnished Available.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

UNIVERSITY COURTS
I&2 bedrooms for mature .students.
Quiet and cozy environment.
Furnished Available.

ONE BLOCK SOUTH OF WOOSTt
"WALK ON OVER"

H

"■Tenant Friendly'' Management
24 hr. emergency maintenance
Time-Warner cable service included in rentals
Central air & heat
Convenient laundry facilities
Convenient to Campus Shuttle Stop
Shon walk to Library. Student Rec
Center and all campus facilities.

(419) 352-0164
www.universityapartments.us
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US. team breezes by Australia, 89-79
By Chris Sheridan
IH( ASSOCIA1ED PRESS

Larry Brown believes his team is
finally starting to get it.
In a game the Americans were
waltzing through anil losing for
the better part of three quarters,
something clicked when the
fourth qtraner began.
One flashy and selfless play
typified the turnabout: U'Bron
lames eyed Shawn Marion's pass
coming toward him and made
a split-second decision to red]
rect the ball with a touch pass to
Dwyane Wade for a layup.
The basket broke the last lie
during a game-changing 10point aui at the start of the quarter, leading the United Stales to
a 89-79 victory over Australia on
Thursday al the Athens Games.
The victory — and the way
the Americans turned the game
around — might be a big step
toward reversing their fortunes
after ihey struggled lo beal
Greece and were embarrassed by
Puerto Rico in a 19-point loss.
Brown said the players are
beginning lo realize what it lakes
lo win at the Olympics.
"We don't have them all, but
Michael Conroy APPIrato
they're starting to care aboi 11 eacl i
other and understand die impor- TO THE RACK: Allen Iverson takes it to the hole in a 77-70 win over
tance of representing our counGreece Tuesday. Iverson and his team have been struggling since an
try the right way," Brown said.
"The biggest challenge coaches opening round loss to Puerto Rico.
have today on all levels is for guys
to think of coaching as coaching type of basketball the folks back on 3s.
and not criticism."
The Americans kept their turnhome expect
After a defensively inept first
"Everything's not clicking yet, overs down, found better shots
half and a so-so third quarter, the but we're heading that way," than in their first two games and
Americans increased their defen- Tim Duncan said. "It was a great realized that the only way to fuel
sive intensity, moved the ball learning experience today, being their offense is through defense.
with aplomb and put together a able to figlil back and staying
Broun credited lames and
few of the showtime moments with each other."
Wiicle lor getting the ball inside.
their Dream Team predecessors
"All of lire sudden everybody
Duncan scored IR points. Allen
look for granted.
Iverson and Marion each added cm our team got better," the
Next up is a matchup against 16 and Wade scored 12 for the coach said. "Hopefully we've not
Lithuania, the toughest team U.S. team, which shot 57 percent lo remember that. Bui we're not
in their group. But at least the from the field — 71 percent from dealing with Michael lordans and
Americans will go into it know- 2-polnt range but only 3-for-17 I .any Birds and Magic lohnsons
ing they're capable of playing the

CUT-RATE
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that have done that from the
beginning, and it's going to lake
time for some of these young
people."
The United States forced
four misses an.', a turnover on
Austmllas first five possessions
of the fourth quarter, and the
ball movement was fluid and
llashy during the run that put the
Americans ahead 75-67.
Australia, led by Shane Heals
17 points, never threatened
again.
"That's all our team is about."
I,lines said. "If we slop people,
we're the most athletic team in
this whole tournament and we
can get out and get easy buck
ets."
From the start, the Americans
looked lo run their offense
through Duncan in die low post.
But their defensive rotations
were slow and they repeatedly
left players open al the :i-|M>int
line.
Brown could only shake his
head as Glen Saville sank the
Aussies' fifth 3 pointer of the first
quarter for a 24-18 lead, and the
United States was down by 12
before the period was ovec
I he Americans' reluctance to
attempt a .(-pointer was clear
late in the second quarter when
lames hesiialed so much before
releasing a shot thai the ball
never even made il to the rim.
"1 think they continue to
improve, but they'd better make
jump shots to win the gold In this
tournament" Heal said
Wade and Iverson drove coast
to coast for layupe late In the first
half to help the Americans pull
within 51-47 at the break, and
Brown despite riis hesitancy to
change rotations

decided to go

with Marion Instead of Richard
Jefferson lo start the second hall.
the Americans rook their fust
lead since die rally going 0*1 an
alley cKip dunk by Marion off a

pass from Iverson that made It61-'
60 with 4:38 left. A late 3-pointer
by Brett Maher gave Australia a
67-65 lead entering the fourth
quarter.
"We're trying to get better, and
we're not where we want to be
— but we've progressed." Iverson
said. "If we stay consistent on
defense, well lie fine. We'll get the

MKIud Conoy AP Photo

ELATED: LeBion lames celbrates late in an 89-79 win over Australia
yesterday at the Helliniko Indoor Arena in Athens. The win got a stumbling men's team back on track.
easy baskets and then won't have

in rely on jumpers."
Switching from Jefferson to
Marion wasn't the only change
Brown made. He also kepi
Cannefo Anthony oh the bench
tor all bin two minutes.
"I don't need a guy who doesn't
want to buy in." Brown said.

■J
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he might be perceived by certain
people," Brown said, "but he listens to everything I say."

Make us your FIRST CHOICE and find your FIRST CHOICE!

1180 N. Main Sfreet (next to the Woodland Mall)

(419)352-5989

"I low you play, how you practice
and how you act determines how
nine li you play."
James seems to have received
thai message, accepting his role
off the bench and trying to provide the energy the U.S. team has
been missing.
"He has a hard time looking al
me sometimes because of how
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Big Ten experimenting with OSU prepares
to face Cincy
instant replay this season

Guidugli.
"We've got to be able to put
pressure on him -- maybe get
him moving out of the pocket
here and there," Fraser said.
"Maybe get some hits on him,
get him out of his rhythm a bit
- make sure he just doesn't get
comfortable back there."
Senior defensive back Dustin
Fox said the secondary so far does
not have any special schemes for
Guidugli and said they will take
some time analyzing the Bearcat
quarterback.
"Not any more than any other
game," Fox said. "He's a great
quarterback and they have a

By Edward Mauler
u-aiRE

By Jason Bnitnmond
U-WIRE

The Big Ten will implement college football's first-ever instantreplay system this season in
hopes that if the campaign is a
success, other conferences will
join their lead.
The idea of instant replay
has been tossed around by the
league's coaches since the early
1980s, but after gathering data
from the 2003 season, the NCAA
Football Rules Committee gave
approval for a one-year trial in
the Big Ten.
"It will be a little anomaly for
us to be experimenting, certainly," said Big Ten Commissioner
]im Delany on Aug. 4 at the conference's kickoff luncheon. "But
I think that we're a conference
that takes pride in participating
in change."
The Big Ten's instant replay is
a "tweak" of the old NFL system
- adopted in 1986, crossed with
parts of the new NFL system
along with the conference's own
ideas mixed in. While instant
replay does not guarantee that
all officiating mistakes will be
corrected, errors that are "clear
and obvious" will be overturned.
"It's not a perfect world. It's
not a perfect system," said Dave
Parry, Big Ten coordinator of
officials. "We just hope it will be
better."
The conference's system,
with unanimous support of the
coaches, only allows the "technical adviser" in the press box
to determine if a play is reviewable, not the game officials nor
the coaches. When the adviser
observes "indisputable video
evidence" that a mistake has
been made, he or she will hit
a button sending a message to
officials on the field.
"If there's any question, any
doubt, the play call will stand by
the official," Parry said. "It has to
be the type of play where if 100
guys were looking at it, 100 of
them would say, 'Hey, that's not
a touchdown. That guy stepped
out of bounds."
The technical advisers will

be equipped with two 22-inch
LCD monitors with instantaneous digital video-recording
capabilities - think TiVo. Their

all 44 conference games this fall
and will be available for home
nonconference contests upon
prior approval from the visiting

NatiHarn* AP Photo

GUINEA PIGS: Penn State quarterback Zack Mills throws against
Nebraska in a game last season. Mills and his teammates will be
part of an experiment in the Big Ten implementing instant replay.
video feed will be provided by
the broadcast and be limited to
what is shown on television, and
the advisers will be the "gods
in the sky," Parry said, meaning
their decisions are final.
Instant replay will be used in

■

team. For Iowa, Kent State has
given approval for replays, while
Iowa State has declined, said III
Sports Information Director Phil
Haddy.
The total cost of the program
-- including equipment and

2 0 0 4.

bV g welcome!
•

WORKSHOPS

personnel - is about $100,000,
according to Mark Rudner, an
associate commissioner of the
Big Ten.
In conference games that are
not televised, the conference
will pay approximately $20,000
to provide cameras for the
instant replay. Rudner added.
The league has had 90 percent
of its head-to-head conference games televised in the last
five years, and Rudner expects
almost all if not all will be picked
up this season.
"I have no qualms about
instant replay," said Iowa coach
Kirk Ferentz. "We are all in
agreement as coaches, administrators, and officials, and the
objective for all of us is if there is
an obvious error made that it is
corrected."
While the system earned
praise from the majority of the
conferences coaches in Chicago
earlier this month, Ohio State
coach lim Tressel said the list
of reviewable plays may be
incomplete. Under the Big Ten's
format, "hard, physical fouls"
are judgment calls and cannot
be reviewed. For example, an
obviously missed holding or
pass-interference call cannot be
examined.
"I do have some reservations, but not that overrule the
thought that we ought to look
at linstant replayl," said Tressel.
"I do have a litde reservation in
that when we are looking at the
component of a game we are
only going to try to correct some
of the human errors."
The Big Ten collected data
from 68 televised games and
10,800 football plays in 2003 and
found that 42 of those games
— 65 percent - would have had
replay opportunities. Despite
the "indisputable" evidence
required to issue a replay, the
rate of reversal was only 54 percent.
One concern the conference
has is that it will add time to
the game, but Parry insists each
review should last less than a
minute.

We Care About
The Water You Drink

•

SUNDAY. AUGUST 22
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Just 30< a Gallon
' Chemical & Sodium Free
1
Natural Hydration
' Serviced & Sanitized Daily
■ Open 24 Hours
> Tested By the State
> Self Serve - BYOB
1
NAMA Approved

"Hire" Education
i08 Bowni-Ihompwn Student Union
•learn what BCSUhas to offer you in the world olwork.

Qlooi - 300p%
Open Advising & Course Add/Drop Session
207 Bowen-thompwn Student Union
•Make kntmioutt changes to your schedule and talk with college advisors.
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Recreational Sports: Something for EVERYONE

Once again - the Buckeyes will
face an excellent quarterback
to open the season, and once
again the Ohio State defense
will be chasing down Cincinnati
Bearcats' senior quarterback
(iino Guidugli.
During the opening game
of last season, the scarlet and
gray defense shut down the
highly-touted Heisman hopeful
quarterback Cody Pickett from
Washington, who couldn't muster a touchdown pass against the
Buckeyes and had his Heisman
trophy dreams squashed like a
bug on the Horseshoe's grass.
In just over two weeks, OSU
will kick off die 2004 campaign
against another highly-regarded quarterback and old nemesis in Guidugli. Guidugli nearly
lead the underdog Bearcats to
an unbelievable upset at Paul
Brown Stadium in Cincinnati
during OSU's stellar National
Championship season.
As a sophomore, Guidugli
threw for 324 yards and a touchdown against the 2002 National
Champion Buckeyes. In that
game, Guidugli finished 26 of 52
in passing attempts. 1 lad he completed two of those passes in die
end zone which were dropped
by his receivers, the game certainly could have turned out difJjylasfrete AP Photo
ferently.
Defensive end Simon Fraser PREPARED: Linebacker AJ. Hawk
said being deceptive on defense and the rest of the Buckeyes will
will be the best way to prevent a be ready for Cincinnati.
repeated stellar performance by
Guidugli and his dan-throwing
arm.
"We just have to try to mask great coaching staff down there.
what we are going to do." Fraser We're just going to take it day by
said. "He's a very smart quarter- day as we scout him."
Quite possibly the best defense
back -- he knows their offense in
and out. He's going to study us against the Bearcats will be a
and Coach Dantonio is going to good offense. The ability to run
the ball and eat time and yardhave him prepared."
Pressure, lack of time in the age is a surefire way of keeping
pocket and big hits were the Guidugli and his offense off the
recipe for disaster for quarter- field and on the sidelines.
Senior running back I.ydell
backs like Pickett, Ken Dorsey of
Miami (IT.) and Jeff Smoker of Ross said the Buckeyes should be
Michigan State when they faced able to fire up the running game
the Buckeyes' tough defense dur- against the Bearcats despite the
ing the last two seasons. Fraser loss of three key offensive linesaid the defense will be cook- men after last season.
ing up the same game plan for
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Watermill
Express

• Come leatn about intramurals, sports clubs, aerobics, outdoor adventures. & more.

f.SO - 9,30 p.*>.
Diversity 101
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315 Bowen-Thompson Student Union
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• Raise your awareness and broaden your horizons at this fun. interactive workshop

9,00 - 3,00 p *

South: 989 S. Main

Relationship Realities
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NEWLOVE RENTALS
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(419)352-5620
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Newloveinfo@Newloverentals.com

516 Bowen-Thompson Student Union
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Albers uses hole in one,
consistency to take lead
LPGA. FROMPAGE 19
brought in bj a cart
Norway's Suzann Pettereen
wasashoi back of the co-leaders
inderthrough 17holes.
■ i niton, almosi 5
iiiimilis pregnant with twins,
shot a 89 to share fourth place
with Patrii i.i Meunier I ebouc
Dottie Pep|

ACIHKV

winnei Mi Hum Kim, Iori Kane
and li Yeon I ee. All Inn I ee, I
undei through 12 holes, Bnished
the first round.
Playing in the first group off
ee, Ubers took advantage
ni mild conditions
the wind
i up midda) before the
clouds came
to post
iv< r lowest Mine ni the year. She
even-par through her lirsi
seven holes when she pulled out
on mi the 115 yard, par
) which slopes ftom an
ed tee with the green on
1
n-i sideol a large pond.
"I bit ii iliin and I was saying,
(let up! Gel up! and it hit on the
1
1
i and it rolled
li was dead on the hole and ii
just disappeared," said Albers,
■ only tour victory came
in the 1993Sprint Classic.' I said
playing partners, 'Please
tell people how I just hit
good miss."
Building cm the hole in one,
Albers added three more birdies.
Aftet hitting an 8-iron to 2 feel
. shehil her second shot
ovei the green .it the par I 5th
and then holed a 10 fool chip

from the rough.
\i No.9, she chipped to3fe< I
Ki finish off her lowest com
petJtJve round since a 66 in las)
years State Barm Classic
i Ian was 5 undei through 11
holes when play was suspend
ed the first time. She came back
to play three more holes, bird
icing het 16th hole to regain a
shan' of tin' lead. She faced a
3-fooi putt for par on the eighth
green when play was called oil
for the day
I he south Korean won thi
2003 Wendys by rolling in a 25
loot birdie putt to edgeWfend)
Waul on the third playoffbole.
\skedwh] she plays so well at
lartan Fields, Han said. I don't
knou why. I like these greens
and the speed I like thiscoura
and the course likes me."
Pepper, making a farewell
tour prior to her retirement,
celebrated her 39th birthday
two days late.

TRACK, FROM PAGE 18

***

II was a pretty good round.
I ven on the first nine, when the
wind was howling, I hit some
prettj good goll shots,' Pepper
said.

Uie three-putted ftom the
hack fringe for a bogey at No
II and then dropped to '
when she three putted from l»
feet at No. Hi. She rolled in an
8-fool birdie pint at the par
3 17th to gel to I over before
running into problems on hole
No I.

Keith Sia»ocic AP Photo

ITS IN THE HOLE: Michelle Wie tries a little body english on the 18th
hole ol match play at the US women's amateur August 12. Wie and
the rest ol the LPGA are in Dublin tot a tournament.

and the presence of Ethiopian
compatriot Kenenlsa Bekele,
22, who shattered the 31-yearold (iehisel.issie's world records
in the 5.000 and 10,000 within a
nine-day span this spring.
Bekele will attempt to win both
races in Athens.
One of the best competitions
should come in the women's pole
vault, in which American Stac)
Dragila and Russians Sveuana
Reonnova andYelena binbayeva
have been taking turns breaking
the world record the last couple
ill vein-.

"When I gel in that stadium
against the two of them, the tiger
is going to come out," Dragila
saiii. "I would love to l)e on that
top step ol the podium. I go to
bed visualizing that's where I'm
going in be
Winkers put the finishing touches on the 75.000-seat
Olympic stadium Ihursday,
spraj painting the Olympic rings
in red on the track and pounding the last fen squares of grass
into place on an Infield that >\.is
snipped foi the opening ceremony
Medal presenters practiced
theii routines mound a victory
stand thai awaited ,i good clean
ing. I dices ftom die opening ccr
cumin stood where hurdles were
soon lobe positioned
Hie shot put was

held'

Mfednesdaj in indent t Hympla
ll.s.compctitoil.iuiaU'iiaughty
said the birthplace oi the games
28 centuries ago had "kind of a
ghosih reeling."

AttemJccm AjJ OeacherS

< Mobile Home For SALE!

For more Information
Call Mike at AA Green Really
419-352-5331 Ext 77

stances,
I dwaids was kicked out of the
Olympics .UHI suspended for
two years foi taking pills without
checking to make sure the] didn't
contain banned stimulants. She
is the world champion, ranked
No. I Ihis year in the KMI and
would have been a 200 medal
contender as wefl.
And Kelli White, who won the
100 and 200 at last year's world
championships but later forfeited bet titles when she admitted
using several different banned
drugs, is suspended foi two
years.
Thai
leaves 37-year-old
Gail Devers .is the iopi.ini.ril
American in the 100, She has
won Olympic gold twice before
In the itxi bin is considered a
long shot this time, she is se>
cniii in the world rankings, while
countrywomen Lauryn Williams
and Lalasha Colander arc tied
for 19th
I he tiisi two rounds of the
women's 100 are set tor Friday
with the semifinals and final on
Saturday
Some athletes will compete
despite serious Injuries.
Australia's lana human, the
world champion, will n\ to
compete in the too meter bur
dies less than two weeks aftei
having knee surgery And Halle
Gebrseiassie knows his chances
of a third straight Olympic lille
ill the 10.000 an' slim because
of an Achilles tendon iniiii \

Education Express, LLC

A.A. GREEN REALTY, INC.
Lot 48 Parkview Mobile Home Ct.
2 Beds 1 bath. Good Condition
Priced at $6900
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Find Out More:
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WELCOME STUDENTS
Check Out Our Selection of BGSU Merchandise!
• T-Shirts
»/ Sweatshirts
• Hats
• Coffee Mugs
• Jewelry Goia & Silver
• Pencils
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'

Students:

$12.00 (9 holes) Weekend
$16.00 (18 holes) weekend
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531 Ridge St. • B(J • 352-8333
Mon.-Thurs. 10-8 • Fri. 10-6 • Sun 12-5
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Paterno looks to silence critics
PATERNO, FROM PAGE 13

Sale College, the doubters and
critics grew louder last season
when Penn State went 3-9.
It's not just the losing that
has made Patemo look past his
prime. More than ever before he
has been publicly critical of game
officials. Two years ago, after a
game that Penn State lost in overtime to Iowa, he sprinted across
the field and grabbed an official
by the shoulder to protest a call.
And while his players have
been producing less on the field,
they are getting into more trouble off it In the past year alone,
almost a dozen players have had
brushes with the law.
Paterno's boss, if anyone can
truly be called that, says anyone
who thinks loe Pa's grip on the
program has loosened is simply
wrong.
"He's very much in control.
That's been one of his strengths
and continues to be one of his
strengths," Penn State athletic
directorTim Curley said.
Patemo ended last season with
one year left on his contract, and

considering the recent record,
Curley's decision to extend the
coach's contract through the 2008
season came as something of a
surprise. Patemo will rum 82 on
Dec. 21,2008.
For Curley, who grew up in
State College and was a walk-on
for Patemo in the 70s, the decision was easy.
"His contributions across the
board certainly outweigh any
things that may have happened
recently," he said.
The reasons for Curley's allegiance to Patemo are obvious.
Since Patemo was hired as a
23-year-old assistant by coach
Rip Engle in 1950, his contributions have extended beyond two
national titles and five perfect
seasons. He and his wife. Sue,
have donated more than $4 million to the university. The library,
not the weight room or practice
field, is named after Patemo.
So the question begs: Can anyone other than Patemo decide
when it is time for a coaching
change at Penn State?
"It's so speculative. I really
wouldn't want to address that,"

Curiey said. "We've had a great
working relationship from my
end of it. I just want him to have a
great finish to his career."
Unless he's hiding something,
Patemo appears to have no desire
to call it quits. "I haven't got the
slightest idea what I'd do," he said
of life after football.
If anything. Penn State's recent
struggles have made it less likely
that Patemo would retire. The
Nittany Lions just can't see their
coach walking away from the
team when it's down.
"This past spring has probably
been one of the toughest we've
had," defensive end Derek Wake
said. "Joe's a winner. I can imagine 3-9 really bums him."
Patemo's not so sure he's any
tougher now than he was 15
years ago. He said he's made a few
adjustments this year to better
prepare a team that he felt lacked
poise and mental toughness last
season.
"How you adjust to them in a
sense of saying, 'Well I'm going to
be tougher now1... that just isn't
the way I act," he said. "I look at
the situation and try to do tilings

that are appropriate to make it
better. No magic to it."
There's reason to believe
Patemo already has Penn State
primed for a comeback. A big
part of last year's snuggles can be
traced to inexperience as underclassmen saw far more playing
time than any coach would be
comfortable with.
The good news is that talented
players such as linebacker Paul
Posluszny and tunning back
Austin Scott, who played as freshmen, now have a year of seasoning and three years left in the
program.
Patemo also showed that he
can still recruit. His latest class
was rated among the top 20 in the
country by most analysts. Prized
linebacker Dan Connor might
play immediately.
Plus, there is a sense of obligation among the players to protect
Patemo and his legacy.
"We have a responsibility to
get things back to the way it was
before we got here," Jefferson
said. "We owe it to him. We owe it
to this institution."

Jason Plottiin AP Photo

JOE PA: Penn State football coach Joe Paterno talks to the media during a news conference at media at State College on Thursday August
12. Patemo is trying to bring his team back to the glory days.
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Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
Bowling Green & B.G.S.U.
826 S. Main St. (Next to Big Lots)

JS.

m We Accept Visa & Mastercard ®& sS
Try our
NEW Better Wings!

Papa John's Welcomes B.G.S.U. Students with Great Deals.
■
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Large 1 Item Pizza

$6.
No Coupon Necessary, No Limit

Not valid with any other offer. Valid only at participating
locations. Customer pays all applicable sales tax.
Additional toppings extra.

Pickup or Delivery, No Delivery Charge

826 South Main
353-7272
(Next to Big Lots)

I

FRIDAY
August 20,
2004

CHECK IT OUT:
Everything from movies
to bars, you'll find it in
the Pulse Entertainment
Section every Friday.

get a

life

calendar of events
FRIDAY, AUG. 20
8 am. - 6 p.m.
Fowl Faces
Come view the work ot BGSU
alumnus Kurt Reichert. His
exhibit, entitled "Fowl Faces.''
showcases some interesting
photography. The exhibit runs
through September 3.
Union Galleries
8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
GradSTEP sessions and departmental programming
GradSTEP participants will be
attending various professional
development workshops and
departmental programming
throughout the week
9:30 a.m.
Coffee and Fellowship followed
by the President's adddress at
10 a.m.
"Organizing for Engagaement:
Working Together to Build a
Strong, Vital Ohio"
Simulcast to BGSU Firelands
Cedar Point Center
Union Ballroom

www.bgnews.com/pulse
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
VOLUME 99 ISSUE 1

Around
Easy Street
104 S. Main St
Phone:353-6164
Food: Soups, sandwiches,
fondue steaks, chops
Average Lunch Price: $5-6
Average Dinner Price: $12

Varsity lanes
1033 S. Main
Phone: 352-5247

Al-Mar Lanes
1010 N. Main St.
Phone: 352-4637
Weekdays: $4.50
Weekends: $5.50

T0W|

»

(la /el Theatre
127 N. Main St.
Phone:353-1361
Tickets: $6.00
Matinees: $3.75
'Cash or check only

Campus Pollyeyes
440 E. Court St.
Phone: 352-9638
Food: Stuffed breadsticks,
pizza, salads, subs

10 a.m. -8 p.m.
City Bucks Info Table
Sponsored by Bookstore
Union Lobby
Saturday. Aug. 21
8 a.m. -6 p.m.
Fowl Faces
Come view the work of BGSU
alumnus Kurt Reichert. His
exhibit, entitled "Fowl Faces."
showcases some interesting
photography The exhibit runs
through September 3.
Union Galleries
10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Spiritual Surveys
519 Ministries will be passing
out short five question spiritual
surveys
Union Oval
10 a.m. -8pm.
City Bucks Info Table
Sponsored by Bookstore
Union Lobby
10 a.m. -4 p.m.
College Republicans Info and
Recruitment
Union Lobby

11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
fireek Affairs All Campus
Welcome Picnic
Stop by to meet members of the
BGSU Greek community, learn
about Greek life at the University
and enjoy free food. Sponsored by
Greek Affairs.
Alumni Mall (between Harshman
and Kreischer Quadrangles!
11 a.m.-5 p.m.
TSC Assistance
The Technology Support Center
(TSC) in 129 Hayes Hall will be
open extended hours to assist
students.
129 Hayes Hall

6 p.m.
Celebration of the Retirement of
Janet Parks
Jerome Library—7th floor
8 p.m.
First Higtrt Oval Opus Concert
Enjoy this popular regional band
in an outdoor concert setting.
Sponsored by the University
Activities Organization.
McDonald Hall Quadrangle
Rain Location: Union Ballroom

Sunday. Aug. 22
8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Fowl Faces
BGSU alumnus Kurt Reichert,
features his photography exhibit.
"Fowl Faces" runs through
EVENTS, PAGE 34

led*
101 S. Main St.
Phone:353-6164
Food: Wings, sandwiches,
burgers, steaks.
Average Lunch Price: $6-8
Average Dinner Price: $9-12

l

Mr. Spots
125 E Court St.
Phone: 352-7768
Food: Wings, sandwiches,
salads, hoagies
Average Price: $5-7.50

Pita Pit
522 E. Wooster St.
Phone: 352-7768
Food: Sandwiches made
in a pita bread wrap
Average Price: $6

Squeakers Cafe & Health Food
175 N. Main St.
Phone:353-6164
Food: Vegan and vegetarian food
Average Price: $5-7

«.t_^f

Mvtes Pizza. Pub & Sub Shop
516 E Wooster
Phone: 352-5166
Pood: Pizza, subs
Price: $5

Dibenedetlo-s Pasta & Subs
1432 E Wooster
Phone: 352-4663
Food: Italian Chabatta & focaccia
salads, soups, subs

llmmy Johns
1616 E Wooster St. Suite D
Phone: 352-7200
Food: Gourmet sandwiches
Average Price: $5 $7.50

Uraku
1616 E Wooster St
Phone: 352-7070
Food: Sushi
Average Price: $10

Summer blockbusters showcased
— weekends in Union theatre
The University Activities Organization will host free movies in the
Union Theatre throughout the semester. Show times are 9:30 p.m. on
Tuesdays, Fridays and Sundays. Friday shows are also featured at 7 pm,
sponsored by Union Programs.
This semester's movie schedule includes:
"Starsky and Hutch"-Aug 24,27,28,29
"Kill BUI Vol. 2"-Aug. 31, Sept. 3,4,5
"*«*2"-SePr:7'10,?nd 12
MOVIES,PAGE 34
"Troy"-Sept. 14,17,19

KEEP YOUR FINGERS ON THE FUSE OF CAMPUS AT VWW.BGNEWS.CGWPULSE

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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ii>«-lot the well being

of al students Irving HI n-sideiar II*IK I
andUDtaanan/ianatMnnMas [hkjnrteR«lbi
over mil resalemial sTudents
imunaenvmts Mob i
mdnnm
u»Uvn*hm and<k>m. and ahotm Mi utvr-!

Ahoul IJ»U Ihe latino Student lliMon is un adroi- and a voice for al students. spertfiraBy Laiit wsand
twirka. but al Uudents can rmpact and (4ay a reac
in the otganttataai Ihe organtxatkin works to ensure
that the IMwntlv to trearii« nl students fairly and
ptovklng an environment that is condui rw to change
and nHihVurtunvhsni
As I'rcastfcttt: (ohm smd she plena 10 continue
to uphold the 1511 name as president. She wants io
see the number of people attending weekly meetings
increase and aho make events 'bigger and better.
She also hopes to expand tin- latino SJudent Unkm.
and further its reputation as being a premier student

Asuue RAWXHom
i hgwilnilnii iti'MiictH'i! Shideni tan bMlon

.

Mainr: hnK( hililh.»-li.liHalii>n

Hometown Hljdflwonh,Ohlo
As President: Kai "1 Ha 10 get
RSMUMOIBOUI ii..i■
>■■ propletn
come io our meetings and |ian*lpnle in OIH commit
ires IWDU I
be ■nccms and use us u> help"
Ul.v fJaaWM Modems Hrf BA p B

organoation.
Why Should Students kanT .According lu (oloa
•We make a oalrrence and haw fun doing k. V*haw.
over 200 students and many of dietn are not Latino V*
haw open anna (o any and al who have an Merest in
joining, and we care about al our members. Colon sasd

oppoiwriQ I
■

ing commute-, tod h hi vary oa*) to git towfcvd ml
buUyou"
lwalReituts II* KNAsrwdgcthasisKi.
baOaaM lundmn l"i

she joined LSI! wry soon after arriving in BG, and said
it was 'the flm place 1 fek condbrtaHe. accepted, and a
paflolarjmethirig'
Budget Cut* Budget tutu haw hurt the organization. Ihr money provided to ISU baa dropped
dramatically, ami every year they haw to -squeeze a
little harder and pushaartle more.* hut. Colon said the
(agani/aiKM has dedicated members who are able io
work past ihe Issue of money, and she said LSI! sill has
a full calendar with lois of emits planned
I hieurnlng Kwnav lliere wiD be a meeting for al
l kdofAfl a. weil as k* current mernben
on Seiaemhrt Bth at 8J0 pm. It wiH be held In loom
_'01 in the I Won.
,vi«on<kt(H)eilMlaiaira)paJocowlUuu* place
whrlibi«roltta-LMIslaggest events

■

Al£X WHISHT

tluin dK 'student Htwlpi • i>mmntee Kauekhorst vial
ih*-> (U.I IH>I r.»<i.i- M nudi nonq ■
hul vvoukl -rill haw enough to «ork wilh and have a

OfpnaaaaauU IJiHleiKr.uiuiilcStuutni'-ivennih'ni
A»r:20

lliaomijig I vents h"\V. !■> nUMungils annual ~caM

Major (ieojp^hy'ftiuiical Sdcnci*
Hnntrtt»vivl^iiilif(dWHnrtk()iun;i.()hio

mng wrlcoiwcwwlL —I arkl ah
■ \ lueadB) niKhi.it i tip in inthcUmnn.

BRTTTM/y BMHM
Orgmtmlon Unh. ActMUvOipntaiil
M-M' •■

..Hums

llnnn-iiA\[i. MaunM&OUo
«>ouilW)'\'.l,n-i '

nofUAO

hi M prahhi AH tse programming »Un
\s president i wart la make wRthnuftimrd
IwkbinelMOboafdioplu
thai teach i>ut to the emuc student bod)
in nuke wn Mudami haw dieopportunii) "> KC
what ihry WMM OnAugUttSI iveaie having an
open Houaa Intonate! SmmpPubftM
io rome with NgajMlQna I hen* may hr nun}
entertaining and educational e\cm> nnc.iiii|iuv if

doa^|OMtrthcn ihenlibpo
Why Should Student* loin:

looking Iw comnntM Rwubcnaod hove anpuoa*
nous available iniiil thnr due dale -«-pt«-iiilM-f II
Modem- should consider (nitiinu UAO because no
nutter nh.it one interests are. thnr in BYutU or
CUa ion I mm movies to band-lo
lectures, members o( UAO get to plan 11 i

boniauntonnliti Not oat) tokekMofniabul
il it a huge learning aSpuhui ■ « bill UAO oV m
taaaS laiard. n< look (nt mluNemttufttg
out DonOBItl and hope ihai all students anc-nd out
ewntl and have a great llini''
Budget Cans: At wit h many of the groups on
campus, budget i ul* bwe hint out organi/ainm.
hut tlu-ie ivuot much lhat can be done about ll.
11 M i undeffltndi why tlu-ii budget dU m t -1
a cut While many organization* will look at out
hndgrl and (hlnk it is IOO high many do DM n-ah/r
how much u COOtllOpUl on a ionaft nt IU-I ih<
movieWiirs. In flit oui lioiiH'H-niiiigniii.fii IJM
year wa» amund $90,000 .«J»u, UAO i- hen U pro
vide Mudeni* wilh lit-hei* (hey can affofd. so w*do

noi make .1 proBl on Ik i<'t nln 1 Ivenil 1 HO OH
had to loni ai cheaper band* and make eulhacts.
bui 4)'i»i'.

■■.: 1 KfflooarJnoe

Upcoming Event*: On Sjiuidiv we hope (o
gel ihe im-iinuiK Itnhinan ttx KIIIK and gi'lliiiK
lu know then new nmnHWIW I" Ihe hand (hj|
Opuvand ihenpenet Hy.ui < teaniei Wbalaohaw
out movie Kflei HeRln| Atigusi M and pwng
thmugNnit the *eme*tet Ihe hi" nviv.ie i\ Mar«ky
and Mutch and :^hmvmi; mi lue*day. AugUM
24 ai 9J0 (or bee In ihe Union Theater Starling
September ISwewflbtWI tMnSmWl
thellniiinTlieaierat +30pin ,indl PobSertei
lhat will begin ihortlt in Ihe ltl.u k Swamp hil>
(llhei than thai, freshman and returning Miidemi
should look for the information on the eicinnjHnmemming l Motll on October 11 and the rrvi
of our fall event*.
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SHARWOA

A GlOVBR

Ofgvktaktlon:
Hlack Suicli'iii Union

Hometown Newnfc, DE

■

WlflJ should Miidrnis Y*rii DnMyPBI should John
anoqjanl/a:
..H\ to JoOi beraust you
learn about different t>pe» u( people arnl !■•" 10 tVOrt
wrlh iheni. Armlhei leaaon » for those *rbj
and bad an) unestion* alx»it the lll.xk i urn
munk) BSU t- dw ragan tadon thai can help answer
them I in-illv. Mink rn- should f<in io learn about ihe
Blarteuaiire.i-o'iin
iiiMign Cute KoJvti cuts \w\\ dbecd] UKd tin
programming BSU had in store We wanted to do a lot
of powerful weniv l"it tietauv
will have io nanow ilown which ones will haw a better
mipaci on the entire campus Mill then* is no IhiiiiatNin
to whin we *» MUdcnU cm ik. WC .ire p»ng Io do our
be« to still put on pmgrams that will chalk-nge you
io think
Upcoming etenu: Duriiig the HIM iwek of class
(AupiM23AuguM27;wwTltlx-bosiiiigai.iiierregoJra
don ilme »KII aw NAACP wnk* *ill Indude mionnation about voting regislration aixl h-rw the ahvnlee
halltrt prinev wniks Dm first ni.vting is vhediaVd

. | .Tiduatc man BGSU. Members o( USG
BW unrwrariy adminUtrattoti evwy single
.lay. and they inteiml wilh Unae that make declaiota
onrsowirKampustaniii Aho. you can make won
th-rful friend, that share ihe same passions while stilt
learning about other ricopre and then needs.
Budget (las: USG wav foftunate enough that we
did ran aifln any mafor budget cuu. but we recognue
th.it M-uiyirmlnilorgani/Jiionsikd. (hse of the main
Uaues we will iw working on thh year is looking rf there
h any way that vw can increase the total funding SBt.
rec-etvift lodrauibute to student organuanons
UlHurmng tvrm' Vk: kke many other nrganrza
irons. wiD have voter regtoniiion tables out on campus
ihe tirsi oai|* weeks of school V* hopefully will abo
have aane tables at evenis sponsored by Hrst-nw
Pragrarns tte will abo haw a table and dunk tank ai
Qanpus lest, which b Fnday. September luth Our
vwekry rmitiig* arc at 730 In Obcamp 113 at which all
, ,.1-k-tHne

AboutVblun VisiimlslKKU'suiafergraduale
gay. lesbian, bheuial trantgetxler. queet inietM-s.
tjuesiioiung. and straight iupponivr igWitqa-vs1
lagani/iitiononcainpus. VlakmV goab are to
ie)Mi-siiu tlieiiiklergTiHliiMieglhtiiiuu i.iiiiiniiiiiiv

for g|lai|i<|s. uiafenis to he theniserws, be heard.
h.i.eiun Mvskefriendt. and get Involwd. Nomatler wlio you are. Vision bus something to ufler you.
HudgellUU. AltlaaigliV^uoilsbudgetwascui.
it wiD sill funetam as it had heforc We may nerd
to have a fundraiser, but we wont let a lack of finals

ofBGSU.
AsPreakdeni I isviuM like tn see pe.^1.
rootB hnohted witii the organlatkHi and make
Vision a sale end fun place where you ran get
together and hang out with all your friends. I would
also laVe to stv V iv, in mate a lasting impression on
iiion'lhanjuvtm.SU
Why Shtaild Snalents k>in' ^ isxa* i^ a Ball DOB B

Age 20
Major 'lt'l«i)nimiini('iUiiiiiN.

WhacktHU
As Piwidenl: Ihti yOK one utiin ■
i i|iv (J luni \uni ft* the bUk
Through all out programming. I mnM <l<
'N-atKMi and low the exeiultw bnanl h»
i,» iHMiandRsu Intaiynaorannio^inBmwUhn
ilietne thn yea* nl'l/mptiwrnneni ihmugh
Hum "ill bag Brnrnplkf) i-uuih lum ptnvrrhil »v
won) to make our |*VT»V. I abo want Io provide an
ainnnphav of o'Uilon .UHI home lor OUI
inadenn Wtnotonl) twnt m ntain Ihrm. DIM educate
lln-iii pod putmHT il" 01 ' OlqjB >« a pl.«e o( highei
learning and BSU <• ■

What ia USti' USG « the student gi-.<
ipus created io further ihe needs of the undergraduate studeni body and advocate on tiair behriH in
all miMters. The nainbers oIUSG represent all students
on campus and we vwak ckitdy with Ihf
atlmlnistrailoti to inciease tlar qualtry ol education and
Irving for undergraduate students.
As President I would like lo Increase sludenlV
■wirencea of USC end keep ti«-m kasbnned ol dw
things ihai we do Iwoukd like to rruke stiff our vwbsrte
k updated weekly with all of ihe curreoi kfgadadon
lhat we are working on. I also warn In make sure lhat
all students feel airrifortabie and welcome io hnng
their .oncems lo our attention. We eshl to serve the
undenoaduaie student body and we cant do our job
rfteitrwh, IT w« dn ml know what iwio students
noukJ like to see addressed.
Win should students j-^n su.l.nl'
il they want lo make a dilretence on campus Hvey
.1 tla-y want lo be put tn a position where
they can gain skills and abilities thai will help them

MAR&WTA

. hiiili.-lli'iiK i oi.mil
MI)L11 s

hwJM '
HonaMown Ncmh<an((m.(lhiu

\<M Senior
HuBlHttmn Wit kliflV. Ohio

About Panhellenfc Oomdk live Panhdlenk
ia BGSU'» largest Mumen't uneuiiuiion Ihe
tHganixation Is a student run girverning board for
ll Natmckil RanheUenM- (rained ^mirttie*, and aw
NatMinaJ PanheOrnic l nun. il Sororiry
UrYeakka
na,eenrielwn
board, mn eflDOdw I BKUhM uaindl meetingv and
coiititiiie to build a sining Greek community by Invoh
ing al bur tireek Oouncikv I would ;UM> like to build
(elationships with other orgaiu/alMnw on,arnpus'
Why Should Mudenls loin.- -the l»anlirtlenH
.en 10001 iirgaiuMtinn in which the
Horkwry dmcl>' with one another It trufy
baemngen
i hi-hjw m get »«nrn
rnvohvd and become mure pruacdw while budding
character at the same tkOBi Motewet. it * a good way
(UUIKII

■

Budget (utE (•ik-hnsi sul budget EU
hurt her itrgani/alHHi ihh ye.ir
I rjM-onmig tsentv Ihe llmhehenic ( uunrl has had
i s it (l reg (hnaighmM the ■oimnvr, md
"in law ■'[»"-...inn.- hi hpha| ntdi haJwnen IDOM

keep us rnan our gtails
t(|xiHninglvents VishmUlu.ldirigadance
oaSapteroba liat \hvtiiigswiilbela-ldevery
i KOiaii Mi theiSbnseriiCenWr. (107
Hannnlbaistanlngtai August 31si SU|>pon gnai|>
will tTaeeieaorj lhuiMlavat9oOpminthe\VimwtVs
i .-mi i ^iitiiigAiigUSt28th-

Louise GA/ues

OrKaiti/iiiitHv Tinl Mattazlnc

V 16

%amm IM i-tl«ajw«ningriodyo«i;hatemilies in campus. \w are a rc«niire for aJI tlx-fraiemitnii
He .ib«> hokl all ihe fraiemities acvouniabh'
judicialh,
As Prwideiu My three main focuses arc on incrraslog riirurtnhni. ichobirslup impnniinent and hndging the gap between othei tmzani/anons I aho am
stressing acrouniabuiy and ptofewnaialism 1 think
the last two ate very important bcrausr with those your
nrganl/atiori wiD be a top notch one.
Why shouU Uudenu K*i? l-rati-rnmes arc a great
opoommlty lo grow as an individual It mih. b | life
changing eapntence. \ai meet people who will he
yvioi friends lor ihe rrs« o! vinir life ilm also gain a Int
ol things that w>B benefit you in the future lo mam
' th.il fraiemities are Ha* the ones shown
on Animal House and MTV That is not true though,
we sinve on academic excellence, brotherhood, and
Upturning I vents IV. liniment is a tag event thai i*
tomingup right away in the fall OnAugo!«■ laiithi* a greek canirvnl all day in the crainyard m
from ol the union t hi September Rth we will be doing
agnsHlockrjflin(llk3carrajt 101 hornt>S. Andrhenwc
will htW open houses Set.temtai 7ih. 5*h. 13th. Ulh.

taaodBGeapedanoB,

Major )ountallsm/(iraprui l>c-.ittii
HotiMtmvn: l)eln>il. Michigan
What k Itni Ktagarliie? lini Slagarine is a web
DROOa ba ekretrot* le. Intcrnetl muktcultural maganne written and targeted for and by
eoaege age and -"0 something year old H
a few nvenl at Bovlu.
hajnffff and
heynotl. In a world largeh doniinaied by the Baaal
media thai makes women feel worthless unattractive
tnvtaMe. and excluded- culturally and physical* Tint
Maganra- was created to speak to women ol al ad
rurea. sues, personal belarh. sexual prefrrenres. aral
socioecotiiank ItackgniriTaik
As President I would like to make lint, a magazine
thai nxtefines the twtuiiy <>( WOtDeo. rtcognbrs tlauniHMtance of cultural, spiritual, physical, and Intelleciual dhetsitv. and pturraaes vtniaBli. self aware
neat, rVrnlnksiii toletance. and respect for all people
Inruugh the written wonl. an. aial dretronir n»dia. I
warn Ion to s.TW as the «ofce "f minority and undrrreiiresentrd women not just at IK MI lait in Aiwrlcan
soriety I phut to haw lint COHI a variety of lopfcs this
ysvi- tra luding issues ol ihe mind. body, aral spirit.
am culture, style, and real laV-al with an
uncutnemKina) slant (nan women- histuiicalry and

si a-ulh durtgatrM voice*
Why should snarkarr* Jofct? Ihe berreflts of t.*Wif
the 1 ini Magazine sufl team are endkm' A few banrass
include natkaval exposure via the World Wide Weh
aairnaJiwii evpeneiae. campus invohement. meet
new frieiah buikl ysair ptattoao and resume, nerwort
with takmled women (and men), career r^rcparuoon
ksr those irrterested in hwrrvalbm. design, pt. and other
reined rVkls IVinga Ilnl vtaflnsnnber doeaii t reuulrcah it of nine, a wry flexibh-. and many duties can lafunned elntmnfcaly on our SaiTs exchaaw interas
thr vwhoagf and forum
hudajrl (INK Nk. ihi> a tair first year as an tafacbl
i rtganuatnai 101 feel blessed lor the small arnount ol
immey we haw reirevnl Hesiiles. I have ntXhing M
•i K npare a lo'
Upcnnlng Iwssuv Our wry first meeting ever will
la- Sunday ai 8 pin. Srptember 12th in the Utuon. To
get more infomiata in oti jrankng >an staff and mailing
list, vwi lini Magazaa- ortbne at httpt/'wwwbgwi
edu'nialentlile'organizaiaii*. tiiitniag/ ut contact
rraBMta-a*bg>rtbaau.tsH!

tr

September 2 in Obramp 115 at; pm On Scplf mbrr 11.
wewttbewonnDgait
I-M. in Toledo 9
AfSA l-'neiidihip
Picnic- Laady on September 23. wv will be headu-g
to Qndnnail u w* the new rtetaoal undergtmiiHl
Railroad Freedom (enler l.heck out our tajabMB fn
our full rakiulai

R & J Discount Outlet

WELCOME BACK

WELCOME BACK

Located in Kroger Plaza
1070 N. Main, BG 419-352-5542

WELCOME BACK

*&*?

Mon - Sat 9 om - 7 pm Sun 11 am - 6 pm

Everything Here is
Between $ 7 & $2
Candles
Kitchen Towels
Pot Holders
Shower Curtains, Caddys, Liners
Laundry Bags
TableCloths
Kitchen Utensils
Large Selection ot Magnets
Ash Trays
Incense 5 pack
4 pack Light Bulbs
Corkboard
Highliters 4 for 1.00
Scouring Pads 15 pack
4 Pack Maxell Battery AA, AAA.'Cs, Ds
Metal Street Signs
4 Outlet Power Strip

mi nn nn

^

I

419-353-8810

17431 N. Dixie, HWY
1/2 mile North of the Mall

419-353-8810
www.autovillebg.com

I

I don't have?
Tell me and I'll go find it!

t Special programs for all BGSU students H

jj

^^ Call 419-353-8810
www.autovillebg.com

Bring In This Coupon And
Receive Your FREE
Designer Sunglasses!!!

(Limit One Per Customer)
While Supplies Last!
Coupon Expires
9/1/04

^BBBBBW.

Monday-Friday until 5:00pm
Saturday 9:00am to 1:00pm
Dean Smith
Owner

WELCOME BACK

Outside normal hours,
call for appointment
WELCOME BACK

WELCOME BACK

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Family fun events focus on welcome weekend
EVENTS, FROM PAGE 25

10 a.m. -8 p.m.
City Bucks Info Table
Sponsored by Bookstore
Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
TSC Assistance
The Technology Support Center
(TSC) in 129 Hayes Hall will be
open extended hours to assist
students.
129 Hayes Hall
"Hire" Education
Learn what BGSU has to offer you
in the world of work. Get help with
on or off-campus jobs, internships
and co-ops. Sponsored by the
BGSU Career Center.
308 Union

11:30AM- 12:30PM
Open Advising and Course Add/
Drop Session
Students who have last-minute
questions about their fall schedules can talk with college advisers and make changes to course
schedules.
Location: 207 Bowen-Thompson
Student Union
Date and Time: Sunday August 22,
2004,12:00PM-Sunday August
22, 2004,03:00PM
Recreational Sports: Something
for Everyone
Check out what's offered in the
action-packed Recreational Sports
Department: intramurals, sports
clubs, aerobics, informal recreation, outdoor adventures, and
more. Sponsored by the Student
Recreation Center

UA0 offers all
screen genres

Location: 314 Bowen-Thompson
Student Union
Date and Time: Sunday August 22,
2004, 01.00PM - Sunday August
22,2004,02:00PM
Diversity 101
This fast-paced, interactive session will raise your awareness
and widen your horizons to the
people who comprise our diverse
campus community. Sponsored by
the Center for Multicultural and
Academic Initiatives.
Location: 315 BowenThompsonStudent Union
Date and Time: Sunday August 22.
2004, 01:30PM - Sunday August
22,2004, 02:30PM

Relationship Realities
This interactive, funny, and touch-

ing workshop will inform you about
the campus relationship scene.
Sponsored by the Transformation
Project.
Location: 316 Bowen-Thompson
Student Union
Date and Time: Sunday August 22.
2004,02:00PM-Sunday August
22,2004.03:00PM
College of Musical Arts Meeting
for New Students
This informational session is
required of all incoming College of
Musical Arts students.
Location: Bryan Recital Hall. Mooie

Musical Arts Center
Date and Time: Sunday August 22,
2004, 02:30PM - Sunday August
22, 2004,03:30PM
Convocation & Picnic
All new students attend this BGSU

"Harry Poltcr 3"-Sept. 21,24,
and 26
"The Passion of the Christ"-Sept.28.OcI. I and 3
"Spider M. 2" -Oct. 19,22,24

"I aivnlu'il 9/11 "--Oct. 26, 29
awl .11
"Anchorman"--Nov 9, 12 and
14
"Van HelsiiiR" -Nov. 16, 19
and 21
"Collateral"-N.A. 30, Dec 3

and 5
"I.Robol"- IX-c.7, 10andl2

A Kevin Smith Series of movies
will no offered on Wednesdays at
9:30 p.m. in the Union Tliiai icv
The schedule ini luck's:
"Clerks"-Sept. 15
"Mallrals -Sept.22
"Chasing \mv"--Oct.6
"Dogma" -Oct. 20
"Jay and Silent Bob Strike
Rack"-Nov. 10
"Jersey ("iirl"--Dec 1
I or more Information about
UAO or upcoming events call:
372-2486,

Welcome Back to School Party!
August 27th

La Revancha!
•Drink specials
•Door prizes
Party starts @ 9:00
Weekly Specials
Tuesday
25c wings
Dine in Only

Thursday
T Bone w/salad S7.99

(no substitutes)

centers.
Location: University Hall Lawn
Date and Time: Sunday August 22.
2004,03:30PM - Sunday August
22, 2004,05:30PM
A tun night out, wherein incoming freshmen females can quickly
become accustomed to campus life
and returning female students.
This event will feature FREE
food/beverages, games and much
moreLocation: Union Room 202B

Date and Time: Sunday August 22,
2004,05:00PM - Sunday August
22,2004,06:30PM
Midnight Madness Shopping
Special shopping with back to
school sales, prices, and food await
you at the University Bookstore
and city of Bowling Green stores.
Catch a free BGSU shuttle at
the University Bookstore at
North College and Ridge Streets,
Harshman and Rodgers Last pick
up in the city of Bowling Green
is at 12:30 a.m. Sponsored by
BGSU, Meijer, and the University
Bookstore.
Location: BGSU/City of Bowling
Green
Date and Time: Sunday August 22,
2004, 0800PM - Sunday August
22,2004,01:00AM

College rankings in
By Justin Pope
»P E0UCAIION WRIIER

UA0. FROM PAGE 25

tradition. President Sidney Ribeau
and members of the campus community share their BGSU vision and
experiences. A picnic will be served
to all new students following the
New Student Convocation. New
students will receive a meal ticket
at Convocation. In case of rain,
students will be served in dining

Perhaps a playoff is in order.
lor the second straight year,
Harvard and Princeton share
the top spot in the controversial U.S. News & World Report
rankings of "America's Best
Colleges."
Princeton earned at least a
lie for ihc \'o. 1 ranking for
the fifth consecutive year of
the rankings, which saw few
changes among the highestrated schools. The latest survey, which hits newsstands
Monday, again has Yale at No.

3, followed by the University
The rankings are generated
of Pennsylvania.
by a formula that includes
The University of California- variables such as graduation
Berkeley, at No. 21, was the top- and retention rates, faculty
rated public university. It was and financial resources, and
followed at 22 by the University the percentage of alumni who
of Virginia and the University donate money to their alma
of Michigan-Ann Arbor in a mater.
year that saw public universiThe rankings are anxiously
ties generally hold their own awaited by college adminisdespite state budget cuts across iKituis. who insist no formula
higher education.
can capture the value of a colCaltech was considered the lege experience but have been
best value among national forced to acknowledge the
universities based on ranking enormous role rankings play
and price, including financial in the minds of many applicants and parents.
aid.

Even the magazine, however,
urges students to use the rankings as just one source of information.
Princeton issued a statement saying administrators
there "were pleased to be recognized as one of many outstanding universities" but that
formulaic rankings "cannot
capture the distinctiveness of
any institution or whether one
or another university might be
an appropriate match for any
individual student."
Harvard did not respond to
requests for comment.

BGSU and Microsoft offer software at huge discounts

WIN A LAPTOP

BGSU students can purchase Office Pro for Windows or Office for Macintosh,
and Windows Professional Upgrade software at discounts of 83% to 94%.
Students can purcnase the software using BiG Cha'ge at the BGSU Main Campus
Bookstore and BGSU Firelands Bookstore Students who purchase this software
will be entered in a drawing for a Dsll Latitude X300 Laptop with
• Pentium M Processor
• 1 2GHi«wth 12.1 XGAD.spay
• 1024 MB 01 MM
• 60GB Herd Drive
• Floppy Drive
• 66K Internal Modem
»Ethernet. Wireless
• 8X DVD.RW Drive
• i ?8MB USB Storage Device

• Leather Carry.' ;
• Wir-QOV.S XI' I

• Office PI

Winner will be announced at tha
BGSU Tech Fair, October 21, 2004.
Student*, win be reaui'ed TO s*gr> *n *time of ou'Crtase Only one :ooy o' each software title
end veisen may be purchased

Hour
Monday Friday
I lam-7pm
Big Screen TVs - NFL Sunday Ticket
Hours 11:00 am - 2:30 am
Kitchen open til 1:30 am
Wireless Internet
(carryout available I

W--

*s*%

RECYCLING

*s*

in Bowling Green

354-2000 • 1720 E. Wooster

ON CAMPUS

/UiLT.

Here at Wood

just can't wail until

team of experts
that is second to
none. They have
trained at the ripest
institutions, including
the Mayo Clinic ana
are proud to bring
their skills here, to
our community.
Wood County
Hospital's ReadyCare
can help with those
non-emergency
situations that ...

are
is open weekdays
from 6 to 10 p.m. ...
and weekends from
noon to 9.
Wood County
Hospital accepts
most insurance plans.
The quality care
you deserve - the
technology and the
people to help you
live a long
lonq cand

healthy life.

OFF CAMPUS

419-372-8909

419-354-6227

419-354-9297

BGSU collection containers
are provided in:
• Residence Halls
• Cafeterias
• Classroom Buildings

Red bins are for those
with CITY CURBSIDE
trash pickup. Call or ask
your landlord for details.

Blue bins are available for
free to assist with your
recycling. Call for details.

Bowling Green Recycling Center
Recyclables not accepted by red bin curbside pickup or on campus collection can be
dropped off at the 24 Hour Drop Off.

The 24 Hour Drop Off accepts:
Aluminum Cans
Steel Cans
Plastics #1 A #2
Glass Jars & Bottles
Corrugated Cardboard
Mixed Office Paper

•
•
•
•
•
•

Magazines
Catalogs
Newspaper
Phone Books
Scrap Metal
Scrap Aluminum A Foi

Go to www.bgrecyclinQ.com for details.
WOOD COUNTY
HOSPITAL

For more information, contact the Wood County Solid Waste District at 419-354-9297
or go to www.wcswmd.org.
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Rail crossing fall below expectation
By Leslie Mier
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

Safety advocates and
railroad companies
continue to ponder
methods of accidentprevention involving
low-tech train intersections and school
busses
WASHINGTON—The33-au
CSX freight train blasted its
whistle as ii thundered toward a
railroad crossing in (bnasauga,
Term.
ilex! Hey!" the engineer
shouted when he saw a school
bus rumble toward the Hacks,
then slammed on the emergency brakes.
It was too late.
The 2/165-ton train smashed
into the side of the bus, due
witness said the crash sounded
like "damn thunder or a bomb

blown up."
1\vo girls, ages 7 and 9, and a
9 year-old boy were killed in that
crash in 2000.
Three more children were
seriously hurt, one of mem the
bus driver's daughter.
The National Transportation
Safety Hoard investigated the
crash and in 2002 recommended states make it a high priority
to improve safety at litigated railroad crossings — those without
barrier arms that lower to block
traffic — used by school buses.
Hut since then, only 12 states
have made satisfactory progress,
the \ l'SB says. And seven of the
10 states with the most collisions
between trains and all kinds
of vehicles at grade crossings
have largely ignored the recommendation. They are Alabama.
California, (ieorgia, Illinois,
Ixniisiana, Mississippi and ()hio.
"Children continue to be
unnecessarily killed in school
bus accidents at grade crossings,"
NTSBChairman l-llen I'ngleman
said ill an interview this week.

Every state requires school
"(:bildren's lives can and will be
saved if state authorities adopt buses to stop, turn off noisy
the simple safety measures that equipment, open the doors and
the board recommended. With look both ways before crossing
the school year beginning, action railroad tracks, according to the
is needed.
National Association of State
Vehicles and trains collide Directors of Pupil Transportation
an average of nine times a day. Services, which supports the
More than 1.000 people have NTSB's recommendations.
been killed in the four years
But diat doesn't always hapsince the Tennessee crash.
pen. The 34-year-old bus driver
In the first five months of this in the Tennessee crash never
year, there were 1,205 crashes, stopped at the crossing, even
including four involving school though it was marked with two
buses, and 155 deaths'.
warning signs and a crossbuck
The 82,000 crossings where — a while, X-shaped sign.
Research shows that while
there are no gates present the
greatest danger — the accident some know lo "stop, look and
rate is seven times that for cross- listen" when they see a crossings with gates that block vehi- buck, many others think the sign
cles.
means "slow down" or doesn't
A key NTSB recommendation require any special action, NTSB
for such crossings was installa- investigator Joseph Osterman
tion of stop signs. That was seen said. There is no such confuas a far cheaper alternative to sion with a stop sign, which is
other railroad crossing safety why installing them at crossings
measures, such as installing makes sense, he said.
"It's a real easy solution,"
gates at a cost of $ 150.000 apiece,
building bridges or rerouting Osterman said. "Leaving an
tracks or roads.
ambiguous sign thai means dif-

BRIEFING
Oval Opus to play on
campus concert

ferent things to different people
in different states is not a good
answer."
Barbara Marsha, executive director of the Governors
Highway Safety Association,
agreed crossings present significant danger but said she doesn't
believe stop signs will persuade
drivers to hall,
"They think," I never see a train
on this track, so I'm just going to
ignore the stop sign,'" Marsha
said. She suggested placing
video cameras at crossings and
issuing tickets to anyone who
fails lo stop.
Beyond stop signs, the NTSB
recommends equipping school
buses with "option kill switches,"
which enable drivers to turn
off noisy devices like fans and
radios when a bus approaches
a rail crossing. Only Florida and
Kentucky require the switches.
The NiSB also called for better training and oversight of bus
drivers, including using video
cameras to help monitor perfonnance.

THE BG NEKS

Oval Opus will perform Saturday
night at 8 p.m. as UAO activity for
move-in weekend.
Brittany Barhite, president of
UAO, said the group opted to
feature a band this year instead
of a drive-in movie.
"Every year we looklodo something for freshmen," Barhite said.
"But the blockbusters don't come
out until October."
The show will be held outside,
on the Alumni Lawn between
Kreischer Quadrangle and
Saddlemire. If it rains the concert
will be held in the Lenhart Grand
Ballroom of the Student Union.
Ryan Creamer, a solo acoustic
guitarist from Cincinnati, will be
the opening act
Barhite said UAO is excited lo
offer ihe concert to new freshman.
"We thought a lol of people artmoving in thai day so they can
come out with their new friends,"
Barhite said. "We thought il
would be a neal way to kick-oil
the school year."
Oval Opus is made up of four
band members from Cincinnati
and formed as a group in 1997 at
Miami University.
In 1997 the band won
"Cincinnati's Best New Artist"
award and have also been named
"( im innati's Favorite Band" and
"Cincinnati's Best Alternative
Band" al the Cincinnati Enquirer
Cammy Awards, according to the
bands Web site, www.ovalopus.
com.
In the next month they will
lour in Ohio, Indiana, Michigan,
Pennsylvania, West Virginia and
North Carolina.
During their time as a band,
the group has played with Sister
Hazel, OAR., Edwin McCain,
Jason Mraz, Maroon 5, Vertical
Horizon, duster, Fastball, and
Rusted Root, according to their
Website, Contact the UAO office
at 419-372-2486 with any further
questions.

National test scores rise slightly higher
By Justin Pope
1H[ ASSOCIATED PRESS

Average scores on the Al IT college entrance exam rose tor the
first time in seven years, with the
high school class of 2004 improving modestly across all subjects
and most ethnic groups.
The nationwide average composite score rose 0.1 points to
20.9, on a scale from 1 lo 36,
after two years al 20.8.1 lowever,
that remains below the average
of score of 21.0 recorded by every
graduating class from 1997 to
2001.
Students tested in Ohio scored
above the national figures In the
four subject categories. Ohio's
average composite was 21.4, the

same as in 2003.
Test administrators said the
increase was significant, given
that a growing number 01 students who do not plan to attend
college are taking the tesl and
likely weighing down average
scores. In Illinois and Colorado,
the exam is taken by all students
under a state-mandated program.
But the latest figures, released
Wednesday, also reveal no progress in two key, related areas:
the number of students taking
a core, college-prep curriculum.
and the number scoring high
enough on the ACT to indicate
they will succeed in higher education.
"Unfortunately, ihe class of

2004 is no better prepared for
college than die class of 2003."
said Richard I- Ferguson, duel
executive of the not-for-profit
ACL
The ACT test was taken by
40 percent of 2004 high school
graduates, or about 1.2 million
people nationwide. More students take the SAT, bul the ACT is
Ihe predominant college admissions lest in about half of the
states arid is accepted by most
colleges.
The ACT includes English,
math, reading and science seclions, and next year will add
an optional essay. Because il
aims to measure mastery of a
high school curriculum rather
than general intelligence, some

believe il is less "coacbable" than
ihe SAT. But many students still
(lock to ACT prep courses, and
Princeton Review says Us ACT
enroDmenl is growing faster
than for SAT courses.
Ohio students scored above
the national average in English—
20.7 compared with the national
average of 20.4; in math. 21.1
compared with 20.7; reading,
21.9 compared with 21.3; and
science, 21.5 compared with

209.
Nationally, blacks again posted
the lowest average scores of any
ethnic group but saw their average scores increase 0.2 points
to 17.1. Hispanics, steady at
18,5, were the only major ethnic
group not to report an increase.

though the number of Hispanic
test-takers grew by 4 percent, the
most of any ethnic group.
Overall, scores rose steadily
as ihe family income increased,
though racial gaps persisted at
all income levels. Students of all
races reporting family income
of more than $100,000 scored
on average 23.5, while students
from families earning under
$18,000 scored 18.0.
ihe latest results also showed
the narrowest gap ever between
male and female test-takers.
Boys scored on average 21.0,
the same as last year, while girls
averaged 20.9, up 0.1.
Still, the ACT says loo few stuACT.PAGE34

Thayer Chevrolet - Toyota - Scion

Serving our customers for over 65 years!
Recipients of Toyota's President's Awards
SERVICE
ASE Certified
Technicians, Free
Shuttle Service,
Towing Service,
and Rental
Department
HOURS M-F 7:30-6 THUR 7:30-8 T

<2>
'"''

PARTS
Genuine GM and
Toyota Parts.
Daily Deliveries on
Special Orders.
FREE quotes given.

306 Industrial Pkwy.
Free Estimate
ASE Certified
Rental Cars
Frame Machine

BODY SHOP

HOURS M-F 8-6 THUR 8-8

HOURS M-F 8-5

WMEMMk

Bud Light 24pk....$14.99
Coors Light 12 cans....$7.99
Located on South Main St. in "Big Lots Plaza'
Keystone Light 30pk...$l 1.99

Cold Beer at State Minimum Prices! 419-352-9259 Pj

«£<£
70O4te*'i "POMCM
and rfeno&iti @e«ta

We service all GM and Lexus vehicles

419-353-5751

1225 N. Main St.
www.ThayerBG.com

"We Are For Women By Women"

Student Special! »it,i.«« W,„.N.
Get 9 months at $35 a month for an all inclusive membership!

Welcome
BGSU Students!

/United Time Only membershiphi'Applicable
Yuhd Icr undents, faculty, & staff
!039HaskinsRd.

Vfumaeb

Bowling Green. Ohio 43402

(419)352-9883

Welcome Back Students!

'(■)„. J/,,,„■

20% off
ANY Product

20% off
ANY Service

w/select stylists, expires 11/30/04

w/select stylists, expires 11/30/04

KLEVERS JEWELRY
Serving the University since 1916
*
*
*
*

181 South Main-Bowling Green, OH 43402- (419)352-4101- (419)352-2611

88 Years Young!

Jewelry & Watch Repair, Batteries, Bands
Engraving
Plaques & Awards
Special Orders Welcomed

* Watches
* Jewelry
* Diamonds

HIMII2C

^e£7<£e^oW

Cash or Check

ENGRAVING

Open Monday-Saturday • Comet of Poe & Haskins (Fairvtew Plaza)

10% off with valid BGSU I.D.

419-353-6691 • 1-800-569-3988

Full Service Hair Salon

-C0UP0N-

Complete Hair Service
Includes:
• Styling & Design • Perms
• Color & Highlights
• Special Occasion Up-Do's

THE
TANNING
CENTER

Now Booking Appointments For A New You!
Come Experience Our

New Tanning Bed
52 bulbs w/side, Shoulder
& Facial Tanners
The Best BG has to offer!
1616 E. Wooster, Ste. 15

419.353.4757

* Pendants
* Earrings
* Bracelets

1 MONTH TANKING
BEDS

IMTWS

il?.0't\

cawwUm 09 WK

4 Locations

Services:

*3l.7l
10 BED VISITS

Massages, Facial, Waxing, Manicures,
Acrylic Nails, Pedicures, Sunless Tanning

(Seten&u ^

REOPENING AUGUST23rd
I

THE WASH H0USC

THE MAT

ABOVE DAMQUEEN

|

10 Beds, 2 Booths

5 Beds, I Booth

6 Beds, 3 Booths

248 N. Main • 419 354 1559

904EWoosttt < 419-352 3588

i

424EWIXMW1 • 419-353 2844 I

S0UTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT

5 Beds, 2 Booths
993S.Maln • 41*353-8826
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SPfCML

for
BGSU Students!

/

from 7§> TIME WARNER
>*

CABLE

HIGH-SPEED ONLINE

CABLE

DIGITAL PHONE

FREE INSTANT INSTALL
When you sign up for TIME WARNER CABLE,
and out

AUTOMATIC BILL PAYMENT PLAN!

till

1.800.560.5569
Ext: 7419

Thursday, AUGUST 19,2004
thru
Wednesday, AUGUST 25,2004
Sign Up
Today

Between
10am&7PM

&

Get Installed
Tonight!*
* Same day installation may not be available for all addresses. All Services may not be available in some areas.
Offer applies to installation on ONE primary TV ONLY. Custom installation excluded. Other restrictions may apply.

PUI.SK
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In four years you can learn
a lot at this University in
class, but you may not
learn about the history of
our University. So now —
for pure enjoyment — here
are some facts about the
University you may not
know, or may never find
out without someone looking them up for you. Enjoy.
When Bowling (.urn State
Normal College started classes
in 1914. the tuition for students
was free.The word "Normal" was
dropped in 1929.
There used K> be a hospital on
campus in I960. The hospital was
equipped with X-ray machines,
surgical, therapeutic and whirlpool
bath equipment

IIANNA HALL was built in 1921
and was used as an I lementary
School for training new teachers,
it was remodeled In 1959 and
dedicated to \iyma Reese I [anna
the state Senate representation In
Wood County

PHOTO PACTS
1. 'Ihe area between Founders
HAYES HALL was originally and the Family and Consumer
(he practical arts building, con- Silences building was used as a
sbucted in 1931 and dedicated classroom for clothing and texto Rutherford B. I laves in 1959. tiles. Thai loom was five percent
I [ayes was the 19th president of of the total expenditures of the
the U.S., from Ohio
building.
LA MAISON PRANCAISE, the 2. MCFA1.I. used to be Stale
French I louse, has been open on Normal College's library and
gymnasium, then it was the
campus since 1971.
Graduate school center, now it
During even' performance in Eva houses President Sidney Ribeau's
Marie St. theater a seat is always office and the Board of Trustees
reserved for a ghost that is said to use the large room on the third
floor for their meetings.
haunt the theater

3. In 1957 the Home Economics
Building now called Family and
Consumer Sciences building (in
between West Hall and McFall
Center) cost $356,000 to build.
4. MOSELEY HALL was originally the science department
Edwin L. Moseley was the first
professor of wwwscicnce at
Bowling Green. For years he was
the entire science department.
I [e never married and left his
entire estate to the University
when he died.

5. MEMORIAL HAIJ. was named
in honor of the students and
graduates who fought in the two
world wars in 1959.
6. I he l< I ARENA was not initially built for a hockey team, but to
improve and advance the health
and physical education program
at the University, according to the
late Samuel M. Cooper in 1965.
Editor's Mole: All infomuitiun
found at tlie Center for Archival
Collections in Jerome library.

Saturday / August 21 s7 9 PM

GRAND Rf-OPENING

Come experience the (JIM? sound system in BG, while our Video Jockeys
create an audio-visual show featuring all of your SMsMM music videos with
/NWtfZWd special effects on 2 jumbo projection screen plasma TVs!

DRINK SPECIALS

[FRIDAY-Under 21]

COLLEGE ID NIGHT
Show your Student ID & save
$1 OFF Cover Charge All Night

No Cover Charge
21 and Over

With the ONLY'
Full Service

OUTDOOR
TIKI BAR
inBG!

1

[WEDNESDAY]
$1- 16oz Domestic Drafts
$2.50- Bombs
$1.75- Coronas
[THURSDAY]
$1.50- 16oz Domestic Drafts
$1.75- Amaretto Sours

[FRIDAY]
$1.75- Molson&Molson
Light Bottles
$1.75-Molson Light Draft
$3- Bombs •

ATTRACTIONS
Coldest Beer
New Bar
Plasma TVs
1
Video Jockeys
• Glycol Cooling System

[SATURDAY]
$1.75- Corona & Corona
Light
^1.75-Long Island
Saturdays

WE ARE NOW OPEN ONE HOUR EARLIER from 9PM to 2:30AM every WED - SAT

238 N. Main St., BG

(419)323-7511

CORONAS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Campus offers dining
options both day, night
Founders Keepers Food Court
Open Monday Aug. 23 at 11 a.m.

Black Swamp Pub
Open Monday Aug. 23 at 5

Founders Keepers Snack Bar
Open Sunday Aug. 22 at 10 a.m.

Zza's @ Night
Open Saturday Aug. 21 at 7 p.m.

McDonald Main Dining
Open Friday Aug. 20 at 7:30 a.m.

Bowling Greenery Restaurant
Open Monday Aug. 23 at 11:30 a.m.

GT Express Convenience Store
Open Thursday Aug. 19 at Noon until
Midnight
Friday 10 a.m.-Midnight
Saturday and Sunday Noon-Midnight

Commons All-You-Care-To-Eat
Dining
Open Monday Aug. 23 at 11 a.m.

Neighborhood Deli in GT Express
Open Thursday Aug. 19 at Noon until
11 p.m.
Campus Corners Restaurant
Open Tuesday Sept. 7 at 5 p.m.
Falcon's Nest Food Court
Open Saturday Aug. 21 at 8 a.m. until
7:30 p.m.
Sunday 8 a.m. until 7 p.m.

duty's Express Convenience Store
Open Thursday Aug. 19 at Noon until
11 p.m.
Neighborhood Deli in Chih/s Express
Open Thursday Aug. 19 at Noon until
11 p.m.
Sundial Food Court
()pen Thursday Aug. 19 at 7 a.m. until
7 p.m.
Shadows Snack Bar
Open Sunday Aug. 22 at 7 p.m.

Carnation Cafe & Bakery
Open Monday Aug. 23 at 7 a.m.

v/rf 7a.nm9' Prices

First United Methodist Church

4 01

Ministering
with both
Campusand
Community

Summer Blues fe,ff/

***..••• September 18. 2004
. "/
Theo Rave Band
Emmit Williams & T-Time Consortium
Big Blues Bob
Buck 69
Catfish Creek
S7 admission ♦ S8 il you camp = $15 (Divers More
Music Starts at Noon
Magaiwaloamtl

1506 East Wooster Street
at the Southeast corner of the BGSU Campus
Worship
August 29 & September5
September 12 and following
9:00 a.m. Contemporary Service
11:0O a.m. Traditional Service

10:00 am Classes lor all ages
9:00 & 11:00 am Children's Worship

@alirn, ffagc ft ffiTymc

Come worship with our family this Sunday.
•Van shuttle service available.
419-353-0682

www.fumcbgo.ory

CORNI-R (II 129 V MAIN & 115 CLAY STREET
BOWLING GREEN. OH 4MII2

Favorite For

51 Each
One Coupon per visit. Not valid
with any other special or discount
Membership required.
_

play on

11
11
11
11

i
i
I
I

10AM to 8PM Mon. thru Thuri.
Friday till 6PM Saturday 10-4PM

425E.w«*»t«r 352.7889

BACKdiCOLLEGE
AFFORDABLE FURNITURE
FOR YOUR DORM OR APARTMENT

tw***«m
EVERYTHING YOU NEED
TO MOVE IN

4I9M52*54I7

aC@©u3<g2Q0£32
11

/You can book through entire year

ttHbtSSK

Burts Bees Products

11

lowestpriets m tow*/
•Booths and Beds can be used
unlimited at no extra charge

DOWNTOWN

• Jewelry
•Teas
• Distinctive Gifts
•Candles
•Cards

Rant Any

Only $29.50 per month Unlimited!
$65 per semester Unlimited!

Church School

NO KEGS ■ NO GLASS - NO PETS
Cootort wi* t» ntpacMd tf mt gal*
12TO1 S D0U.HWY BoMng GTMH. OH 419-352-9203

NORTH EDGE () I

KWKbin

Campus Tanning

Eitn long ox f/2.8 Fuimon optical 100m
6.J iniOion effective puds
- Advanced exposure and loaning controls

Digital Rebel Kit
with 18-55 Zoom

m»

— Auto exposure bracketing

Rent Any

35mm SUts
Digital Cameras
Darkroom Supplies
Photo Accessories
Inkjet Supplies

Favorite For

*i Each

i One Coupon per visit Not valid
i with any other special or discount
i
Membership required.
l

9/15/041 \ May on

2 Convenient Locations:
1107 s. Main St.
1062 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH

- 7-point AF coven a wide image area
— Fait AF lets you capture h.gh impact
action ihoD

Fuji S5000

Film Ofirtlopirtj
Digital Prfcrtmg
Lenses
Film Scanners
Digital Accessories

SJ3 FUJIFILM

PLUS LOTS'MORE...
Housewares, Cleaning Supplies, All Sizes of Plastic Containers,
Groceries, Cards... WE HAVE IT ALL!

OPEN: Mon.~Sat.8fl/nro9pm
Sun. Warn to 8pm
- Wt

Trtat You

M,

ft^iq

Arrowhead Shops, Maumcc — Dussel at Holland 419-482-7077
5829 Monroe St., Sylvania —off U.S. 23, next to Tony Packos 419-882-7077

"."

• 2 Shelf Bookcases... SI 9.99
•Flipchairs... $24,99
•5 Shelf Bookcases... $34.99
• Student Desks w/Hutch... $49.99
•Twin Mattress... $99.99

SffFURNITURE

— lOx Fujmon optical loom
— 3.1 million effective pixels
— Continuous auto-focus mode

Ask about our student discounts
Daily 9-9 Sunday 12-5
www.castlephoto.com

•Bed Pillows... $2.99
•Bean Bag Chairs... $9.99
•Area Rugs... $14.99
•Utility Carts... $19.99
•CD Storage Towers... $19.99

HOT BUYS ON THE WEBSITE

www.biglots.com

818S.Main St- BG • 354-2533
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Bush proposes benefits for troops
By Deb Riechnunn
1H[ ASSOCIATE!) PRESS

CIIII'I'EWA FALLS, Wis. - Inageslun' to troops serving unexpectedly long tours in Iraq. President
Bush announced an electionyear proposal Wednesday to
enhance education benefits for
active-duty National Guardsmen
and reservists.
I'hese brave Americans put
their jobs on bold and leave thelt
family behind when we call."
Bush said during a campaign bus
tour through the election swing
state of Wisconsin.
More than 4(KI,tKX) men and
women in the reserves and the
National Guard have been mobilized since the Sept. II, 2001,
attacks. Today, just under 150,(01
are serving.
"Under current rules, their
education benefits don't reflect
the high value of service we place
on their time and duly." Bush
said.
He proposed to increase
monthly education benefits for
all (iuaid members and reservist'.
00 active duty for more than 90
consecutive days.
The president also proposed
giving states grants to help children in military families who have
to move. "We're going to put out
grant money to help slates ease
the burden so it's more seamless
for families to go from one state
to the next," Bush said.
Democrat lohn Kerry's cam-

paign called Bush's proposals
political gimmicks.
"Wc need a president who is
committed to protecting National
Guard and reservists every day,
not just in the days before the
election," said campaign spokes
man Phil Singer, "lohn Kerry is a
i on that tested veteran who has
spent his career advocating for
veterans and their families."
Kerry's campaign said the
administration has compensated for failed policy by using the
Guaid and Reserve. "Reservists
Eire overburdened and many may
leave the military in large numbers because they can no longer
make military service compatible
with their lives," the campaign
said.
Bush's proposals came the
same day Kerry spoke at the
Veterans of Foreign Wars conv ention in Ohio —another swing
state. Kerry told his fellow veterans that he. not Bush, was their
"true brother in arms."
Bush, on the other hand,
s|>eaking here at Kell Container
Corp., said: "What I'm telling you
is we'll continue to stand side
bv side with those who wear the
uniform and the family members
of those who wear the uniform."
According to the Veterans
Administration, the educational
benefit for active-duty troops is a
maximum of S800 a mondi. But
for National Guard and reservists
who have been called up for two

years or more, it's $282 — a difference of $518.
Birsh also made U.S. soldiers
an important theme in St. tad,
Minn., the final stop on the day's
bus tour. He told thousands of
cheering supporters that he was
justified in ordering the removal
of Saddam Hussein from power
in Iraq.
I le said he disagreed with Kerry,
who he wants to begin withdrawing U.S. troops from Iraq within
six months of taking office. Bush
said it would send the wrong
message to U.S. enemies, who
say Tine. I'll stay six months and
one day.'
"It sends the wrong signal to
our troops," Bush continued. "It
sends the wrong signal to the
Iraqis. You see they're watching carefully. They're wondering
whether or not we will stand with
them as they do the hard work for
a free society.
"So long as I'm the president
when America gives its word,
America will keep its word."
Bush lost Wisconsin in 2000
by just 5,708 votes, and is working to rally support among
undecided voters outside the
main Democratic strongholds of
Madison and Milwaukee.
"I think Wisconsin is 'W' country," Bush said in the state as a
supporter tipped his cowboy hat
to the president and others waved
large red, white, and blue Ws.
Still, at each stop, protesters
demonstrated against the war
and called for Bush's ouster.

Nan r. Huh AP Photo

CAMPAIGNING: President Bush waves to supporters as he is introduces during a campaign rally Wednesday,
in Chippewa Falls, Wis. Bush is on his third bus tour of the state since May, which he lost in the 2000 election by fewer than 6,000 votes.
iinIJ earned signs that said "Hedefeat Bush," "Not Welcome" and
"Yee Haw is not foreign policy."
This was Bush's third bus trip
through die state. Last month,
his bus rumbled through eastern
Wisconsin, and in May its route
hugged the southwestern border
along the Mississippi Rh ec
"You know why I'm coming

back?" Bush asked the crowd
assembled tinder cloudy skies
at the shipping carton business
"We were close last time and with
your help this time we will carry
Wisconsin."
Kenneth R. Mayer, professor of
political science at the Univcisii\
of Wisconsin-Madison, said the
area in and around Chippewa Kails

generally leans Democratic, yet
there are swing voters to target.
"They're hunting where they
think die ducks are." Mayer said.
11 ie\ iv tiring up the base and
also going out into areas where
tin", think they have a chance of
Hipping some people."

ST. THOMAS MORE
UNIVERSITY PARISH

NOW

IRING

WORSHIP: (across from McDonald Dorm Parking Lot)

• Weekend Liturgies - Sat. 5p.m.; Sun. 10 & Noon. 7:00p.m.
• Sacrament of Reconciliation - 4:15-4:45 Saturday or by
appointment.

VOLUNTEER SERVICE:
• Opportunity to tutor • Service in soup kitchens
• Involvement in social justice issues, etc.

Campus Dining Centers

B&B Welding
Truck & Auto Repair

JHfa.

Concession S'

Convenience Stores

MANY THINGS TO OFFER OUR STUDENT EMPLOYEES:
Flexible hours to fit around class schedules
One ol the highest starting wages for students on campus
Opportunities for advancement and longevity pay increases
$1000 scholarships - last year three were awarded to student employee
The chance to meet people and become a part of the campus communii,

Now Offering
24 Hour Towing
• Transmission
• All Mechanical
Work
• Brakes
• Diesel and Gas

LOOKING FOR A JOB?
DINING SERVICES IS NOW HIRING
BGSU STUDENTS TO WORK IN THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS:

www.sttoms.com/email: info@stloms.com

rap e
,\c
c,e

A*

•Tires
• Bearings

• All Farm
Equipment

• Low Shop Rates Free Towing with Student ID (with qualified repair)

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR
TO APPLY FOR A POSITION CONTACT ANY DINING CENTE
APPLY ONLINE: HTTPy/WWWBGSU.EDU/DININGEMPL^

ti ouiKWti
► McDonald

13040 Bishop Rd., Bowling Green, OH • 353-2526

♦ Kreischei

372.25o3 ud9c@bg.«u edu
372.2781 udst@Dgsu.edu
372.2771 udsm@bgsuedu

♦ Student Union

♦ Athletic Concessions
♦ Catering

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY iS AM AH IRMATIVE ACTION EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EDUCATOR ANO EUPIQY1

-** midnight *,

* ** madness
BOWLING GREEN STATE' UNIVERSITY

'

SHOPPING SPREE

Sunday
August 22 2004 * 8.00 pm-1.00 am
The BGSU shuttle service is FREE and will take you to all of your favorite stores!
Special discounts from Meijer, the University Bookstore and other participating stores
on residence hall room essentials, back-to-school items, and food!

meijer
I bookstore |

Shuttle route starts at 8:00 pm with on-campus stops including the University Bookstore at North College and Ridge Street Harshman, and Rodgers.
Off campus stops include Meijer,Woodland Mall, shopping centers located on North and South Main Street.and merchants in downtown Bowling Green. Last pick-up at 12:30 am.

3722825
372.2641
372.2597
372 7505

udsk@bgsu.edu
udsu@bgsu.edu
udsac@bgsu edu
udsu@bgsu.edu
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Rich history lies behind buildings
By Angela L Gorter
MANAGING EDITOR

HarshmanQuad
- Built as part of a University
program to double housing
capacity on-campus in a 10-year
span in 1964.
- Named after President
of the University, Dr. Ralph (i.
Harshman.
Dunbar
- Named after an AfricanAmerican poel laureate, Paul
L Dunbar of Dayton, Ohio. He
advanced the black arts in the
country and was the first black
man to receive national and
international recognition for his
craft.
Anderson and Bromfleld
Halls
- Named after novelists.
Chapman Hall
Named after Johnny
Appleseed.
- 1977-University health center was turned into dorms. The
second floor was still used for inpatient services. Health service
was to become a fully-equipped
hospital.
- 1946 - Ihe huts. Temporary
metal army structures constructed behind the football field

to take care of the enrollment
expansion. Each held 16 men
and were divided into two rooms.
They were also heated and had
one stove in each.
Williams I hill

- The first dorm in 1916 held
102 residents.
- Named after Dr. Homer B.
Williams, the first president of
Bowling Green Normal School.
- During WWII, the dorm
housed the Navy's first V-5 and
V-12.
- 1964 - it was converted into
what is now the Political Science
bldg.
Shatzelllall
- The second dorm on campus.
- It housed only freshman
women in 1953.
-1956 - it was converted to an
only men's dorm.
- 1 966-it was the first
University building to hold academic department offices.
- 1951 - the hall went through
$26,000 worth of shower modernizations.
KreischerQuad
- The second largest co-ed
complex 1966.
narrow Hall

-Named after Clarence Darrow,
the successful lawyer who
defended Thomas Scopes in the
Scopes Monkey Trial.
Compton Hall
- Named after a family of scholars and scientists.
Ashley Hall
- Named after lames Ashley,
an Ohio congressman, who has
been remembered as the man
who began the movement to
impeach President Johnson.
BatcheklerHall
- Named after journalist Ann
Batchelder, a woman given
an honorary degree from the
University in 1950.
- The lake that used to be
in between Kreischer and
Harshman Quads, was named
Peregrine Lake.
RodgersQuad
- Named after the longest serving member of the University's
Board of Trustees, E. Tappin
Rodgers.
- CoM Sl.fi million to build and
housed 700 men in 1955.
Kohl Hall
- First hall built solely for men
in 1929, housing 162 total.
- Commons was added in

1963. The Commons feed 1,500
at every meal. Meal tickets were
obtained at the Dean's office for
$37 for a 5-week period in 1947,
and $6.50 per week.
- Named after Dr. Clayton C
Kohl, the chair of Sociology at
the time. He was the first faculty
member to have a building dedicated to him.
- Cost $1.50 weekly for a room
and $.50 for upkeep.
Founders Quad
- Originally a women's hall,
each of the four wings were
named after men.
Ivy Hall
- the oldest building on campus at the time, was torn down
in 1961 for the construction of
Founder's parking lot.
ConklinHaU
-1961 - it housed upper classmen and 8 fraternities; 320 men
total.
- Named after Principal of
Bowling Green High School in
1962, Arch RConklin.
Editor's Note: All information
provided by The University's
Archive department located in
Jerome Library.

Ben Swwger B>, Ne»
RESIDENCE HALL: Founders, which is now co-ed was originally an
all women's residence hall

Welcome Back Students
Out da<sn& ate <zluMttf& often-'

luth,-

Saturday Worship

uith Communion

Sunday Worship

8 30 & 11:00 a.m.

each Saturday

evening
5:00 p.m.

College
Bible Study
& Worship

Wednesday
Night Praise A Contemporary
Celebration
7:00 p.m.

9p.m

315 S. College Drive - 3 Mocks south of Campus
(419) 353-9305
www.stmarkslutheranbg.org
Rev. Dale L. Schaefer • Rev. Chris Young

NEVER WORK
LUNCH
AGAIN!

The Episcopal
Church
Welcomes You!

'«f,f^
{
'\\)

St. John's
Episcopal
Church

1505 E. Wooster
On rli.- corntr of
'.M.-UYI X- IWvslvr,
across from ttw
Jfiinlmniii Ojiad.
SUNDAY WORSHIP:
10:00 amTraditional
(with Communion)

11:30 amChristian Edu.

OUTBACK
STEAKHOUSE^

Is Now Hiring:

Cooks, Servers &
Hosts/Hostesses
V Top wages
v7 Flexible Hours
\ Paid Vacations
\ Health/Denial
Insurance
are just a few of the great
benefits waiting for you!

An Anglican Church with
a Pentecostal Leading

Apply in pci son
Mon. - Fa. 2-4
401 W. DusselRoad
Maumee, OH 43537

(419) 353 - 0881

(Just a tow minutes from BG!
Take 1-475W to Dusael-turn right.)

BGSU

Tokyo Siring Quartet
Friday; Sept. 17. 2004 at 8 p.m.

\texander Fiterstem. clarinet
College of Musical Arts
Moore Musical
Arts Center
KobackerHall
To order 2004-05
season tickets,
call 419-372-8171
or 1-800-589-2224

Thursday, Oct. 21>2004 at 8 p.m.

Ethos Percussion Group
Friday, Dec. 3. 2004 at 8 p.m.
■ F R.v MewioiW Conr-"

/,///(• Ini Bloom, yi/:: stxopbtAie
Saturday, Jan. 20,2005 at 8 p.m!

Sir James Galway
Sunday, March 20. 2005 at 7 p.m.
nal Cunccft

llugb Smith, icwir
witb ll'i' UtialiHfi 0'nvH Pbilbarmoato
innl, fto>»" Cl*ldl!clor

Sunday, April 24, 2005 at 3 p.m.

h Season of Moore!

ESTrVAL
SERIES

Bowling Green State University

SELECTED CLOTHING | BICYCLE TUNE-UP

|

l#%$20.°° $35.°° I
"lAO/k
#11/0

AC
UPr

Ifcal
_ *Sgr

BASK TUNf-UP
Moi-Httlaa

COMrUTTE TUNE-UP
XW» «*.■«M.MMI _
HttjW ■

15% OFF"

? ALL MARIN BIKES
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"When Falwell talks about using the legal system to advance
his personal beliefs, I get a whiff of the Taliban."

Tests scores
give clues on
youths abilities
ACT. FROM PAGE 28

Overall, stores rose steadily
as the famir) Income increased.
though racial gaps persisted at
all Income levels. Students of all
races reporting family income
of more than $100,000 scored
on average 215, while students
from families earning under
518,000 scored 18.0.
The latest results also showed
the narrowest gap ever between
male and female test-takers
Boys scored on average 21.0,
the same as last year, while gins
averaged 20.9, up 0.1.
Still, the ACT says too few
students are taking a challenging high school curriculum.
□ass of 2004 graduates who
look a recommended core curriculum of college prep _ four
years of English, and three each

10E CONN. SPOKESMAN FOR AMERICANS UNITED FOR SEPARATION OF CHURCH AND STATE

Falwell combines law with
religion in new institution

of math, natural science and
social science scored 21.9 on
average, compared to 19.4 for
those who did not Bui only Ii2
percent took such a curriculum,
a figure that has not improved
in eight years.
lust 26 percent of test-takers
scored 24 or higher on the science portion of the test. Indicating a high chance they can handle college-level work, Only 40
percent scored a 22 or higher In
math _ the comparable benchmark for that subject. Both figures are unchanged from 2003,
"Students must be made
aware as early as possible dun
their key to college success will
be the extent to which they
take challenging courses in
high school and study hard."
Ferguson said.

iv.
:_„-!...
By |»|
Chris
Kahn

^™^

ri-im.
I tkwII^Hil
( hit^t,^ Iv.uin
riage, lalwell
said. (Jasses.begin
Aug. 23 for die first-year class of
KOANOKH, Va. - The Rev. lerry 61 law students.
id love to tight Roe v. Wade,"
Falwell will open a law school
this month in hopes of training a said incoming law student I leidi
generation of attorneys who will Thompson, 33, a liberty graduate who has spent the past few
fight for conservative causes.
"Wc want to Infiltrate the cul- years working as a high school
ture with men and women of counselor in Orlando, l-'la.
"I have a long way to go before
God who are skilled in die legal
profession,'' lalwell said in a I find myself in front of the
telephone interview Tuesday SupremeCourt/'Thompsonsaid
with The Associated Press. "We'll with a laugh. "But I'm hoping
be as far to the right as Ilarvard through some medical advances
and some legal intervention that
is to the left."
Graduates of the law school people can recognize die great
part of I'alwell's Liberty wrong that was done" with the
University in l.ynchburg, which decision to legalize abortion.
lalwell said his law school will
is affiliated with his Baptist ministry _ could tackle such issues be similar to its Christian lean
as abortion rights and gay mar- ing counterparts like Regenf
ASS0CIA1ED PRESS WRITER

I Inivorvitv in
in Virginia
Viruillifi Beach,
Rnnrh
illrti'tiMwillll'" he
he said.
said
indefensible,"
University
Joe Conn, a spokesman for
which religious broadcaster Pat
Robertson founded.
Americans United for Separation
Classroom lectures and dis- of Church and State, said the law
cussions will fuse the teach- school is part of a crusade by
ings of the Bible with the U.S. Falwell to get the government to
Constitution, stressing the con- carry out his religious agenda.
nections between faith, law and
"When Falwell talks about
morality, said law school Dean using tire legal system to advance
Bruce Green, who has experi- his personal religious beliefs, I
get a whiff of the Taliban," ( nun
ence in civil liberties litigation.
"There is a strong need for this," said. "This is a very diverse
said Green, who believes many country with many different
of his colleagues take sides on religious beliefs, and when you
abortion and genetic engineer- set up a law school to try to get
ing without first considering the government and legal system to conform to only one of
what is morally right.
There are certain views that them, you're leaving everybody
might carry the day in legal cir- else out."
cles that are morally indefensible and at one time was legally

WELCOME BGSU STUDENTS
U
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bookstore
@ the Bowen-Thompson Student Union

Serving BGSU & the community for over 70 years
• All New and Used Textbooks
• All Required & Recommended Course Materials
• Largest Selection of Used Books at 25% Savings
• Online Textbook Reservations
• Largest Selection of BGSU Clothing
• General Reading Bestsellers
• Reference Books
• Computer Books, Accessories, Software
& Hardware

Fall semester hours
Monday-Thursday, 9 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
Friday, 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday, 12-5:30 p.m.

(419)372-2851
Web site: bookstore.bgsu.edu
email: bookstore@bgnet.bgsu.edu

124 W. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402

419-35M844

• Art & School Supplies
• Music CDs, DVDs & Electronics
• Greeting Cards & Gifts
• Special Order Services

WE BUY BACK BOOKS EVERYDAY
AND PAY THE MOST MONEY!

STUDENT
SPECIALS
"All Day, Everyday"
the

PEREGRINE
shop

Fall semester hours
Monday-Thursday, 8 a.m.- 9 p.m.
Friday, 8 a.m.-7 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday, 11 a.m.-7 p.m.

(419)372-9500
• Food, Beverages, Snacks
• School Supplies
• BGSU Clothing & Insignia Gifts
• Commencement Products
• Greeting Cards & Gifts
• Health & Beauty Aids

353-7272
(papa)
HOURS!

Mon, Tue & Wed: 11am-1:30am
Thur, Fri & Sat: 11am- 3:00am
Sun: 11 am-1:30am

$0 2E d

cash, checks

1 Large, 1 Item

SHSBOAIL

$g99

No coupon
£ necessary

Q

Q

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE BACK TO CLASS
•0»v£ t>f the fop too

EXTENDED HOURS:
Saturday, 8/21

9 am-7 pm

Sunday, 8/22

9 am-7 pm

Monday 8/23

,

SO-IOKS IK

ft-ie kouKtVu"
■Salon TODAY

4-Beds

8 am-9 pm

2 Booths

Tuesday 8/24

8 am-9 pm

ALWAYS NEW,
Top of the Line

Wednesday 8/25

8 am-9 pm

Thursday 8/26

8 am-9 pm

Bulbs

Friday 8/27
Saturday 8/28
Sunday 8/29

8 am-5:30 pm
11 am- 5:30pm
....12 pm -5:30 pm

All proceeds from the University Bookstore support the campus community
Methods of Payment Accepted: BIG CHARGE • VISA • MASTERCARD • DISCOVER • CASH • CHECK

WaCOMt /^kSr-lMAN!
Bring in your Student ID & receive...
$2.00421
Tanning I

$3.00 fiffl
M

(Discounts for Freshman Only)
f■
,
. David DeWalt- Omer/Stylitt
htO-tuSiyUi,- JessicaMesser- Stylist
'
LisaMcCnvSfvto
Lisa
McCoy- Sryfef
CUT AND STYLE INCLUDED W/ALL CHEMICAL SERVICES
SPECIALIZING IN FOILS

Locahcx.- 529Ridos Street,BG

?tvhe: 419-352-6459
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Down
on Main:
calendar
ofevents
Friday
TBA
t. Howard's
D) Baroque
Nate & Wally's
DJ Diamond Lee
Brewster's
DJ
Kami's

College presidents' spouses receive pay
1HS ASSOCIATED PRESS

ATHENS, Ohio - When Roderick
McDavis came to Athens as
Ohio University's president,
he brought another university
employee with him: his wife.
Deborah McDavis will make
$25,000 a year for her duties as
the university's "first lady." Her
husband has a five-year contract
paying $275,000 annually.
Spouses of university presidents traditionally have been
considered part of a package
deal when it comes to the presidential salary and have not been
paid separately. That concept is
changing.
Raymond
Cotton,
a
Washington, D.C.. lawyer who

specializes in contracts and compensation for college presidents,
said more presidential spouses,
especially younger ones, often
have to give up their careers and
believe they deserve compensation for their work on behalf of
the university.
Mrs. McDavis, a college and
high school English teacher for
33 years, was offered the salary
and benefits in recognition of
her expected role in community
relations, alumni relations and
advocating and entertaining on
behalf of the university, university spokesman I lub Burton said.
"I intend to earn every bit of
it," Mrs. McDavis said of her salary, which will be paid out of

general operating money.
McDavis said she earned
more than twice as much in her
teaching job but knew that the
demands of her role as a a university first lady made it impossible to continue teaching.
Miami University in Oxford
pays the wife of its president $1 a
year, a token amount that qualifies her for liability insurance.
In 2000, Carole Garland kept a
log of her activities at Miami and
reported that she was typically
on the road attending alumni
events at least 15 days a year,
hosted or attended more than
100 meals and represented the
university at 60 or more other
events.

The practice of compensating presidential spouses is more
common on private campuses
than at public institutions,
Cotton said.
A Council of Independent
Colleges survey of 119 spouses,
87 percent who were women,
found that the percentage of
spouses getting a salary rose
from 11 percent In 1994 to 23
percent by 1999.
Cotton said the most wellcompensated
presidential
spouse at a public institution is
the wife of the Indiana University
president hired last year. She gets
$60,000 a year.

Some presidential spouses
have their own careers in higher
education and are paid for those
professional duties rather than
as the wife or husband of the
president.
Ken Howey, husband of
University
of
Cincinnati
President Nancy Zimpher, has a
faculty research position at that
university.
Paula Whetsel-Ribeau, wife of
Bowling Green State University
President Sidney Ribeau, went on
the payroll last week as interim
assistant to the vice president for
student affairs. She had been an
administrator at Bowling Green
and at Ohio State University in
Columbus.

Saturday
Big Blues Bob
Howard's

Harvard and Yale lose in rankings

loe Mama
Nate & Wally's
92.5 Kiss FM
View a live broadcast tram
9p.m.tol2a.m.SkyBar

By Mark Johnson
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

Live artist TBA
Brewster's
Sunday
DJKehoe
Nate & Waliys
Renegade Concerts presents
ALL Ages Show
Howard's
Wednesday
LaRevancha
Howard's

BG NEWS

CORRECTION
The headline for "Bursar Cash
tollable," which appeared in the
August 4 edition of the BGNews.
was incorrect. While the body
of the article regarding the City
Bucks program was correct,
City Bucks is not affiliated with
the bursar. The headline was
changed to "City Bucks Arrive."

AI.BANY, N.Y. - Beating 1 Iarvard
or Yale on a list of rankings would
ordinarily make administrators
at the State University of New
York at Albany beam. But not
when it wins the nation's No. 1
party school crown.
Albany was ranked seventh in
the use of hard liquor and marijuana, ninth in beer drinking and
first in "students (almost) never
study," helping get IMnceton
Review's top party spot.
The review's annual "Best
357 Colleges" survey, conducted
since 1992, is based on rcspons-

es from more than 110,000 students at campuses around the
country. The review has no affiliation wiUi Princeton University.
"The rankings are not to be
taken seriously, and are, certainly not reflective of the serious, hardworking students at
Albany," university spokeswoman Lisa lames-Goldsberry said
in a statement. "If this were a
term paper, it would get an "E"
in methodology."
It is the ninth time the
University at Albany has been
on the party school list. It was
No. 1 in 1998 and No. 14 last year.
The University of Colorado at

Boulder ranked No. 1 last year.
One recent Albany graduate
said the latest ranking wasn't
inn -.ui prising. "It's pretty crazy,"
said Matt Kazimir, 21, a from
Danbury, Conn. "There's always
a party."
"I wouldn't agree it's No. 1,"
said junior Brian Eessler, 20.
"There are certainly a lot of
opportunities to party, but it's
also a great institution with
some top programs. There are
great academic opportunities,
as well."
Brigham Young University
was ranked the top "stone cold
sober" school, the survey found.

Massachusetts Institute of
Technology was the toughest to
get into. The happiest students
overall were at Pomona College
in Claremont, Calif.
The "party school" category
is based on questions focusing
on the amount of alcohol and
drug consumption, the amount
of time students spend stud) inn,
and the popularity of fraternities
and sororities.
The American Medical
Association has criticized party
school listings, saying they legitimize high-risk drinking and portray alcohol as an essential part
of student life,

OTHER TOP 10
PARTY SCHOOLS
• Washington and Lee University,
Lexington, Va
• The University of WisconsinMadison
• West Virginia University,
Morgantown
• Ohio University. Athens
• Florida State University,
Tallahasee
• University of Texas-Austin
•University of Georgia, Athens
•University of Colorado
• University of Mississippi

CMrr CYi OUT
TUtr

Q£arn

SG NEWS
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www.bgnews.com
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111 1979... a record was set by

Opan 7 days ■ w—k
Sun-Thura 10am-2am
Frl-Sat I0am-1am

11 FRESHMAN

419-728-0300
BQSUOptf1oHa.com

most students
to fit in a
dormitory closet!

BOWIN-THOMPSON

117 Cliy Sited

STUDENT UNION

Bowling Green. Ohio

Wide Selection of
Specialty Yarns

0 Flexible scheduling around classes.
050% discount on food while working.
Stretch you Flex Funds!
0 Potential to earn $1,000 scholarship
after working 520 hours.
0Meet new friends on campus while
earning money.
0 Start early to get your first choice of scheduling

• Bamboo Needles 6 Hooks
■ Patterns 6 Books
Arc YOU looking fi>r thii
Spc( ill" BJIIC 10 School Accessor!J

We have .1 variety of handmade

Scarves & Ponchos
1

' v jboul J Matf in voiit school
...V Wc un mike scarvca m ihr
si vie 6 color of votir .hone

Shoppe Hours:

Apply on-line at www.pertoria.com

Monday ■ Friday Warn - 6pm

Saturday Warn 4pm
419354-8700

Click on the BGSU link under Locations.

msHSLDRvl Animal House
1045 North Main St.
(Across from Kroger & The Pharm)

Convenient hours
Outstandingly clean
& spacious
Plenty of parking

Helping you get
from this....

to this!

MOVOW - Sl/UOAV ? AM TO ft PM

Black Swamp Players
Bowling Green's Community Theatre

DO YOU

SINGUM?
GIRLSI^R GUYS!

Especially GUYS!

* torty'k

A Full Line Pet Store & Grooming Salon
©
©

Exotic PetS (tarantulas, scorpions, corn snakes, etc.)/

Birds & Fish Supplies
Dog & Cat Supplies
& Grooming
Feeder Fish
Insects
HRS: Mon. - Sal. 10am-7pm

9:10 a.m.
9:30 a.m.

fellowship
worship

r

^i peopje

re

alfaith>

Grooming Drop Off
Monday - Friday 8-9am

Welcome Back
Students!
• Heinz Apartments Ltd.
• Frazee Ave. Apartments
• Columbia Court Apartments
• East Merry Ave. Apartments
• Field Manor Apartments
• Mercer Manor Apartments
• Ridge Manor Apartments
• Campbell Hill Apartments
• Bentwood Subdivision
• Plus Many Other Locations

<2S-

THE MUSICAL

Call or Email Bob Hastings
352-1358 or bobhastings@woh.rr.com

r ti3u
cb

Reptiles • Small Animals

GREENBRIAR, INC.
352-0717

We'll be Auditioning in November and begin rehearsing
JMMJ11 for our F*H| 16, II, 19,20,24,25,21, 27 Show.
If interested and will have most evenings tree Second Semester,

Bowling Green Alliance Church

Starter
Hurdler.
Sprinter
JofiRer
Runner
Pacer
Walkaway.
Marathon
Gold Medal
Relay

Horn Salami. Piwolom f%mn
3.25
SWtoJ ,v PrvtoUmt
3.50
IMag
S.23
Rood Bttf.
3.50.
Tuna
3.25
Ham, Swiss Cmm
3.25
Salami nWfapt ftpperwtf, Provakmt Cktass
3.50
Ham. Salami. Turktr. Swiss, PfWokmtCktSSS
3.50
Homy Mssamm Tartly Unas:
3.50.
Ruasl Beef, llam. Turkey. Proinlom Cheese
3.95

• Above -iitis a nli your choice of mayo, lettuce, tomato, onio.v hot peppers and our
creamy Italian dressing Served hot or cold. Please specify when ordering
-I'ASI \Spaghctti
5.25
Rottni
5.25
ChccsTortellini....J.7J

352-4663
• Free Delivery
$5.50 min. I lam-„tyni
• 1433 E Wxmer.BG
I him-^pm Monday-Saturday
Closed Sunday

GREENBRIAR, INC.
445 E Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402

Hours:
Monday-Friday 9 a.m.- 5 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. - 1 p.m

12"
5.75
595
5.75
5 95
5.75
5.75
5.95
5.95
5.95
6.50

FREE COKE

FREE COKE

« \n> \2~ Nub of Pasta
BXpfcM II I * its

» \n\ \2~ Nub or Paula
BxptoM II ISftt

36 Friday. August 20.2004

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

The Daily Crossword Fix

BGSU's Residence Halls were named after:

brought to you by
Ashley - James M.Ashley (Ohio congressman in late 1800's)
Batchelder - Ann Batchelder (journalist)
Compton - Compton Family (scientists and scholars)
Darrow - Clarence Darrow (American criminal lawyer)
Anderson Sherwood Anderson (Ohio novelist)
Bromfield - Louis Bromfield (Ohio novelist)
Chapman - John Chapman (Johnny Appleseed)
Dunbar - Paul L. Dunbar (Poet Laureate)
McDonald - Dr. Ralph McDonald (4th president of BGS
Rodgers - E. Tappin Rodgers (Trustee for BGSU)
Kohl Dr. Clayton C. Kohl (Chairman of Sociology Department)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Showy roselike flower
Rounds of applause
Gets back old skills
Chief executive
Hurried
Cons
Cantor and Lupino
One of Bonaparte's
marshals
9
Angelico
10 Halloween mo.
11 Architect Mies
van der
12 Drew forth
13 Handel opera
14 Having luxurianl locks
23 Sun. oration
24 Charges oH
25 Plays for a sucker
26 Male heir
29 Narrow cuts
32 Come to pass
33 Golfer's record
35 Mall event
37 Location of the
Isle ol Man
38 Thwarted
.

———————-i

The BG News
Classified

HelpWanted

Ads

Child care needed part-time
Tues . Weds , Thurs P.M.
Must have car. 419-308-7125

372-6977
!
■

■

■ . bnb M *m inlvi Icgall" (Bi.
Graphic Designer - Toledo (downtown) interactive media firm is seeking individual with experience using
Macromedia Flash and Director applications. Hours and pay are negotiable. Contact Craig at Vertigo Productions. 419-244-5756

Spring Break 2005 with STS, America's «1 Student Tour Operator Hiring campus reps Call for group discounts. Info/Roservalions 1 -800-648
4849 www.ststravel.com.

Lawn Maintenance
Full & Part Time Positions
419-354-1923

Learn a skill (or life Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship Check us
out at Sandersonstables.com

Wanted
Female subleaser needed. Will have
own bedroom w/ high speed internet
& cable. W/D in house. Close to
campus Avail, immed. $295 plus
util. Call 419-575-1494.
SUBLEASER WANTED
Year lease Aug. to Aug. 336
Bentwood $375 mo. 419-575-2456

Help Wanted
BARTENDING! $3007day potential.
No exp. necessary. Training provided. Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174
Babysitter needed lor 5 mo. & 8 yr.
old. in my home. 7:30 pm - 8:30 am,
3-4 nlghtsAvk.. some weekends.
req.
419-354-6789. leave name & ph.no.
BACK TO SCHOOL OPENINGS
Flexible schedules around classes
MAY CONTINUE IN FALL
Advancement opportunity
Conditions exist. All ages 18+
Call 419-861-6134 or apply at
Worklorstudents ojm
Center Substitute
WSOS Community Action Commission, a community based organization focused on the human service
needs ot the disadvantaged. is
seeking a qualified individual responsible for assisting in the operation of Bowling Green Family Development Center Required High
School Diploma or GED and prior
experience working with young children. The position is on-call.
$7.40/hr. Send resumes by August
25 to WSOS CAC. Attn: HRCS/OC/GF. PO Box 590. Fremont.
Ohio 43420 Affirmative Action Employer-M/F/Vet/Disab
Child Care Center in Perrysburg
now hiring part-time days, evenings
S for referral service Apply in person or send resume to Kiflz Watch
508 Craig Dr
Perrvsburq OH
43551

The Best Seat In Town

1 bdrm. & 2 bdrm. apts. One block
from campus Off street parking.
419-308-4343.
1 bedroom apt Ouiet, residential
neighborhood. $400 mo. Si utilities.
Reference & deposit required
Call after 6pm. 419-352-5339

Gymnastics coach needed
Perrysburg Gymnastics
Call 419-874-9383

Personals

Looking for in-home babysitter
2 • 5:30, Mon - Fri
352-3642
Loving, dependable nanny needed
to care lor our 5 yr old. In our BG
home. Mon.-Fri. 11-4 Own
transportation needed, references a must.
419-823-7017

Nanny w/baby care exp needed to
care lor 2 girls (2 mos. and 3
yrs old) in our BG home. 2-4 days a
week, hrs neg.. $7 50-10 hr. Can
start now. Good refs. and baby care
exp a must 419-353-5363.

Piano teacher wanted. Masters degree preferred. Call Ann . in Perrysburg at 419-872-6404.
Savage Consulting
Management Cons.
Part-time 2 Project Assts. Hiring
now/for Fall sem. Business or English major Mature, strong work ethic
business background (MBAs & tech.
writers welcome), writing, communication and organizational skills. 1
spot: 20 hrs./wk paid, 1 spot 8-12
hrs./wk unpaid. Great experience,
broad-based learning, good people.
Extrep. Mgt.: info@savageconsulting.com Fax: 419-698-1260.

2 bdrm. w' golf course view Private
entrance/patio/balcony. Washer/dryer available Fireplace/carport/extra
storage Perrysburg. 15 min. from
BG & Toledo Call for specials 419666-3133.
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our coupon menu
ask about our SPECIALS!

2E

icnptai

-S

|Check out www.bgnews com |

Available Immediately
3 bdrm. apt. Close to university.
Call 419-686-4651

Perrysburg duplex apt. ideal for faculty/grad. student on spacious nature preserve for serious study C/A.
high efficiency gas, $495/595, nonsmoking, no pets. 801-694-1661

Room for Rent

0

i

N

a

the telephone directory or"

For Rent

Ouiet, residential area.
Single Mom with empty nest
to share with responsible female
student. Own room, den & bath
w/kitchen & laundry privileges.
419-352-4066

i N

"

i n 0
b I
0
1 s ■1 It

For Rent

Perrysburg, easy access to I 75.
Quiet 2 bdrm , 1 bath, water incl.
laundry facil, security bldg. $600
month 734-850-0121.

5K - 1

s
1
s

s
S

.

1

«

BACK TO SCHOOL
SPECIALS

Studio apt W. Evers near Main
$300 mo includes all
Call 419-353-3938.
Two unique 2 bedrm. apts. in Victorian house 427 N Main. 2nd & 3rd
llr apts. $575 plus util, $550 incl
some util Call for more info. 386253-3687

TWIN SIZE
MATTRESSES
STARTING AT...

ANY 1 ITEM PIZZA
Your Choice:
10" Sm.

12"Med.

$5.00

$6.50

14" Lg.

16"XLg.

$8.75

$11.00

Additional Items Extra
Fajita Chicken = 2 Items
5 Breadsticks Only $2.50
We Have Stuffed Breadsticks
FREE DELIVERY
LIMITED AREA
352-5166

203 N. MAIN

' Not Valid With Any Other Offer • Expires 12/31(04

{"""'COMBO PIZZA"""
I0:30-Sundu\ School

Princess Diaries Two: 1:10*. 4:10.7:10,9:50

11: ill-Cniilemp<irur\
Servh t

Without A Paddle: 1:40\ 4:40,7:00,10:05

■
•

Sm.

Any 3 Items
Med.
Lg.

j $6.25 $8.25
,

X Lg.

$11.00 $13.50

Additional Items Extra Fajita Chicken - 2 Items

:<"» North Summit Struct

"Saturday & Sunday Only

■luiol "■Ml"""

n d
i V

A Great Selection of SALADS & SUBSI

Open Witci: 12:45", 3:00'. 5:00,7:30,10:15

.IA**M.M

N 1

oHs

i

Open Weekdays 4 P.M. • Lunch Fri. «Sat. 'Sun.

1 lull size bed, complete. Beige
Lazy
Boy chair. Both pieces very good
condition $100 each 419-823-1101

Ai.«nV>rsuiPredrtof:l:iO',4:)0,7.40,10:10

S-Wm.
rxsiM

a a

HB. i i
i 8 v ■ r. i:
1

'•■•

i

, UV W
203 N. Main £«
J. . «
352-5166
55.75 Minimum

For Sale

Collateral: 1:20". 4:20,7:20.9:55

$).»

a

Voted Best Pizza 12 yrs.

CINEMA 5

S*~II^.....M... cinemark.com

203 N. Main

5 bedroom house for rent
Available Aug. 25
352 5822

Wart staff, kitchen help, busers,
host/hostesses. Full or part-time,
flexible hrs., excellent pay. Apply
within. Gourmet ol China. 126
Chesterfield Ln.. Maumee Across
from Meijer. 419-893-9465.

SdierJule Good for 8/20/04 thru 8/22/04

4 Mr *DVllKf l:«l> uu< • wmw..'

i

Open Weekdays 4P.M. • Lunch Fri. • Sat. • Sun.

3 bedrm. in nice house in Bradner,
15 minutes from campus. $250 mo.
plus share of utilities 419-734-5280.

3 BR unfm.. newly remod. house.
Large yard, private parking, quiet
neighborhood. Across Irom Kenwood School 9 or 12 mo. lease
$825 * utli 353-7263 leave msg

a

s

f

Section of Manhattan
Choose (to)
100 yrs
Go by again
Coast
Tickle pink
Bono and Liston
Kicks
Phone opener''
Commend for
meritorious action
56 LIRR destination
57 Appropriate
58 Wine cask

ANSWERS
-1

PISnN€LLO'S

3 bdrm., den. 2 bath, cable/phone
hook-up in each bdrm., 5th St.
$875/mo. Avail Aug. 352-8872

3 bedroom, 1 1/2 baths, utility with
washer/dryer hookup, garage.
Grove St., great location Available
immed. $750 mo 419-352-8872.

43 Fink
46 Added advantage
47 Letter flourishes
48 Old English letter
49 Three-way intersection
50 Thoroughwort
51 Jaunty
53 Opposing side
54 Eliz Us son
55 Estrangement
59 Wine region of Italy
60 Fad toy of the '50s
61 Walter _ Army Medical
Center
62 Singled-out condition
63 Miami's county

■\

2 bedroom apt. Summit Terrace. S.
Summit St Subleaser needed
ASAP
419-308-9300

ROWING COACH WANTED. Rowing experience in high school or college? Anthony Wayne area high
school crew team ready to take to
the water S3.000 per season;
$1.000 lor winter conditioning. Fall
season ready to begin, so contact
us now! Phone 419-877-4000 or
email servpro8670@adelphia.net

Trinity United
Methodist Church

1 Part ol FDIC
5 Green region
15 Declare as fact
16 Hidden
17 Masculine
18 Like an asocial person
19 Seasons in Burgundy
20 " Girl Friday"
21 Just manages
22 Acts as the go-between
24 Municipal vehicle
27 Golfer Ernie
28 Acted high and mighty
29 Middling
30 Susan of "LA. Law"
31 Outer opposite
32 Barkin and Degeneres
34 Part of AARP
35 Annoying fits
36 Killer suit
40 L'chaim and prosit
42 Chick of jazz

"Jan. 2005. Now accepting applications for effic. & studios. Lease by
the week, month, sem. or year. All
util. incl. Fully furnished, cable TV.
352-1520 for more info

ontw. muni orkiMim

Travel

ACROSS

" 1 bedrm. apt. & rooms available
for as low as $250 mo includes all
utilities. Call 419-353-0325

Excellent soccer player needed
to work out with 10-11 yr olds
Call 419-353-3938

u%cmrnt>truT.:
-

For Rent

39
41
42
43
44
45
47
50
52
53

Bm ling (irccn. Ohio 43402-2527
Phone 419-353-9031
lix 419-353-5191
I'.-nuut trinilyu wcnct orx

!
Pk/vLllofe'
' PUSSP®"0*
Jl IZ.ZQ
2Q3N

Prai\toK and PrtH-laiming Christ
at the Heart uf Hiiwiine (liven

FREE DELIVERY
LIMITED AREA
352-5766

^Not Valid With Any Other Oder • Expires 12131/04

Eli's Chocolate Chip Cheesecake $1.25

DOUBLES

P Planned Fkrenthoocf
of Northwest Ohio, Inc.
FOR ALL YOUR REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH NEEDS
Emergency Contraception
Birth Control
Gynecological Exams
Pregnancy Testing

1301 Jefferson Averue
Toledo. Ohio
419-255-1115

Sexually Transmitted Infections
(Screening S Treatment)
HIV Counseling S Testing
(Free & Anonymous)

3401 Glendale Avenue
Toledo. Ohio
419-385-8778

1039 North Main Street
Flndlay, Oho
419-432-4611

Call toll free for an appointment
1-800-230-7526
www.ppnwo.org

2 Cheese Pizzas

■

I

Sm.

Med.

Lg.

$8.00 $11.00 $13.50

Extra Items Each Pizza...
1.00

■ i-TZzcr

203 N. MAIN

BOWLING GREEN
1234 N. MAIN
419-353 1400
FINDLAY
2025 TIFFIN AVE.
419 420 7744

1.25

'■HflflTOI

Not Vain) With Any Other Otter • Expire* 12/31(04

MATTRESSES, ETC

FREE DELIVERY
352-5166

STORE HOURS:
Sunday IS
Monday 1t>-7

Ihuiiday 10 ;
Friday 107

lufida, 10 7

Saturday 10 6

Wedn«dayClOS(D
MAUMEE ClfAHANCF CCNICR

Garlic or Tom. Bread •

1382 CON ANT ST.
419 482 6722
Special Hours- Call Ahead

'

